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ABSTRACT
This thesis provides a design methodology for suboptimal control
of large scale systems, using certain characteristics of these systems
which are
(1) The weak coupling among the different
subsystems
(2) The existence of subsystems with widely
different time constants.
In the first case reduced order filters and regulators are separ-
ately designed for the weakly coupled subsystems using nonsingular
perturbations.
In the second case reduced order filters, and regulators resulting
from reduced order computations, are designed for the low and high fre-
quency subsystems using singular perturbation theory.
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Some optimization problems, although formulated in a precise mathe-
matical form, are too large to be solved on present day digital computers.
Moreover, if the optimal control can be found by expending sufficient off-
line computer time, it may be impossible to implement due to on-line
computational and communication constraints. On the other hand, many large
scale engineering system have a decentralized structure. Consider for
example a power system. The different generators are weakly coupled
when there is a weak transmission line connecting them. The various
models comprising the overall power system model have dynamics with
widely different time constants. For example, the time constants of a
boiler may be on the order of minutes and those of an exciter on the
order of seconds. Weakly coupled subsystems and subsystems with
different time constants are very frequently met in engineering large
scale systems. These characteristics can be utilized in order to design
a suboptimal control system for the large scale system. The suboptimal
control systems will consist of decentralized reduced order filters and
regulators. In such a case optimality is lost. However, because the
filters and regulators are of reduced order, the on-line and off-line
computations required for the evaluation of the suboptimal control can
be significantly reduced. Moreover, the system with decentralized
controllers is more reliable. When there is a centralization and the
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central computer fails, the whole system is uncontrolled. On the contrary,
when the system of controllers is decentralized, then, even when one com-
puter fails, the others still work and only part of the system is uncon-
trolled.
The purpose of this thesis is to provide a design methodology for
suboptimal control of large scale systems using certain characteristics
of these systems which are
(i) the weak coupling among the different subsystems;
(ii) the existence of subsystems with widely different time
constants.
1.2 Organization
The present research is divided into two parts.
In the first part (Chap. 2) we propose a design methodology for a
suboptimal control of a stochastic large scale system which consists of
two weakly coupled subsystems. The Kalman filters are designed separate-
ly for each subsystem ignoring the coupling. The gain matrix of the
regulator is also separately computed for each subsystem neglecting the
interactions. The degree of suboptimality of the proposed design is
evaluated. Based upon the ideas of Bailey and Ramapriyan, who studied
the deterministic problem and evaluated the performance of the subopti-
mal regulator, we extend the results to the stochastic case and find
bounds on the suboptimal error covariance of the filter estimates.
In the second part (Chaps. 3 and 4) we utilize another characteristic
of large scale systems, the existence of subsystems with widely different
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time constants, in order to provide a suboptimal control system which
results from reduced order computations. In Chap. 3 we develop a design
methodology of a suboptimal control of a stochastic system which consists
of one fast and one slow subsystem. In the design we follow the ideas of
Kokotovic, Haddad and Yackel and use the theories of Tihonov and
Hoppensteadt from the theory of singular perturbations. We provide
reduced order filters for the low frequency and the high frequency sub-
systems. A suboptimal gain matrix of the regulator can result, according
to a work of Kokotovic and Yackel, from reduced order computations.
We use the control resulting from the suboptimal filter estimates and the
suboptimal gain matrix of the regulator, and we prove that under certain
conditions it is optimal in the limit as the time constant of the fast
subsystem approaches zero (i.e., the fast state becomes white noise).
In Chap. 4 the results developed in Chap. 3 are applied to a three time
scale system and then they are generalized to a multi-time scale system.
1.3 Contributions of Thesis
1. Extends the results of Bailey and Ramapriyan from the deter-
ministic to the stochastic problem.
2. It gives a complete development of a design methodology of a
suboptimal control of a large two-time scale system, i.e., a system
which consists of one fast and one slow subsystem.
3. It extends the results developed for the two-time scale system
to a multi-time scale system.
CHAPTER II
WEAK COUPLING
In this chapter we will describe some characteristics of a sub-
optimal control of a stochastic large scale system which consists of
two weakly coupled subsystems. Two systems are weakly coupled when a
disturbance in one of them causes a small disturbance in the other.
Large scale systems consisting of weakly coupled subsystems are
frequently met in practice. For example, the longitudinal and latteral
dynamics of a helicopter are weakly coupled; in a power system the
generators which are connected by a weak transmission line are weakly
coupled.
We will organize this chapter as follows: At first we will give
an example of a power system consisting of two weakly coupled subsystems.
This example will serve as a motivation for the subsequent research.
Then we will state the results of Bailey and Rampariyan who describe
some characteristics of a suboptimal control of a deterministic large
scale system consisting of two weakly coupled subsystems. Finally,




X1 + X1 + EX2 = (2.1.a)
X2 + 2 + EX2 = u2 (2.1.lb)
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describe two coupled undamped oscillators. The coefficient £ expresses
the coupling between the oscillators. When the coupling coefficient £
is very small, then the oscillators are weakly coupled and we can
attempt to apply a control to each oscillator separately, ignoring the
coupling. There are many systems in practice which are described by
equations similar to (2.1.1a) and (2.1.lb), where I£j is a very small
parameter. Consider, for example, a power system, Fig. 2.1.1.
)Bus Bus 1 2
V1,81 _ _ _ V2 ,8 2
T T
Va, 8 Infinite bus
Figure 2.1..1
Let 61' 62' 6 be the phase angles of buses 1, 2 and the infinite bus
respectively. Let T1 2, T1lo , T2co be the synchronization factors
between buses one-two, one-infinite bus, two-infinite bus respectively.
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Let V1, V2, V00 be the magnitude of the voltage in buses 1, 2 and the
infinite bus respectively. Them assuming that
(i) the transmission lines between the buses are purely
reactive,
(ii) V1 = V2 = Voo = V,
(iii) the differences of phase angles 61- 62, 61- 6, 62- 6,'
are small enough so that sin(61- 6)% 61- 6,
sin(62- 6)% 62- 6, sin6i i i'
the swing equations for the power system of Fig. 2.11 are [1]
M16d + Tl61 + T12(61- 62)= Pmech,l (2.1.2a)
M2'2 + T2oo62 + T21(62- 61)= Pmech,2 (2.1.2b)
where M1, M2 are the constants of synchronous generators at buses 1 and
2 respectively. Since 6 is taken as the reference angle, we can take
6 = 0 . We can write (2.1.2) as
M1ll + (T+ T12)61 T1262 = Pmechl (2.1.3a)
M262 + (T2 O+ T2 1)62- T2 162 = mech,2 (2.1.3b)
(2.1.3) are in the same form as (2.1.1). The control for (2.1.3) is the
mechanical power. The synchronization factors, T1 2,T2 1 , express the
coupling between the swing equations for buses 1 and 2. When the
synchronization factors, T1l and T2oo, are much larger than the
synchronization factors, T12 and T2 1, then the coupling between buses
1 and 2 is very weak. This means that a disturbance in one bus has
very little effect in the other bus. That is why we can separately
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design two control systems, one for each bus, ignoring the coupling.
The same situation appears in the equations describing the dynamics
of a helicopter. The equations describing the latteral dynamics of the
helicopter are weakly coupled with the equations describing the longi-
tudinal dynamics, i.e., a disturbance in the latteral dynamicsof the
helicopter has almost no effect in the longitudinal dynamics of the
helicopter and vice versa. In this case two controllers can be sepa-
rately designed, one corresponding to the latteral and the other to
the longitudinal dynamics of the helicopter.
Motivated by the above examples we will consider a stochastic
system consisting of weakly coupled subsystems, we will separately
control these subsystems, ignoring the coupling, and we will study some
characteristics of the suboptimal controls.
2.2 Preliminary Concepts and Survey of Previous Work
The weak coupling approach for the design of suboptimal control
systems is based upon the notion of a nonsingular perturbation.
A nonsingular perturbation is a perturbation on the right hand side of
a differential equation.*
Consider the system
=(1 ) 12 : i C X1d°{+ (2.2.1)
x2 ) A21 A22 )C 0( B2 u 2
* In Chap.3 we will consider design methods using singular perturba-
tions. A singular perturbation is a perturbation on the left hand




xl(t) CR is the state of subsystem 1,
n2
x2(t) CR is the state of subsystem 2,
ul(t) CR is the control for subsystem 1,
P2
u2 (t )E R is the control for subsystem 2.
All, A12, A21, A22, B1, B2 are matrices of appropriate dimensions and
£ is a small positive parameter, £ > 0 , z << 1 . We can write the
system (2.2.1) as follows:
x(t) = Ax(t) + Bu(t) = (A0+D) x(t) + Bu(t) (2.2.2)
where
x = (x X2)' U (u )1 2 12
All 0 0 EA12
Ao D = , A = A0+ D
A\(20 A2 2 1 °)
The system is nonsingularly perturbed when £ = 0.
Then (2.2.2) gives
x(t) = A0x(t) + Bu(t) (2.2.3)
and the system decouples into two completely independent subsystems.
Based upon this structure, various authors have studied related problems.
Kwong [2] considers a stochastic system with a structure similar to
that of the system (2.2.1), and a quadratic cost critetion.
He instroduces a nonsingular perturbation, decouples
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the system into two completely independent subsystems and accounts for
the coupling by increasing the covariance of the noise driving the
systems. He solves separately two control problems. In order to com-
pare his suboptimal design with the optimal one he expands the cost in
a power series in the small parameter c, appearing in the system matrix
A defined in 2.2.1, and proves that the proposed scheme performs opti-
mally up to linear terms in c.
Kokotovic[3] considers a quadratic control problem for (2.2.1),
where the weighting matrices in the cost are compatible with the decom-
position of the problem. He expands the solution of the Riccati equa-
tion in powers of c. The zeroth order terms are obtained by the
solution of two Riccati equations that result from the decomposition of
the original system. The higher order terms are obtained by the solution
of linear equations of order n1 and n2. Because of the quadratic cost
he considers, nth order approximations to the optimal solution lead to
2nth order approximations to the optimal cost.
Milne [4] considers the problem of weak coupling in the dynamics of
an airplane. He assumes that the characteristic roots of A22 are much
smaller than the characteristic roots of Alland obtains approximate
expressions for the eigenvalues and eigenvectors of the system matrix.
Sanders, Tacker and Linton [5] consider a large system consisting
of interconnected subsystems and control the system by local filters for
the subsystems.
Bailey and Ramapriyan [6] consider the system (2.2.2) with the cost
functional J = f (x'Qx + u'Ru)dt (2.2.4)
0
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The optimal control which minimizes the cost J is
u = -R-1B'K x (2.2.5)
opt
where K is the solution of the Riccati equation
opt
-A'K - K A - Q + K BR B'K = 0 (2.2.6)
opt opt opt opt
They choose the control
u = -G0x = -R 1B'K0x (2.2.7)
where K0 is the solution of the Riccati equation
-A'K - K A -Q + KBR-1B'K = (2.2.8)0K0 0 00
The suboptimal value of the performance index is
sub= x'(0) K x(0) (2.2.9)
sub
where K is the solution of the equation.
K(A - BGO) + (A - BGO ) K = -(G O RGO+ Q) (2.2.10)
They investigate the stability of the resulting subsytem and obtain
bounds for the performance of the proposed design.
Thy prove the following lemma:
Lemma 2.2.1
Set K = plK0 - A
where K0 , K are defined in (2.2.6) and (2.2.10) respectively, P1 is a
positive scalar quantity and A > 0
If the condition
(GORG0 + Q) - (KoD + D'Ko) > 0 (2.2.11)
is satisfied, if the suboptimal control u = -R -B'K x is applied in0
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(2.2.2) and if P1 is chosen such that
(P1 - 1) (Go RGO + Q) - p1(K0D + D'K0) > O (2.2.12)
then
(i) (A - BG0) is a stability matrix
(ii) (1 + om)K0 < Kopt < K < (1 - aM) 1K (2.2.13)
where a and aM are the minimum and maximum eigenvalues of
(GO RG + q)- (KoD + D'KO) (2.2.14)
respectively. I
The work of Bailey and Rampariyan will be the basis for the
development of this chapter. Following their ideas we will extend the
analysis of Bailey and Rampariyan to the stochastic case. Stability
results and performance bands will be obtained for suboptimal Kalman
filters and controllers.
2.3 Statement of the Stochastic Control Problem
Motivated by the examples of section 2.1 we consider the system
(1 : A l l A12AX)(l) B1 0) () 2.3.1)
x2 A21 A22 x2 0 B2 u2 C2
with the observation equations
Y1 = Cll + 01
(2.3.2)
Y2 = C22 + 82
where x1, x2, All, A1 2, A2 1, A2 2, B1, B2, c are defined in section 2.2,
y1CR
r l is the vector of observations on subsystem 1,
y2CRr2 is the vector of observations on subsystem 2,
C1 is an r1 x n1 matrix,
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C2 is an r2 x n2 matrix and
5 = (El w2)' e = (01 0O)' are uncorrelated white Gaussian
noises with covariances
EE 02 (t)) E26(t-s) (2.3.3)
1 ()\ [O'(S) (s)] 0_ 6(t-s) O
E 0 (t)/ 0\0 026(t-s)) (2.3.4)
We can write the system (2.3.1)with the observation equations (2 .3.2)as
x = (A0 + D)x + Bu + i (2.3.5)
y = Cx + 0 (2.3.6)
with A0, D, B defined in section 2.2, E and 0 defined as above and
/C1 0O
C = 2 . We consider the cost criterion
T
T- T 
with Q ( ) Q > R > 0.
° Q2 R2 --
We assume that the pair [A,B] is controllable and that the pairs A,C]and
1/2[A,Q ] are observable. (These conditions guarantee that the control
which stabilizes the system (2.3.5), (2.3.6) and minimizes the cost
functional (2.3.7) exists and is uniquely determined. [7,19])
In order to control the above system we design two reduced order
Kalman filters and two reduced order regulators, which result when
D = 0. The reduced order Kalman filters are described by the equations
1= A11l + BU1l + H01 (Y1 - C1 x1 ) (2.3.8)
-19-
x2 = A22 2 +B 2U 2 + H02 (Y2- C2 2) (2.3.9)
where H = ZlC'O-1 H02 = 22C' and 11l 22 result from the
filter Riccati equations [8,17,18]
11A 11 EZ ~ l + A' E -1 C'0lClEll =0 (2.3.10)111 1111 1 1 1
a22 22 22A22 2 '22C2 2 22
respectively. The feedback control laws are given by the equations
ul -Gll =- R1 K (2.3.12)
1 - 11K1 
U2 = G22 = - R2 BK22 (2.3.13)
where Xl and £2 are the Kalman filter estimates and K1, K2 are the
solutions of the control Riccati equations
0 = - A'lK1 - K1A - Q1 + K1B1RlB{K1l (2.3.14)
A' K - K A - Q + (2.3.15)22 2 K 2A22 Q 2 K2B 2R 2 2
respectively. We can combine the pairs of equations (2.3.8) - (2.3.15)
in a more compact form as follows:
x = A0 x + Bu + HO(y - CR) (2.3.16)
AZ 0+ ZA'+ - OC'O1CC 0 = 0 (2.3.17)
u = - G0 x (2.3.18)





GO = R-lB'K0 (2.3.20)
K0 obeys (2.3.19)
A0 , Q, R are as previously defined.
Since the control system proposed above neglects the subsystem coupling,
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it is suboptimal. We will investigate its performance in two steps.
In the first step the stability of the resulting system is investigated.
In the second step upper and lower bounds are found for the performance
of the suboptimal design.
2.4 Investigation of the Stability of the Resulting Suboptimal System
To investigate the stability of the resulting suboptimal system
we follow the ideas of Bailey and Ramapriyan. [6]. We define
X=x-X
Then from (2.3.5) and (2.3.16)
x= AOR + Dx - HoCx - Ho0 + (2.4.1)
combining (2.3.5) (2.3.18) and (2.4.1) we obtain
/(t\ A 0 + DBG -BGI 0 (t)
Vx(t)| x Dl -AoHoC/ (t)/ I - 0 0(t)/
(2.4.2)
We will determine conditions under which the system matrix of (2.4.2)
is stable, i.e., it has eigenvalues with negative real parts.
The Lyapunov equation for the system (2.4.2) with D = 0 is
(ABG -BG) (P P P-BG -BG00
-BG 0 0 xp P~) ( A )
0 A0-Ho C P-x P- P0 A0-HoC
o 0 xX X XX R 0 
o+( 2)(0 :) (:I =~)= 0) (2.4.3)
I -H00 O I -H0
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or ( Ao-BG +D oBG) (P P A -BG +D oBG
D A -HG C P- ) PY P ( D A -H C
XX  XX X
r/x~~~ I O \/8 ° ID O x0 xP
I -H 0 IO (3 \ I -H D P ~ - x
-P P- D 0/ (2.4.4)
where
x XX
P( P: = E ' (2.4.5)
Take (x' x')l' P P x
e Pr x ()~xxxi = v(x) as a Lyapunov function [9].
P~ P- /
Then
v(x) D (x' x')' -G0+D -BG P xx P
ViX(tIRAB A )(P: i (0 0 xx x x xx
\ D Ao-Ho C P-x P- P- P-
Ao-BG0 -BG0 
D A0 - B-BHG0)' (x) and because of (2.4.4)
D A0-H C 3E
-22-
(x)= -(' x )( 0 IO 0 )j D P 
-H / I -H D D °V / P
\Px PX
It is well known [10] that when the matrix
-H 0 I -H D 0 P-
is positive definite then the matrix
(A0 - BG0 +D BG 0
D A0 - H0C
is stable,i.e.,it has eigenvalues with negative real parts.
Summarizing the investigation for the stability of the system which
results after the application of the suboptimal control law
-1
u= -R B' K0 x
to the system (2.3.5) we have the following theorem:
Theorem 2.4.1
Consider the system (2.3.5) with observation equations described
by (2.3.6). Consider that we apply the suboptimal control law
-1
u = - R B' K0 x
where x are the estimates of the Kalman filters described by (2.3.16)
and K0 is the solution of the control Riccati equation (2.3.19).
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Then if the condition
W{I 0 \fH O0 II 0 \ f D 0 P /
LI -HOO O \ I -HO/ \ D O0 PRX Pi(4
(2.4.7)
X XX > 0
\xP/ D 0°
XX X / \ i
is satisfied, the system matrix of the resulting system (2.4.2) is
stable, i.e. it has eigenvalues with negative real parts.
Remark:
As Bailey and Rampariyan point out for an analogous problem, it is
possible that condition (2.4.7) is satisfied because the matrix D which
expresses the coupling between the subsystems is small. (2.4.7) is also
satisfied when D is not small but it has a structure such that the
symmetric part of the matrix
(D~ ) (PL i'~&) is small.
D °0 P- P-
With this remark we conclude the investigation of the stability of the
system resulting from the application of the suboptimal control law
(2.3.18). In the next section we will evaluate the degree of
suboptimality of the proposed design by finding upper and lower bounds
on its performance.
2.5 Evaluation of the Degree of Suboptimality of the Proposed Design
In this section the problem of evaluating the degree of
suboptimality of the proposed design is studied. The investigation
proceeds in three steps. In the first step we find a relation between
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the optimal error covariance Zopt. corresponding to the full system
(2.3.5) and the optimal filter, and the optimal error covariance E0,
corresponding to the completely decoupled system and filter. In the
second step we find a relation between Z0 and the error covariance Z
of the proposed design. The results of the first and second steps are
used to obtain bounds on the optimal filter error covariance in terms
of the error covariance Z of the proposed design. In the third step
bounds on optimal and actual controller performance are given.
2.5.A Bounds on Zopt in Terms of Z0
Consider the system (2.3.5) with the observation equation (2.3.6)
and the filter
x= (A + D) £ + B u + H0 (y - Cx) (2.5.1)
where Ho = Z0 C' e-1 and Z0 is the solution of (2.3.17). The control
law is given by u = GO x where GO and £ are the same as in (2.3.18).
The system (2.3.5) with the filter (2.5.1) and the control law u = GO
is neither the optimal nor the suboptimal system we propose in this
section. It is not the optimal because the control gain matrix GO and
the Kalman gain H0 of the filter (2.5.1) are the same as the gains of
the proposed suboptimal system. It is not the suboptimal because the
system matrix of the filter (2.5.1) is the same as the system matrix
of the optimal filter. We only use the system (2.3.5), (2.5.1) with
the control law u = GO £ as am intermediate step for the evaluation of
upper and lower bounds on the performance of the proposed design. The
error covariance Z1 = E {(x - x)(x - x)'f of the above system satisfies
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the equation
(A0 + D - HoC)Z1 + 1(A0 + D - HC)' = (HO0H1 + (2.5.2)
set Z1 = PlZ0 - A 1 (2.5.3)
where P1 > 0 and E0 is the error covariance of the completely decoupled
system and filter which satisfies (2.3.17). Substitute Z1 from (2.5.3)
into (2.5.2) to obtain
P1(A + D - HoC)Z0 + plZ0(A0 + D - HoC)'-
- (A + D - H C)A1 - Ai(AO + D - HC)' =
(2.5.4)
= - [pl(H0OH' + 2) + (1 - pl)(OH + )-
- pi(DE0 + ZoD') + pl(DZ0 + EoD')]
Equation (2.3.17) can be written as
(A0 + D - HoC)Z 0 Z0(A0 + D - HoC)' =
(2.5.5)
= - [(H 0 OH; + )i- (DZ 0 + E0 D')]
Because of (2.5.5), (2.5.4) gives
(A0 + D - HoC)A1 + Al(AO + D - HoC)' =
= - [(P1 - 1)(H0 ®H' + ) - l(oD' + DO) (2.5.6)
The matrix (A0 - HoC) is a stability matrix (i.e. it has eigenvalues on
the open complex left half plane) because it is the system matrix of
the optimal Kalman filter corresponding to the completely decoupled
system (2.3.5) (i.e. the system(2.3.5)with D = 0). Since the coupling
matrix D is very small, 'by continuity arguments, the matrix
AO + D - H C will also be stable. At this point we make the following
assumption:
(HOnGH + 3) - (oD' + DEZ) > 0 (2.5.7)
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Then for large Pl the matrix
I = (P1 - 1) (HoHO + ) - pl(ZoD' + DE) =
p[(1 - )(H + ) ( 0D' + DZ )]p1 0
is positive definite. It is well known [10] that when H is positive
definite and (A0 + D - HoC) is stable then A1, which obeys (2.5.6), is
a positive definite matrix. Therefore because of (2.5.3) we have
-1 < p Z0 (2.5.8)
Since Zopt is the optimal error covariance
7opt < E1 (2.5.9)
opt 1
Combining (2.5.8) and (2.5.9) we get
Zopt < Z1 < P1 0 (2.5.10)
(2.5.10) gives an upper bound for the optimal error covariance Zopt in
terms of E0, the error covariance of the completely decoupled system
and filter. In order to obtain a lower bound we introduce a dual
system of (2.3.5), (2.3.6). This system is described by the equations
I = - A' x + u + c'X (2.5.11)
y = x + v (2.5.12)
where
E {X(t) ' (s) = - 1 6(t-s)
E {v(t) v' (s)} = 6(t-s)
The dual cost functional is
J = 1 {- 1 fT(x'BR-1B'x + u'Q-lu)dt} (2.5.13)
T-oo 0
Here duality is meant in the sense that the control and the filter
Riccati equations for (2.3.5), (2.3.6), (2.3.7) and (2.5.11), (2.5.12),
(2.5.13) are dual. By method similar to those employed early, we
-27-
consider the filter.
= - (A0 + D)' £ + U + H 0(dual)(Y - x) (2.5.14)
associated with the dual system, where H ) H = Y0E and g0 is0(dual) d 0 0
the solution of the filter Riccati equation
- Al y0 - T0 A0 + C'O C - = 0 (2.5.15)
which corresponds to the system of (2.5.11), (2.5.12), (2.5.14) when
D = 0. Let 1 = E[(x - x)(x - x)'] be the error covariance for (2.5.11),
(2.5.12), (2.5.14). T1 satisfies the Riccati equation
- (A' + D' + Hd0) y1 - T (A' + D' + HdO)' =
0 -i 1 (2.5.16)
= - [Hdo Hdo + C'-0 C]
In analogy with the method used earlier we set
Y1 = P2 0o - A2 (2.5.17)
where P2 > 0 and TY0 satisfies (2.5.15) which can also be written as
(A' + D' + Hdo)TO - 0(A' + D' + Hdo)' =
(2.5.18)
= - [(HdO F Hd0 + C'® C) + T0 D + D' 0]
Substituting (2.5.17) into (2.5.16) we get
- P2(AI + D' + Hdo)Yo - p2 0(Am + D' + Hd0)' +
+ (A' + D' + HdO)A2 + A2(A' + D' + Hd0)' =
= - [P2(HdO H' + C'O C) + (2.5.19)
+ (1 - p2)(Hd H + C' -
P2(D'0 + ToD) + p2(o 0D + D'T?0)]
Because of (2.5.18), (2.5.19) gives
(A' + D' + HdO)A2 + A2(A' + D' + Hd0)' =
[(p2-1)(H -1 H-' + C'0O1C) + (2.5.20)[ P2(loD + D0 )
+ p2(T 0D + D'P0)]
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The matrix (Ao + Hd0) is a stable matrix because it is the system matrix
of the Kalman filter corresponding to the system (2.5.11) when D = 0.
Since the coupling matrix is very small, by continuity arguments, the
matrix (A' + D' + Hdo) will also be stable. We make the following
assumption.
-1'+ , '-c) - (D + D 'o ) > 0 (2.5.21)(Hd0 do H0 
Then for large P2 the matrix
M = (P2 - 1)(Hd0 H dO + C'0 C) + P2(TD + D' =
p2 [(1 _- ) do do + C 0 C) + T0D + D,' 0]) P2 ( Ha 0 d0
is positive definite. As it has been stated earlier, when M is positive
definite and (A; + D' + Hdo0) is stable, then A2, which obeys (2.5.20),
is a positive definite matrix. Hence because of (2.5.17) we obtain
T1 < P 22 0 (2.5.22)
If iopt is the optimal error covariance for the dual system, then
T' < TP (2.5.23)
opt 1
Combining (2.5.22) and (2.5.23) we have
Topt <' 1 P< 2 TO (2.5.24)
(2.5.24) provides an upper bound for the optimal error covariance Popt
of the dual system in terms of To, the error covariance of the
completely decoupled dual system and filter. In order to combine the
bounds obtained for the original and the dual system we prove the
following lemma.
Lemma 2.5.1
The error covariances Eopt, ' opt' '0 for the original
problem (2.3.5) - (2.3.6) and the dual problem (2.5.11) - (2.5.12) are
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related by the equations
-1




Multiply (2.3.11) by E0 from the right and left. Then we get
E-Z A -A0' - 0 + C' C = 0 (2.5.27)
(2.5.27) is the same as (2.5.15). Hence EO1 = 0 Similarly we prove
-1
that opt = opt QED.opt opt
Remark:
Note that T 1 E11 1 
Now using lemma 2.5.1 and the rebations (2.5.10), (2.5.24) we get:
P- ,To -1 -< T- < P =
P2 0 = P2 ZO < o opt 1= 0 (2.5.28)
-1
P2 Z0 opt < Pl
(2.5.28) provides an upper and a lower bound for Zopt in terms of E0.
We only have to determine P2 and p1. To do this we multiply (2.5.21)
by Z0 from the right and left. Using E0 = Y01 from lemma 2.5.1 we
obtain
(3 + H eH') + (DEZ+ D') > 0 (2.5.29)
For P2 large enough we get for the matrix M
oMO 0= (P2-1) (E + HO®H') +
+ P2(DEo + ZoD') > 0 (2.5.30)
Comparing (2.5.30) with the matrix
II = ( 1-1) (HoOH' + -) - pl(Z0D ' + DZ0)
we conclude that for large P1 , P2 the sufficient conditions for
estimation of bounds provided by both problems, the original and the
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dual, reduce to very similar tests. If we divide (2.5.30) and T by
P2 and p1 respectively, provided that P1 and P2 are large enough, we
can write tests (2.5.7) and (2.5.21) as
(1 - 1) (HOH + ) ± (D + ED' ) > 0 (2.5.31)
Therefore the problem of finding P1 and P2 reduces to finding the
smallest values of p which satisfy the two statements in (2.5.31). In
order to find the desired p we use the following lemma.
Lemma 2.5.2 [11]
If A and B are symmetric and A > 0, them exists a nonsingular
matrix S such that
S'(A + B)S = I + M
where M is a diagonal matrix whose elements are the eigenvalues of
A-lB. I I
If we apply lemma 2.5.2 to (2.5.31) and assume that (H 0OH'+7)>0
we get
(1 - -)I + D > 0 (2.5.32)
where P is a diagonal matrix whose entries are the eigenvalues of
(HOH' + 5) (ZoD' + DE ) (2.533)00 0 (2.5.33)
Remark
Since p > 0, the eigenvalues of the matrix I must lie inside the
unit circle. This condition is guaranteed by the weak coupling
condition, i.e. by the fact that the norm IDI I of the coupling matrix
D is small enough.
If a and and are the maximum and mimimum eigenvalues of (2.5.33)
then relation (3.5.32) implies that the tightest bounds are
then relation (3.5.32) implies that the tightest bounds are
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P = (l-cM)-1 (2.5.34)
p2= (1+ ) (2.5.35)
(2.5.34) and (2.5.35) combined with (2.5.28) give
(1+o ) 0 < Z 0
m 0 opt M) (2.5.36)
Thus we complete the first step in the evaluation of the degree of
suboptimality of the proposed design. Relation (2.5.36) provides upper
and lower bounds for the optimal error covariance of the full system
and filter in terms of the error covariance of the completely decoupled
system and filter. The results of the first step are not the dual of
the results of Bailey and Ramapriyan because this step does not provide
bounds on the actual error covariance. These results only serve as an
intermediate step in our computations. In the second step bounds in
the actual error covariance Z , in terms of E0, will be given. Then
the results of the two steps will be combined to obtain bounds in the
actual error covariance Z in terms of the optimal covariance Z
2.5.B Bounds on Z in Terms of Z0
The decoupled system is described by the equation
= Ax + Bu + S (2.5.37)
The decoupled filters are described by (2.3.16). Define x = x-
where x and x obey (2.5.37) and (2.3.16) respectively. The d.e. for
x is
x = (A- HC)x + 5 - H 00 (2.5.38)
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Combining (2.5.37), (2.5.38) and using (2.3.18) for u we obtain
·-BG- - - -
A0-H0C x I -H0 e (2.5.39)
The Lyapunov equation for (2.5.39) is
-BG -BGC I
A 0 ) ABG -BG /
( AO-HACV0 E0 V0( 2 ( Ao0 Ho /
I -H0 0 I -H = (2.5.40)
For the full system (2.3.5)-(2.3.6) and the decoupled filters we have
x = x - x = (A0 - HoC)r + Dx + H - H (2.5.41)
Combining (2.3.5) with (2.5.41) and (2.3.18) we get
A -BG +D -BG( D A0-HOC ( (I -H. 0 (2.5.42)
The Lyapunov equation for (2.5.42) is
-ABG +D -BG 11 V A D-BG 
(A0-0 AO.0C) V ) V ) D A0-H 0C
(I 2( ) ( = 0oIi: -H 0 0 /I -H 0o(2.5.43)
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Set v) VI V
Set ( V O) ( n ) 0 1(2 A2 (2.5.44)
where P; > 0 and the matrix (N V0
V0 Z0 satisfies (2.5.40)
Substitute (2.5.44) into (2.5.43).
Then
(iO-BGo -BG) (O V) + O VI) ( BG B0 
+I ° ( (E 08 )I 0 A) (l - P) I 0 (2. 04\I -Ho 0 0l \I -Ho + I -Ho 0
1 A : o° °0 1 2 12
I -H0 \ Ao-HoC A12 A2 12 2
B + D A +0H- V0 A 
(A0OB AO )(A-H 2 1) (D A)(0D AoC A
-H0-H I - 0 1
-BG +D -BG -
Ao-HoC A1 2 A12 A2 /
0 A0-HoCA12 A2 D ACH A2/
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I -H 0 0 0 I - D O) Vo )O
VO 0 D o/J (2.5.46)
Equation (2.5.40) can be written as follows:
-B +D -BG1 A -A0 - C no Z0 D O_
I ° ) I ° I D 0 T0 V ( V 0 0/
I -Ho [ UI -)H CD \ 0/ v- Z o/- D 0 
(2.5.47)
The matrix Ao-BG0 -BGo/
( D AO-H0C)
is the system matrix for the completely decoupled system and filter to
which the optimal control law u = G0x is applied. Therefore this
matrix is stable [7,19]. Since the coupling matrix D is very small,
by a continuity argument, the matrix
A -BGO+D -BGO
D A o-HoC /
is also stable. We make the following assumption:
/ D 0 VO , I/I VO1 o> 0
0 D OV0
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Then, for large pl the matrix
z A(P 1
I -H 0 -H 0
is also positive definite. When Z is positive definite and A is
stable, then the matrix
A12 A22
is positive definite because of the properties of Lyapunov equations
[10]. Therefore, because of (2.5.44), we have
;v ) < p V0 E0J (2.5.49)
hence




< E < P'IZopt P1 (2.5.52)
(2.5.52) provides an upper bound for Z in terms of Z0. To obtain a
lower bound a dual system for (2.5.37), (2.3.6) is introduced (duality
is again meant in the same sense as in the first step).
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The dual system is
= -A'x + u + C'X (2.5.53)
y= x + v (2.5.54)
where X,v are defined in section 3.5.A.
The filter for (2.5.53) is
xd = -A' + u + Hd(y - d) (2.5.55)
Hd0 d O d
where Hdo = Y0E and 'Y0 satisfies (2.5.15). Define x = x - Xd
where x and xd obey (2.5.53) and (2.5.55) respectively.
The d.e. for x is
x = -(A0+ Hdo)x + C'X - HdOV (2.5.56)
Combining (2.5.49) and (2.5.52) and the relation u = Gdo xd (2.5.57)
we obtain
-A( - O HdJ/(X) (c - Hd(X
1 \ O dO/ / -H\ d dQ/\ /(2.5.58)
where
Gd = QKdo and Kdo satisfies the equation
+AoKd0 + Kd0A' BR-1B ' + KdQKd 0+A do o do  dO (2.5.59)
The Lyapunov equation for (2.5.58) is
A'-G d O d 1Mo (N 0 N MO O -A'-GdO -G d
\OO dd o -A0 H /do
-C' 0 0 0d
C' -HdO)(0 E-C' -HdO =(2.5.60)
· F : -HOdo dOor Hd 
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(2.5.60) can also be written as follows:
A0-D -G -Gd lM N' /M N/-A0-D'-Gd0 -G
dO d, dO dO
FOr the SYStem (2.5.11), (2.5.12) and the filter (2.5.55) We haVe( D) -A(-AC NHO -D -A'-H563)d'd 0 + 0 0 | d O' dOd +0 O\+ jD 0 0d+C'o X-o / ° )For the system (2.5.11), (2.5.12) and the filter (2.5.55) we have
x = * - xit (-Al-Hd0)- D'x + C'X - HdOv (2.5.62)
Combining (2.5.11) with (2.5.62) and (2.5.57) we get
A ~-D-Gd0 -Cd0
\ : -D O -A-Hd d (2.5.64)
The Lyapunov equation for (2.5.63) is
-AN-D'-Gd G N' 
-D' -AlH N T N -Dv -A'-Hd0
,d0 0 'dO (2.5.64>
Set Y/i · i( O ~ V0 0 12r 2 1 (2.5.65)
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Substitute (2.5.65) into (2.5.64) to obtain
0 -A0-D'-GdO Gd o N) +N N0 -Al D'Gdo Gd° Pt ( ° dO dO O O + Pt ( 0 0 dO dO
-D' -A -HdG /\N O 2 NO -D' -A'-Hd
-A0-D'-GdO -GdO/rl 2 (1 2\/-A'-D'Gdo -G+(-A-D'G dO)( 12) - 1  0 dO dO +
-D' -A'-H /XF 12 F2 / -Dv -Ai-Hd00 dO 12 2 F12 - O dO
+ 0P2 C -H 0 ( - )+ (1-p 2 )
dC' -Hdo C -H C' -HdcOC -H
-Hd dO dC-d0
(2.5.66)
Because of (2.5.61), (2.5.66) gives
(-A'0 D'-Go dO)(1 12) + G(d 012)( A dO Gdo)
= L(P 2 ( d( 1)( -d0) + P2 K )(Z ° ) +
-dO
N )(D -1 O 
- (2.5 . 67)C0 d)' dN
\E -A 1-Hd0 ' 0/0 dOC
is the system matrix for the completely decoupled dual system and
filter to which the optimal control law u = Gd xd is applied. ThereforedO d
this matrix is stable [7]. Since the coupling matrix D is very small,
by a continuity argument, the matrix -A'-DI-G G 
-DV -A'-Hd/
is also stable. 0 dO
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We make the following assumption:
(C' 0 H (0 1)(C i ( ' X °0 N ) ( 0 N)(D D)
C d C' -H dO D' ° No O ° 0 ° 
(2.5.68)
Then for large P2 the matrix
E= (p-l) +( +
C' -H O I C -H pos O\iMo Ndit
°
°\ oD' 
2 N D Ais positive definite.
NO Y0 \ D ' O
When E is positive definite and A is stable, then the matrix
=(1 12) is positive definite
F12 F2
because of the properties of Lyapunov equations [10].
Therefore, because of (2.5.65), we get
< , 0 0
NO O (2.5.69)
and T P2 2 0
Obviously t < T
opt O
Hence Wopt - P2 0 (2.5.70)
Combining (2.5.70) with (2.5.52) and using lemma 2.5.1 we obtain
(P)0 p< < opt opt 0 2 opt opt Pl
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or (p)1 -ZOo pt < o 1 P (2.5.71)
(2.5.71) provides an upper and a lower bound for the actual error
covariance Z in forms of ZO. We only have to determine P' and p.
The sufficient conditions for estimation of the bounds are given by
(2.5.48) and (2.5.68) provided that p' and p' are large enough.1 2
Then Z > 0 and E > 0 . Assuming that
I O 0 I 0
(I -HO) ) 2 OI 0-H0 (2.5.72)
and
C' 0 C'
C' -Hd 0 C' -HdO (2.5.73)
and applying lemma (2.5.2) to the matrices and E we find that the
tightest bounds are
P= ( (2.5.74)
where a' is the maximum eigenvalue of
oM




where a' is the minimum eigenvalue of
m
C' 0 6-1 O ° MO N'V 0D \O No'
C' 'M 0 0 +
C'-H /\O lC'-H 0 i (Q|NO To\ D 0 \ \N O $0
(2.5.77)
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Since p;, P2 are positive, the eigenvalues of the matrices (2.5.75),
(2.5.77) must lie inside the unit circle. This condition is always
satisfied since jIDII is small enough, but it can also be satisfied if
II DII is large,but D has such a special structure so that the symmetric
parts of O ) and of ( :0o ) are small.
Nx0 T) (: 0/I V0 E
Combining (2.5.74), (2.5.76) with (2.5.71) we get
m( 0 opt < (2.5.78)
(2.5.78) provides upper and lower bounds for the error covariance of
the proposed design in terms of the optimal error covariance of the
completely decoupled system and filter.
Thus we complete the second step in the investigation of the
performance of the proposed suboptimal design. Now we can combine the
results of the first and the second step and get upper and lower bounds
on the error covariance of the proposed design in terms of the optimal
error covariance. From (2.5.36) and (2.5.78) we get
(1 + a )(1 - Gt)E < o < (1 -+ aC') (2.5.79)
m M opt m(2.5.79)
Remarks
1. Although we used a state augmentation technique in order to obtain
relations between Z and E0., the matrix ( 0 V )
V0 E 0
(and similarly the matrix ( N) ) is obtained from low order
computationso
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If we write analytically the Lyapunov equation (2.5.40), we get
(A0-BGo)1 0-BGoV0 + iO(A -BG O) '- V'G'B' + = (20 0 0 0 0 00 (2.5.80)
(Ao-BGo)VO - BGoZ0 + V0(A-HoC)' + (201)0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0(2.5.81)
(A 0-HoC)Z0 + (A-HC)' + + HOH = 0 (2.5.82)
We can first solve the optimal filtering problem for the decoupled
system, then we can substitute Z0 in (2.5.81) and solve it to obtain
V0 , and afterwards substitute V0 in (2.5.80) to obtain HO .
In this way we compute the matrix (;: VI
which is very important for our purposes, by means of computations
which are of the same dimension as the computations used in section
2.5.A. The only disadvantage in section 2.5.B is that we have to
invert matrices which are of larger dimension than the corresponding
matrix in section 2.5.A.
2. The bounds on the suboptimal filter performance are not obtained
by straightforward dualization of the result of Bailey and Ramapriyan.
This is because there are two sources of suboptimality in a suboptimal
Kalman filter:
(i) The incorrect filter gain matrix is used.
(ii) The incorrect system matrix is used in the filter.
Only factor (i) is relevant in the control case.
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With these remarks we conclude the study of bounds on the
error covariance of the proposed design. In the third step we will
state the results of Bailey and Rampariyan who give bounds on the
controller performance.
2.5.C Bounds on Optimal and Actual Controller Performance
The bounds on the actual and optimal controller performance
in terms of the solution K0 of (2.3.19) are given by Bailey and
Rampariyan [6]. When the conditions of lemma (2.2.1) are satisfied,
then the bounds on the actual controller performance expressed by K ,
which satisfies (2.2.10) and the optimal performance expressed by
K , which satisfies (2.2.6) are given by
opt
(l + a")K < K < K _ (1 - a") 0 
m 0 opt M 0 (2.5.83)
where a" and a" are the minimum and maximum eigenvalues of
m M
(GoRG0 +Q) (KoD + D'K (2.5.84)
respectively.
With this step we complete the evaluation of the performance
of the proposed suboptimal control system. The advantage of the
proposed design is that the dimensions of the Riccati equations for
the control and the filtering problem are of lower order than the
corresponding Riccati equations in the optimal case. In the suboptimal
case we have to solve two filter Riccati equations of order n1 and n2,
and two control Riccati equations of order n1 and n2 . In the optimal
-case we have to solve one filter Riccati equation of order nl+ n2 and
one control Riccati equation of order nl+ n2 also. The scalar
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equations resulting from a Riccati equation of order n are
(1/2)n (n + 1). Thus, in the suboptimal case, the number of coupled
scalar equations which result from the Riccati equations for the sub-
systems described by x1 and x2 are (1/2)nl(nl+1) and (1/2)n2 (n2+1).
In the optimal case this number is (1/2)n(n+l), n = n1 + n2.
If n1 = n2 = n/2 then (1/2)n 2(n2+ 1) + (1/2)nl(nl + 1) - (1/8)n(n + 2)
and the total number of coupled equations in the suboptimal case is
approximately one fourth of the number (1/2)n(n + 1) of coupled
equations in the optimal case. This greatly reduces or eliminates
convergence difficulties.
The only disadvantage of this design is that in the evaluation
of bounds for the error covariance we have to invert matrices which
result from a state augmentation, therefore they are of larger dimen-
sion than nl and n2 .
In this chapter we studied some characteristics of a subtop-
timal control which results when a nonsingular perturbation (i.e., a
perturbation on the right hand side of the state equation describing
the system) is applied to the system. In the next chapter we will
consider singular perturbations applied to the system. When a singular
perturbation (i.e., a perturbation on the left hand side of the state
equation describing the system) is applied to the system,the dimension
of the system is reduced. We will use this fact and design suboptimal
reduced order filters and controllers for a singularly perturbed system.
CHAPTER III
STRONG COUPLING
In this chapter the stochastic linear quadratic Gaussian problem is
used in order to develop a design methodology for suboptimal control of
large scale systems which consist of low frequency and high frequency
subsystems. Large scale systems consisting of slow and fast components
are frequently met in practice. For example the various models describing
the mechanical and electrical parts of a power system have dynamics with
widely different time constants. The time constants of a boiler may be
on the order of minutes and those of an exciter on the order of seconds.
The difference between the time constants can be used in the design of
separate controllers for the low frequency and the high frequency
subsystems.
3.1 Preliminary Concepts
The strong coupling approach is based upon the notion of a singular
perturbation. Singular perturbation theory is concerned with systems of
the form
= f(x,y,t,z) (3.1.1)
zy = g(x,y,t,z) (3.1.2)
where £ is a small positive parameter.
In studying the behavior of solutions of (3.1.1) - (3.1.2) for
small positive c it is convenient to make use of two systems which are
associated with (3.1.1) - (3.1.2). The first associated system called
the degenerate system is obtained by formally setting £ = 0 in (3.1.1) -
(3.1.2). This gives
= f(x,y,t,O) x(t0) = x0 (3.1.3)
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0 = g(x, y, t, 0) (3.1.4)
The second associated system is obtained by making the stretching
transformation T = t/£ and then setting £ = 0 in the resulting system.
This gives
dx/dT = 0 (3.1.5)
dy/dT = g(x, y, T, 0) (3.1.6)
The system (3.1.5) - (3.1.6) is called the boundary layer system.
Based upon the structure of the system (3.1.1) - (3.1.2) various
authors have studied related problems.
Tihonov [12] investigates the deterministic problem of singular
perturbations on the finite interval. He finds conditions under which the
solution of the original system tends to the solution of the degenerate
system as c + 0.
Hoppensteadt [21] extends the results of Tihonov to the infinite
interval.
The works of Tihonov and Hoppensteadt are fundamental and will
repeatedly be used in the development of this chapter. The basic results
of Tihonov and Hoppensteadt are given in Appendix A with other important
concepts of singular perturbation theory which are used in this thesis.
Desoer, Shensa, and Kokotovic apply singular perturbation theory to
problems related with control theory.
Desoer and Shensa [24] consider a system of the form
= fl(x,y,z)
$y = f2 (x'YZ) (3.1.7)
Pi = f3 (x,y,z)
where x(t)£Rn, y(t)sR , z(t)ER , c, p are positive numbers, (typically
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E << 1, p >> 1) fi are twice continuously differentiable on an appropriate
open set of R x R x R
(3.1.7) consists of a low frequency, a mid frequency and a high
frequency component. Using singular and nonsingular perturbations,
Desoer and Shensa obtain the low frequency, mid frequency and high
frequency approximations of (3.1.7). Studying the stability of (3.1.7)
in relation to the stability of each one of the low frequency, mid
frequency and high frequency approximations they find that:
(a) When each one of the approximating systems is asymptotically
stable then there is an o0> 0 and a p0 > 0 such that (3.1.7)
is asymptotically stable for any EC[O,E 0] and any
1C[EoOO].
(b) If one or more of the approximating systems is unstable
then there is an cO > 0 and a p0 > 0 such that (3.1.7) is
unstable for any £C[0,E0] and any pC[p0,o] .
Kokotovic and Yackel [25] consider the regulator problem for a
system of the form
1l = All Xl + A12 2 + B1 (3.1.8)
(3.1.8)
EX2 =A2 x A21 x + B2 u
(where c > 0, 6 << 1) with the performance index
J = 1/2 x'(t) Fx(t) + 1/2 f (x'Dx + u'Ru)dt (3.1.9)
0
They analyze the behavior of the solution of the Riccati equation for the
above regulator problem when the parameter c becomes zero and changes the
-order of the system. They provide sufficient conditions under which the
solution of the Riccati equation for the original problem tends to the
solution of the associated degenerate system of Riccati equations.
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Furthermore Kokotovic and Sanuuti [3], [26] show that using the
method of matched asymptotic expansions for the Riccati equation of the
original problem (3.1.8) - (3.1.9), the zeroth order solution which is
the solution of the associated degenerate system of Riccati equations can
be improved.
Haddad and Kokotovic [28], [29], apply singular perturbation theory
to linear filtering problems. They consider systems of the form
~1 = All Xl +A x 1A11 -Al1x+ A 2 X2 +i E(3.1.10)
EX2 = A21 X1 + A22 x2 + C2
(where s > 0, £ << 1) with an observation equation
y = C1 x1 + C2 x2 + e (3.1.11)
They show that application of singular perturbations to the original
system (3.1.10)and to the filter Riccati equation corresponding to (3.1.10)-
(3.1.11) leads to the same result. Based upon this result they propose a
reduced order filter for the slow modes of the system which are described
by the first of equations (3.1.10).
In this chapter a methodology for the design of decentralized
filters and regulators for a system consisting of low frequency and high
frequency components is proposed. The system used is linear, time
invariant. The design proceeds in several steps. In the first step the
problem of singular perturbations on the infinite interval for the
original stochastic system is investigated. It is shown that under
certain conditions the solution of the original system tends in the mean
square sense (m.s.s.) to the solution of the degenerate system as
£ + 0+. The result of the first step is used in the subsequent steps in
order to prove mean square convergence of the estimates of the reduced
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order filters.
In the second step the application of singular perturbations to the
filtering problem is considered. Following the ideas of Kokotovic [25],
the conditions, under which the solution of the singularly perturbed
filter Riccati equation tend to the solutions of the Riccati equation for
the optimal filter, are found. Using the result of the first step we
construct reduced order filters, for the low frequency and the high
frequency components, which are optimal in the m.s.s. in the limit as
+
In the third step the results of Kokotovic [25] are used for the
design of a reduced order regulator which is optimal in the limit.
The basic results of singular perturbation theory which are used in
the development of the design methodology are presented in Appendix A.
After these preliminary concepts we now proceed in the development
of the proposed design methodology starting with the problem of singular
perturbations on the infinite interval for the original stochastic
system.
3.2 Singular perturbations on the infinite interval. Stochastic case
We consider the two scale system
1(t; E) 1 (E{ ) A12(E) 1 (t;E) l(t)
CX2(" I 2='' + (3.2.1)
\ 2(t; ;£) A21 (E) A22 (E) X2(t; ) Y2( t ) /
where
xt;-) C R nis the state of the slow subsystem
x2(t;e) C R is the state of the fast subsystem
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£ is a positive parameter, £ < < 1
Aij. (), i,j = 1,2 are matrices of appropriate dimensions, contin-
uous functions of c
= ( 1 )' is zero mean white Gaussian noise with covariance
0 =2 6(t-s) 0EJS2(t) ({(s) VW(s)) = (6 s
Assume that
E(x(O)) = 0*
E 1(1) (x (0) X2(0)) = ( 
2 o2)
The degenerate system and the boundary layer system associated
with (3.2.1) are
xl(t; 0) = (All - A12 A2 2A2 1)(0)xl(t;O)- (A1 2 22 )(O) +
-1 -1
x2(t;0) = -A2 2A2 1(0)xl(t;0) - A2 2 (0)2 (3.2.2)
and
dxl/dT = O dxdt = E t (3.2.3)
dx2/dT = A2 1(0)Xl + A2 2(0)x2 + E2 l
respectively.
* If x(t) has a nonzero mean, then its behavior as a function of £ can
be investigated by ordinary (nonstochastic) singular perturbation
theory.
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We introduce a stochastic degenerate system associated with
(3.2.1) as follows:
lD(t;£)= (A11 - A A -A12A22 A21)()X1D(t;e)(A1 2 22)() 2+ 1 (3.2.4)
E 2D (t;£) = A21(£)XlD(t;E) + A2 2(E)X2D(t;E) + E2
The first of (3.2.4) is the degenerate equation for the state x1 and
the second results when we substitute the state x1 with the degenerate
state xlD in the original equation for x2.
In this section we will investigate the convergence of the solu-
tions of the full system (3.2.1) to the solutions of the stochastic
degenerate system (3.2.4) as + 0+. We will examine the quantities
E{[xl(t;E) - xlD(t;6)][xl(t;E) - xlD(t;s)]'} (3.2.5)
E(xl(t;E)xi(t;E)) - E(xlD(t;s)XlD(t;C)) (3.2.6)
lim E{(x2(t) - x2D(t))(x 2(t) - x2D(t))'} (3.2.7)
We will first examine the meaning of (3.2.5), (3.2.6) and (3.2.7).
Question 1. Philosophical version of (3.2.5)
x






We consider the full system and the degenerate system excited by
exactly the same white noise input. The investigation of (3.2.5)
answers the following question: is the degenerate system an approxima-
tion of the full system in the sense that the mean square error between
the two versions of x1 is small for small c?
Question 2. Philosophical version of (3.2.6)
ful I Full system 1 
X2
(deg. Degenerate o X l
system - . X
We consider that the full system and the degenerate system are
excited by the noises full and deg which are distinct stochastic
processes but with identical second order properties. The investigation
of (3.2.6) answers the question: is the degenerate system an approxima-
tion of the full system in the sense that, for small c, both systems
have xl-responses with the same covariances when they are excited by
white noise inputs with the same statistics? (3.2.4) and (3.2.5) refer
to the slow modes which are described by the xl-response of the system.
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Question 3. Philosophical version of (3.2.7)
From (3.2.2) we have formally that when c = 0 then x2(t;0) has
a white noise component with infinite covariance. When e + 0 in
(3.2.2) then x2 (t;E) and x2D(t;e) tend to white noise with infinite
covariance. The investigation of (3.2.7) answers the following ques-
tion: Have x2(t) and x2D(t) variances which tend to infinity in the
same way as £ + 0? From this discussion it becomes clear the reason
why we introduce the stochastic degenerate system (3.2.4): we want
to study the behavior of the fast modes of (3.2.1) in the limit as
E -+ O. In fact, £ + 0 but c # 0, thus the behavior of x2 is described
by a differential and not an algebraic equation. Therefore the degen-
ereate system (3.2.2) is not suitable for our purposes. That is why
the stochastic degenerate system (3.2.4) is introduced.
In order to proceed in the investigation of the behavior of the
quantities defined above we make the following assumptions:
(i) The eigenvalues of the system matrix of (3.2.1)
have real parts which are located in the open left
half plane for all EC[O, EC]0 . (3.2.8)
(ii) The eigenvalues of the system matrix of (3.2.2)
have eigenvalues which are in the open left half
plane. (3.2.9)
(iii) The eigenvalues of the system matrix of the
boundary layer system (3.2.3) have real parts
located in the open left half plane. (3.2.10)
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With these assumptions we proceed in the analysis of the above
quantities.
3.2.1 Investigation of E{(xl(t; E)-xlD(t;E))(Xl(t;E)-Xl1D(t;E))'} and
of E{(x2(t) - x2D(t))(X2(t) - X2D(t))' }
Consider the differences
xl(t;E) = xl(t;s) - XlD(t;E)
x2(t;c) = x2(t;£) - x2D(t;e)
Because of (3.2.1), (3.2.2) and (3.2.4) the differential equations for
Xl(t;e) and x2 (t;E) are
x1(t;E) = (All-A12A22A2l)5l(t;E) + A12X2(t;c)
+ A12A22A21xl(t;£) + A12A22 (3.2.11)
sx2(t;E) = A2 1xl(t;c) + A2 2 2 (t;E) (3.2.12)
Combination of (3.2.1), (3.2.11) and (3.2.12) gives
(t;) A -A AAA1 -1 
A11 12 2 2A 21 1 A2 2A 2 1 A121 A2l(t ;)
Ex2(t;$) A2 1 A22 0 0 x2(t;~)
x1(t;0) 0 0 A A12 Xl(t;£)






The A.i's appearing in (3.2.13) are all functions of E. The variance
equation for (3.2.13) gives
(A1 1 --
P1 = (All-A12A22A21)11 A12A22A21P31 12 41
(A-A A--A -(A 1A + P A
11 11 12A2221) + P13(A12A22A21)' + P14A12
+ A12A22n2(A12A22) (3.2.14)
'A=A -1 -1 A P
P12= (A ll-A12A22A21)P12 + cA12A22A21P32
+ A12P42 + PllA21 P12A22 (3.2.15)
31 Al11P31 + A12P41 + P3 1(A11-A12 22 21)
+ P3(A12A2A2) + P34A12 (3.2.16)
P41 A21 P31+ A22P41+ 5P4 1(All-A 12A 2 2A 2 1) 
+P43 (A12A22A21) + (P 44)A 2 + 1 2 (32.17)
P =A P +A P +P A' (+P At 218)
22 21 12 22 22 21 12 22 22 (3.2.18)
23 21 13 22 23 + 23 11 + 241 (3.2.19)
P33= AllP33+ A +12P4 3 A'+ P33All' + (3.2.20)
sP34 = aAllP34 + cA12P44 + P33Al1 + P34A22 (3.2.21)
EP42 = A21 P32 + 42 +41 A + P42 (3.2.22)42 21 32 22 42 41 21 42 22




P11 P12 P13 P14 XlXl X1X2 XlXl X1X2
P2 1 22 23 24 X2Xl X2x2 X2xl x2x2
P P P ~ 1 xx' xx'
31 P32 P33 34 xl1 l XlX2  X1X2
P41 P42 P43 P44 X2l x2x2 X2Xl 2x2
The degenerate system associated with (3.2.14)-(3.2.23) is
-1 -1
11 = (A1 1-A1 2A22 A 21)P 1 1 + A12A2 2 A21 31 12 41
-1 -1 ,
+ P11(A 1-A 1222A1) + P1 3(A1 2A2 A2 1)' + P14A12
+ A12AP+2( A12A ), (3.2.24)
g31 = A1131 A12P41 + P31(Al-A12A22A21) + P34A12
+ P3 3(A1 2A-1A2 )A2 (3.2.25)
P3 3 = All P33 + A12P 4 3 P33A + P3 2 + (3.2.26)
= A 22P 22 + A21 P12 + 2 1A1 2 + P 22A 2 (3.2.27)
= A22 lim (P4 4 ) + lim (EP44)Al2 + E2 (3.2.28)22 44 22 2
0 = A12 lim (P44) + P33A21 + 34A22 (3.2.29)
A21P32 + A21 34 22P42 (3 30)
°=A21 32+ 4A22 1 21 +P42 22 (3.2.30)
0 = A P + A P +lim (CP44( ))A2 + 2(A12A22'21 31 22 41 + 4 4 ()) 22 2 12 22
(3.2.31)
0= P A' + P12A2 (3.2.32)11 21 12 22
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0 = A21P13 + A22P23 (3.2.33)
The Aij's appearing in (3.2.24)-(3.2.33) are now of the form Aij(0).
The boundary layer system associated with (3.2.14)-(3.2.23) is
P11 = const (3.2.34)11 const
P1 3 = const (3.2.35)
P33 = const (3.2.36)
dP22/dT = A22P22 + A21P12 + P12A12 + P22A22 (3.2.37)
dP /dT = A P + P At + W (3.2.38)
44/ = A22 44 44 22 2 (3.2.38)
dP3 4/dT = A12P44 + P A + P33A21 P(3.2.39)34 12 44 33 21 39
dP4/dT = A21P13 + A22P41 + P44A2 + ' 2 (3.2.40)41 A2 1 13 22 41 44 22 2 22 12 (3.2.40)
dP2 3/dT = A2 1P13 + A2 2P2 3 (3.2.41)
42 A2 1P 3 2 22 42 41 21 42 22 (3.2.42)
dP1 2/dT = P1 1A' + P12A'2 (3.2.43)
We want to show that
lim Pl(t;E) = 0 for all t (3.2.44)
£ + 0+ 11
lim P22 (t;E) = 0 for all t. (3.2.45)
E +0+
We will first apply the theorem of Hoppensteadt (stated in Appendix A)
to show that lim Pii(t;E) = Pii(t;O) (i = 1,2) and then we will prove
that Pii(t;O) = 0 for all t E [0, o). To apply the theorem of Hoppen-
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steadt conditions Hi-Hvii [21] should be verified. Conditions Hii, Hiv,
and Hv are satisfied since (3.2.14)-(3.2.23) are linear time invariant
differential equations with coefficients continuous in E.
To satisfy condition Hiii we must prove that (3.2.27)-(3.2.33)
have a unique solution when P1 1, P1 3' P3 3 are given. Since A2 2(0) is
stable, P12 P23 are uniquely determined by (3.2.32) and (3.2.33) res-
pectively. For the same reason lim + (eP4 4(E)) is uniquely determined
by (3.2.28) [10]. Therefore P34, P4 1, P2 2 are uniquely determined by
(3.2.29), (3.2.31), (3.2.27) respectively. Finally P4 2 is the unique
solution of (3.2.30) since A22(0) is stable and P3 2' P4 2 are unique
solutions of (3.2.33) and (3.2.31) respectively [10]. To verify Hvii
we must show that the solution defined by (3.2.27)-(3.2.33) is an
asymptotically stable equilibrium of the boundary layer system (3.2.34)-
(3.2.43) associated with (3.2.14)-(3.2.23).
Since A22 (0) is stable lim + (EP44) given by (3.2.28) is an
asymptotically stable equilibrium of (3.2.38). Because of this fact and
the stability of A2 2(0), P2 3 and P1 2 given by (3.2.33) and (3.2.32)
respectively are asymptotically stable equilibria of (3.2.41) and
(3.2.43) respectively. Consequently P3 4, P4 1, P2 2 given by (3.2.29),
(3.2.31), (3.2.27) are asymptotically stable equilibria of (3.2.39),
(3.2.40), (3.2.37) respectively. Finally, since A2 2(0) is stable and
P41(0), P23(0) are asymptotically stable equilibria of (3.2.40),
(3.2.41), (as proven above), P4 2(0) given by (3.2.30) is an asymptoti-
cally stable equilibrium of (3.2.42). Hence Hvii is satisfied.
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Conditions H. and H v deal with the degenerate system of1 VI
(3.2.14)-(3.2.23). To prove that H.i and HVi are satisfied we make the1 v1
following algebraic transformations: We multiply (3.2.24) by A22 from
the left and (A21)' from the right. Then
lim (P4 (c)) (A ) + (A) lim (P44( )) = -A 222 (A
(3.2.46)
From (3.2.29) we get
P34 = -A12 lim (cP44 ())(A2)' - P33A2(A')' (3.2.47)
and by symmetry
P -1 lim (EP (c))A A-1 A P
43 22 lim (P44(EA 2 A2 21 33 (3.2.48)
From (3.2.31) we get
P A-1 A P -A1 lim (EP4(s))A' - 1 (A 1 )'A241 22A21P31 22 lim 44)) 2 - A2222 )12
(3.2.49)
and by symmetry
14 ' (A) A12 li (sP44 ())(A 2 2)-A12A222 (A )14 -P132122 22A2 22
(3.2.50)
Substituting (3.2.46)-(3.2.50) into (3.2.26), (3.2.25) and (3.2.24) we
obtain
P33(t;0) = (A1 1 -AA22A 2 1)P 33 + P33(All-A12A2221) 
+ 1 - A12A22 21 33 33A-2 (3 2.51)+l - A A-1 7 (A)'A1 (3.2.51)
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P31(t;0) (A-A A AAA (A -A31(t;0) = (All-A122221)31 P13(A 12 22 21)
(3.2.52)
-1 
-1P(t;0) = (All 12A22A2 )Pll + Pll(All A2A22A2 ) (3.2.53)11 ( 1 1-12 22 2111 1 A12 22 21 3.2.53)
Since by condition (3.2.8) the matrix (A l-A2A221 A2)(0) is stable H11 12 22 21 s
and HVi are satisfied.
Consequently all the conditions of the theorem of Hoppen-
steadt are satisfied; hence the relations
lim P (t;) 1 1(t;0) t [0,oo) (3.2.54)
and
lim P2 2(t;£) = P2 2(t;0) - t £ [0,co) (3.2.55)
will hold.
The behavior of Pll(t;O) and P22(t;0) is described by (3.2.53)
and (3.2.27) respectively. (3.2.53) is a homogeneous matrix differen-
tial equation with initial condition P1 1(0;0) = 0. Hence
Pll(t;0) _ 0 V t £ [0,co) (3.2.56)
Because of (3.2.56), (3.2.32) gives
P 12 =0. (3.2.57)
Substituting (3.2.57) in (3.2.27) we obtain
0 = P22A22 22 222
Hence
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P 22(t;o) = 0 V t E [0,c). (3.2.58)
(3,2.56) and (3.2.58) combined with (3.2.54) and (3.2.55) respectively
prove (3.2.44) and (3.2.45). (3.2.44) and (3.2.45) show that the
solution of the original system (3.2.1) tends in the mean-square sense
to the solution of the stochastic degenerate system (3.2.4) in the
limit as the separation of time scales of the subsystems becomes
infinite.
Next we consider the second approach to the singular pertur-
bation problem by studying the behavior of (3.2.6) as £ + 0+.
3.2.2 Investigation of E(xl(t;e)x{(t;e)) - E(xlD(t;e)xlD(t;e))
In order to investigate the behavior of (3.2.6) as £ -+ O+ we
first consider the variance equations for the full system (3.2.1) and
the XlD component of (3.2.4).
The variance equation for the full system (3.2.1) is
Pll = AllPll + P + PA A12P + 1 (3.2.59)
12 11 12+ A 12 (P22)+ P11Al + P12A22 (3.2.60)
z( )22) = A22 (£P22) + (22)A 2 + 21P12 + P212A 1 + -2
(3.2.61)
The variance equation for the xlD component of the degenerate system
(3.2.4) is
-1 -1 A
= (All-A12A22A21)PD+ PD(All -A1222A21 )' +
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+ + A A-1 (A-1 ) r'A32+ 12A222( 22 12 (3.2.62)
Using (3.2.59) and (3.2.62) we get a differential equation for the
difference (3.2.6).
(P1-PD) (E) = (A11-A1 222A 2 1) (P11-PD) (E)
-1 - 1
+ (P-PD) ( £) (A ll-A2A22A2) + A12A22A21P11
+ ( A-1AA -A -1( --1
+ P11(A12A22 A2 1)' + A12P21 + P12A12 A12 22 (A12A22
(3.2.63)
We want to show that
rim (P l-PD)(t;e) = 0 e t [0,=) (3.2.64)
In order to prove (3.2.64) we will follow a procedure similar to that
of Section 3.2.1. First we will apply the theorem of Hoppensteadt
(stated in Appendix A) to show that
lim + (Pll-PD)(t;e) = (P11-PD)(t;O)
~1£ + 
and then we will prove that (Pll-PD)(t;O) = 0 for all t c [0,o).
To apply the theorem of Hoppensteadt conditions H i-H ii [21]
should be verified for the system of (3.2.59)-(3.2.63). Conditions
Hii, Hiv and Hv are satisfied since (3.2.59)-(3.2.63) are linear time
invariant differential equations with coefficients continuous in £.
To satisfy condition Hiii we must prove that (3.2.59)-
(3.2.63) have a unique solution for e = 0 when P11 and (Pll-PD) are
given. Since A22(0) is stable lim (EP22) is uniquely determined by
the equation
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0 = A22 lim. (P( +P 2(s))A 2 + i2a (3.2.65)
2 +0 220
because of the properties of Lyapunov equations [10]. Hence P12 is
uniquely determined by the equation
A + P1 2 A 2 + A2(im = P22 ) = 0. (3.2.66)
E+0
Thus H..i is satisfied.
1L1
To verify Hvii we must show that the solution defined by
(3.2.65)-(3.2.66) is an asymptotically stable equilibrium of the
boundary layer system associated with (3.2.59)-(3.2.63). This boundary
layer system is
Pi, = const (3.2.67)
(P1 1-PD) = const. (3.2.68)
dP12
d = PllA21+ P12A22 + A12P22 (3.2.69)
dP22
22- A P + P A' + (3.2.70)dT 22 22 22 22 -2
where P22 = lim (P 22(c)).
Since A22 (0) is stable, P22 given by (3.2.65) is an asymptoti-
cally stable equilibrium of (3.2.70). Because of this fact and the
stability of A22(0), P12 given by (3.2.66) is an asymptotically stable
equilibrium of (3.2.69).
Thus (H vii) is satisfied.
Conditions Hi and H .i deal with the degenerate system asso-
ciated with (3.2.59)-(3.2.61), (3.2.63). This is the system of
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P =A P + A' +A +P A' + (3 271)Pll AllPll + PllA1ll A12P21 P12 A2 1 (3.2.71)
= A12P22 + P A + PllA21 12A2 (3.2.72)
0 = A2222 + 222 + 2 (3.2.73)
-1
P11D) = (A-A2A22A2 )(P-PD)
-1 -1
11 D (A 11 12A22A21 + A12A22A2111
-1 A'
+ P 1(A1 2A2 2A 2 1)' + A1 2P21 + P12A12
- A 12A 2 2 (A1 2A22)' (3.2.74)
where Aij = Aij(O), Pij = Pij (0 )O
To prove that Hi and Hvi are satisfied we make the following algebraic
manipulations:
We multiply (3.2.73) by A221 from the left and (A)' from
the right. Then
P : '+~ I -1 -1 ~ -i
+ A22 -A (A22)' P22 -A22 (3.2.75)
From (3.2.73) we get
= i -1 -1(3.2.76)
P12 =-A 1 2P 22(A22) - P1 1A(A 2 )' (3.2.76)
and because of symmetry
P1= -2222A12 P A' A2 1 Pll (3.2.77)21 2 222111
Substituting (3.2.75)-(3.2.77) into (3.2.74) and (3.2.71) we obtain
(Pll-PD)(t;0) = (Al-A12A2 2A21) (P-P D)(t;)
+ (P l-PD)(t;0)(All -A12A22A 21) (3.2.78)l D' 11 12 22 21
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P11 = (A11 -A12A22A21)P11 + P11(A 11 -A12A2221)
+ + 12A2 -(A-22 ' A2 (3.2.79)
A 12 22 2 22 12
-1Since by condition (3.2.8) the matrix (A 1-A12A22A21)(0) is stable,
H. and H . are satisfied.
1 VI
Therefore all the conditions of the theorem of Hoppensteadt
are satisfied.
Hence
lim (P 11 D)(t;c) = (Pll-PD)(t;O) (3.2.80)
E + 0+
The behavior of (P11-PD)(t;O) is described by (3.2.78). (3.2.78) is a
homogeneous matrix differential equation with initial condition
(P11-PD)(0;O) = 0. Hence
(Pll-PD)(t;O) = 0 V t £ [0,0o ) (3.2.81)
(3.2.80) and (3.2.81) prove (3.2.64).
Recapitulating the results of singular perturbations on the
infinite interval for the stochastic system (3.2.1) we have the
following theorem:
Theorem 3.2.1
Consider the system (3.2.1). If the system matrices for the
full system (3.2.1), the degenerate system (3.2.2), and the boundary
layer system (3.2.3) have eigenvalues with negative real parts for all
s C [0, E0] then
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(a) the mean square error between the x1 and xlD responses
of (3.2.1) and (3.2.10) approach zero as £ +- 0.
(b) the degenerate system (3.2.10) and the full system have
x1 responses with the same variance in the limit, as
£ + 0+, when the two systems are excited by white noise
inputs with the same statistics.
(c) the variances of x2, X2D, as £ + 0+, are infinite but
the variance of their difference is always zero for all
£ C [0, Co ] for all t C [0, a).
Remarks:
1. Note that the stochastic degenerate system is of the same
order as the optimal system so that (3.2.45) is valid for
t = 0.
2. Clearly the assumption A 1(0)-A 12(0)A 2 1(0) (0) stable is
only necessary to insure uniform convergence in (3.2.44),
(3.2.45) on the infinite interval. Without this assumption,
a theorem of Tihonov (stated in Appendix A) can be invoked
that insures uniform convergence in (3.2.44), (3.2.45)
for sets of the form [0,T].
3. The above proof is easily generalized to cover uniformly
asymptotically stable time varying systems at the expense
of some additional notation.
Before we proceed in the application of singular perturbations
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to linear filtering we will apply the results of the above investigation
to a simple example.
3.2.4 Example
Consider the system
[ - lJ~x2(t;~)J + (3.2.82)xl(t;Z)] [-1 1 ]xl g ] · l(t> 
[x2 (t; £) [2 (t 2(t)
where = ( 1 2) is zero mean white Gaussian noise with covariance
\(2 (t)/ (il(s) 2 = Lo 6(tts)J(El(S) Y2(s)) =
The degenerate system corresponding to (3.2.82) is
xl(t;O) = -xl(t;O) + x2 (t;O) + 1l(t)
(3.2.83)
x2(t;0) = (2(t)
The corresponding boundary layer system is
dxl/dT = 0
(3.2.84)
dx2/dT = -x2 (T) + 2 (T)
In order to investigate the quantities (3.2.4), (3.2.5), (3.2.6) at
first we check if the conditions (3.2.8)-(3.2.10) are satisfied. The





SB = -1 respectively.
Thus the conditions (3.2.8)-(3.2.10) are satisfied.
For our investigation we introduce the stochastic degenerate
system
XlD(t) = -xlD(t) + t2 ( ) + Yl(t) (3.2.85)
EX2D(t) = -X2D(t) + t2(t )
in analogy with (3.2.4). Assume that E(x(O)) = 0, E(x(O)x'(0)) = 1.
In order to study the behavior of (3.2.5),(3.2.7) we consider the
differences
xl(t) = x1(t) - xlD(t)
?2(t) = x2 (t) - X2D(t)
Then because of (3.2.82), (3.2.85)
xl(t) = -xl(t) + x2(t) - 62 (t) (3.2.86)
ex2(t) = -x2(t) (3.2.87)
Combining (3.2.86), (3.2.87) with (3.2.82) we obtain
! -(t)]
E x2x(t)= ° 0 -1 0 X 2 (t) ]+ 0 2(t) (3.2.88)
Sx2 (t) 0 0 -1 x2 -1
The variance equation for (3.2.88) gives
pl = -2pll + 2P31 + 1 (3.2.89)
P1, = 2+ P32 £P12 (3.2.90)012 =-P12 - 12
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P13 = P13 + P33 P1 3 3.2.1)
P22 - P22 (3.2.92)
23 = -2 3 (3.2.93)23 23
033 = P33 (3.2.94)
where
P21 p22 P2 3 = E [ 2 1 22 2 2x2
P31 P32 P33 x2X X2X2 2
is the variance matrix.
We want to show that
lim Pll(t;E) = 0 (3.2.95)
S +0
and
lim p22(t;z) = 0 (3.2.96)
To prove (3.2.95) and (3.2.96) first we will show that
lim P1 1(t;e) = pll(t;0)
E -+0 V t
lim P22(t;s) = P2 2(t;0)
and then we will show that
ll(t;O) = 0 for all t
P22(t;0) = 0 for all t
In order to prove that lim Pii(t;s) = Pii(t;O) (i=1,2) we apply a
£ 0-
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singular perturbation to (3.2.89)-(3.2.94).
When £ = 0 we get
from (3.2,90)
P12 = 0 (3.2.97)
from (3.2.94)
lim (P33()) 2 (3.2.98)
0 33 2
from (3.2.93)
P23 = 0 (3.2.99)
from (3.2.91)
-P13 = 2 -i(3.2.100)
from (3.2.92)
rim (cP22(c)) = -2P22 (3.2.101)
Substituting (3.2.100) into (3.2.89) we obtain
P11 = -2Pll (3.2.102)
We check the conditions (Hi)-(H ii) of the theorem of Hoppensteadt.
(Hi) is satisfied because (3.2.101), (3.2.102), which are the degener-
ate equations corresponding to (3.2.89), (3.2.92) have a solution for
all t. (Hii) is satisfied because we have a time invariant system.
(Hiii) is satisfied because P12, lim (EP33(c)), P23, P13 have a
unique solution given by (3.2.97), (3.2.98), (3.2.99), (3.2.100).
(Hiv) and (Hv) are satisfied because the system matrix in (3.2.88) is
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Thus the conditions (Hi)-(H ii) of the theorem of Hoppensteadt hold,
hence
lim p1 1(t;z) = P1 1 (t;) (3.2.103)
+ -+ 0 _V t
lim P2 2(t;c) = P2 2(t;0) (3.2.104)
£ -*0
It remains to show that p1 1(t;O) = 0 and p2 2(t;O) = 0 for all t.
ll(t;O) and p22(t;0) are described by (3.2.102) and (3.2.101) respec-
tively. These are homogenous differential equations and since
P1 1(0;0) = 0 p 2 2 (0;0) = 0,
we will have
1 1(t;0) = 0 V t C [0,°) (3.2.105)
P2 2(t;0) = 0 fI t C [0,°) (3.2.106)
(3.2.105) and (3.2.106) combined with (3.2.103) and (3.2.104) prove
(3.2.95), (3.2.96). In order to investigate (3.2.6) at first we write
the variance equations for (3.2.82) and (3.2.83). They are
1 1 = -
2P11 + 2P12 + 1 (3.2.107)
P = Sp* + £p2 12 (3.2.108)12 ) =-2( 22 1 (3.2.109)
C(ep 2 2 ) = -2(cp*2 ) + 1 (3.2.109)22 22
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for the full system (3.2.82) and
p= -29P + 2 (3.2.110)
for the degenerate system (3.2.83). Combining (3.2.110) with (3.2.106)-
(3.2.109) we get the equation describing the behavior of (3.2.5). This
equation is
P*_ = -2(p 1 - p ) + 2p - (3.2.111)
We want to prove that
iim (P* - pD)(t;£) = 0 V t C [0,°) (3.2.112)
E:+0
To do this we will first prove that
lim (Pll - P)(t;s) = (* - p)(t;0) e t
and then we will prove that (Pll - pD)(t;0) = 0 V t. We apply a
singular perturbation to (3.2.107)-(3.2.111). When £ = 0 we obtain
from (3.2.109)
liC (SP2 2 (E)) = 2 (3.2.113)
from (3.2.108)
P12 + 2 (3.2.114)
Substituting (3.2.114) into (3.2.111)
P11 - = -2(p11 - P) (3.2.115)
We check the conditions (Hi)-(H vii) of the theorem of Hoppensteadt:
(Hi) is satisfied becasue (3.2.115) which is the degenerate equation
corresponding to (3.2.111) has a solution for all t. (Hii)is satisfied
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becasue we have a time invariant system. (Hiii) is satisfied because
lim (pO2* 2 (e)), p1 2 have a unique solution when S=O, given by (3.2.113),
(3.2.114). (Hi) and (Hv) are satisfied because the coefficients in
(3.2.107)-(3.2.111) are bounded and time invariant. (Hvi) and (Hvii)
are satisfied because the conditions (3.2.8)-(3.2.10) are satisfied.
Consequently the theorem of Hoppensteadt holds and
lim (Pll - PD)(t; $) = (Pll - PD)(t;O) (3.2.116)
(Pll - PD)(t;O) is described by (3.2.115). (3.2.115) is a homogeneous
differential equation and since (P11 - PD)(O;O) = 0 we will have
(p*l - PD)(t;O) = 0 v t E [0,O) (3.2.117)
(3.2.117) combined with (3.2.116) prove (3.2.112).
Recapitulating the results of this example we have
l.i.m. Xl(t;e) = xl(t;O) (3.2.118)
lim E{(x2 - X2D)( 2 - X2D)'} = 0 V t. (3.2.119)
where l.i.m. denotes the limit in the mean square sense.
Before we proceed in the next step of the proposed design
methodology we make a remark concerning Gaussian random variables.
Remark: If the random variable x = (xl x2)' in (3.2.63) is Gaussian
then under the assumptions (3.2.7)-(3.2.9) the probability density
function of xl(t;E) converges to the probability density function of
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xl(t;O) as £ + 0+ for all t e [0, x). 2 (t) and x2D(t) have again
white noise components with infinite variance when c = 0 but the mean
square error between x2 (t) and x2D(t) is zero for all t as £ + 0+
With this remark we conclude the first step of the design
procedure, i.e. the investigation of the problem of singular perturba-
tions on the infinite interval for linear stochastic differential
equations.
In the next section we will investigate the second step, i.e.
the problem of singular perturbations for linear filtering. We will
find the conditions under which we have two reduced order filters which
are optimal (in the mean square sense) in the limit as + 0+ . The
results of the present section will be used to prove mean square con-
vergence of the suboptimal filters to the optimal filter in the limit
as £ - 0+.
3.3 Singular perturbations in linear filtering
In this section we design reduced order suboptimal filters
corresponding to the low frequency and high frequency components of the
system (3.2.1). The filters are designed in such a way so that the
suboptimal estimates converge to the optimal ones (in the mean square
sense) as C + 0+ . For the design of the reduced order filters we
apply singular perturbation theory to the Riccati equations for the
optimal Kalman filter. The design proceeds in two steps: in the
first step we find the conditions under which the solution of the full
system of Riccati equations converges to the solution of the degenerate
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system of Riccati equations. In the second step, using the results of
the first step, we design the reduced order filters for the low and
high frequency components of (3.2.1).
3.3.1 Singular perturbation of the Riccati equation
Basic theorems
In order to find the conditions under which the solution of a
full system of Riccati equations converges to the solution of a degen-
erate system of Riccati equations we consider the system (3.2.1) with
the observation equation
y = ClX1 + C2x 2 + v (3.3.1)
where y is the vector of observations, C!,C 2 are matrices of appro-
priate dimensions and v is zero mean white Gaussian noise with covari-
ance E{v(t)v'(s)} = V6(t-s). i and v are uncorrelated.
The Kalman filter corresponding to the system of (3.2.1)-
(3.3.1) is described by the equation
[ ] = [All A12j ]+ H - [C1 C2] L (3.3.2)
x A A 1 ^
2 A21 A22 x2J 2x2J
The filter Riccati equation for the system (3.2.1)-(3.3..1)-(3.3.2) is
1 22 1 1 A2 11 12]
C21 22 21 E: 22 21 22
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+ pi 12j : A21 + [7 22
21 22 1 ;2 £: A22 E::
11 12 1 C V-[C C 11 12
or
2A E +Z A' +vA i +Z Al + ] - c'v 1c 11 =A11 11 11A1+ A12Z21+ 12A12 1 - 111 1C C11
122 111 111 221 122 221 (333)
l12 = 6All 12 + A12(1C22)+ 2 A' + E12A-12 eC 11C C 111;Z11 21 12A22 llC1 1 2
12 2 1 1CV-c222 -1Z12Cv  1C2z2c (3.3.4)
6(£Z22) = A2 2 ( Z22 ) + (cZ2 2 )A22 + eA 2 1 Z1 2 + 6E2 1A2 1 + 2
21c1 1.12 - £( 22)C2V lCl12 - 21V1 2( 22
- (eZ22) CIV-1 C2 (s22) (3.3.5)
(3.3.3), (3.3.4), (3.3.5) is the full system of Riccati equations cor-
responding to the optimal Kalman filter (3.3.2) for the system (3.2.1)-
(3.3.1). The degenerate system and the boundary layer system associated
with (3.3.3)-(3.3.5) are
~=A +Z A' + Al,+A + Z Al + Z l C'V'lC
111 =Alll 11+ A 1221 + 1A1 12 1 - 11 lC 111
- z12C2V -lClZ - Z1 1 C6V C2z21 - 1 2CV-1 C2 21 (3.3.6)12C2 11 2~~~  · 2 2
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0= A12 lim 0+ (Z22(l)) +1 + 12A2
11 1 1 0+ (Z22()) - 1 2cv 1 C2 lim + (Z22())
(3.3.7)
0 = A22 lim + (Z+22()) + lim 0 + (C 2 2(E))A22 +
-E + 2. + 2
- lim + (Z 2 2())C 2V-lC2 lim 0+ (22 ()) (3.3.8)
and
11(T) = const. = 1(0), t = ET (3.3.9)
dT 12 A 12 lim + (EZ22) + 1 1A21 + 12A22
- C'V-1C 2 lim 0(E 122(1)) - - im (E ())11 1 2 + (22 V122 C2 urn + 22(
(3.3.10)
d ( 22) A22 lim + ( 22) + lim 0+ 22( )A22 + 2
- lim +(eC 2 2())CV- C2 im ( 22())(3.3.11)
£: -* 0 20
respectively.
We will find conditions under which the solutions of (3.3.3)-
(3.3.5) converge to the solutions of (3.3.6)-(3.3.8) as -* 0 . There-
fore we must check the hypotheses of theorem A.1 and theorem A.2 in
Appendix A. In order to do this, we follow the ideas of Kokotovic and
Yackel who studied the regulator problem [25]. In this case the fil-
tering problem is not the dual of the regulator problem. The K matrix
of the Riccati equation which is used by Kokotovic and Yackel in the
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regulator problem is of the form
EK21 CK22
(i.e. lim rK 12(E) < o and lim + K22() < ).
The Z matrix of the Riccati equation which we use in the filtering
problem is of the form
Z11 Z12
Z21 Z22
£.+O + 12( £) < X and lim + CE22(E) < o).
But after we write the filter Riccati equations the conditions under
which convergence of (3.3.3)-(3.3.5) to (3.3.6)-(3.3.8) occurs, are the
dual of those for the regulator problem. Thus the development that
follows is, for the most part, the dual of [25 ]. In order to proceed
in the investigation of the problem we make the following basic assump-
tion.
n2-1
Rank(C, A2C ... (A2 )C)' = (3.3.12)
We also have the following fact:
n -1
Rank (I A22,... A22 ) n2 (3.3.13)
i.e. the fast subsystem is controllable by the noise 62 (t). Under
(3.3.12) and (3.3.13) we have the following results:
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Lemma 3.3.1
When (3.3.12) is satisfied and E2 > 0, then there exists a
unique positive definite solution of (3.3.8). This solution is an
asymptotically stable equilibrium of (3.3.11) and the matrix
A22 - lim (E+ (22 )C V- C2) is a stable matrix (lim 0+ Z22 (£)
is the unique positive definite solution of (3.3.8), i.e.




2p = A22z2 + 2 (3.3.14)
y = C2x2 + 6
The filter Riccati equation for (3.3.14) is the same as (3.3.11)
(where EZ replaces lim cZ22(E)) and the steady state filter Riccati
equation for (3.3.14) is the same as (3.3.8) (where Ez replaces
lim + eZ22(6)). Because of (3.3.12), (3.3.13) and the time invariance,
the system (3.3.14) is uniformly completely controllable and observable.
It is well known ([8], Ch. 7) that for uniform completely controllable
and observable systems there exists a unique positive definite solution
of the steady state filter Riccati equation (3.3.8), this solution is
an asymptotically stable equilibrium for (3.3.11), and the matrix
A22 - lim (EX22- (E))C' is a stable matrix. Thus the statement of
Lemma 3.3.1 is true 2
Lemma 3.3.1 is true.
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Before we state the second lemma which results when (3.3.12) is satis-
fied we state a theorem which is used in the lemma:
Theorem 3.3.1 [31]
Consider the equation
dndt = -A(t)[a(t) + b(t)] + C(t) (3.3.15)
If (i) b(t) + 0 as t + o
(ii) A(t) = 0 is an asymptotically stable equilibrium of
dA = A(t)a(t)
dt
(iii) C(t) is always finite,
then A(t) is an asymptotically stable equilibrium of (3.3.15).
With this theorem in mind we proceed in the second lemma.
Lemma 3.3.2
When (3.3.12) is satisfied then the root
12 [A1 2 lim +( 2 2 ()) + llA1C lim +(22
[A22 - C2 V1C2 lim (0+22 ())] 1 (3.3.16)
of (3.3.7) is an asymptotically stable equilibrium of (3.3.10).
Proof:
We can write (3.3.10) as follows:
d E [(A' - lim (E)22Cv-1C 2) - lim 0+(zZ 22 2v1c 2d 12 (A22 + 22 2 22E: * E: -* 
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- lim + (Z22 ))C -V C2)] + Z1 1(Al 1-C -1C2 lim +z 2 2 (E)£C+ 0 ( 3 . 3 . 17 
+ A12 lim + Z22,(E)) (3.3.17)
We have the following facts:
(i) The term lim + 22 (£)C'V-l -C lim 0+ 22()C22 2 2 s.+0+ 22(o 2E:)V 2
tends to zero as T + CO
(ii) From Lemma 3.3.1 the matrix A22 - lim 0+ 22()CV-1 C2
is a stability matrix. Therefore Z1 2(T) = 0 is an
asymptotically stable equilibrium of the equation
d E E(A - E1
dT 12 = Z12(A 22 Z22C 2 2)
(iii) The term Zll(At 1-CV 1 C2 c22 ) + A12(Sz22) is always
finite.
With facts (i), (ii) and (iii) the conditions of Theorem 3.1
are satisfied, therefore Z12(t) given by (3.3.16) is an asymptotically
stable equilibrium of (3.3.10). Q.E.D.
With Lemmas (3.3.1) and (3.3.2) the conditions (Ti)-(Tiv ) of
the theorem of Tihonov [12] are satisfied.
(Ti) is satisfied because we are dealing with a linear time
invariant system. (Tii) is satisfied because of Lemmas 3.3.1, 3.3.2.
To prove that the root Cz22 is isolated we use Lemma 3.3.1 and the
fact that the set of positive definite matrices is open. From Lemma
3.3.1 we know that there is a unique positive definite solution for
sZ22. If we consider a ball of radius p around the root CZ22, this
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ball will be in the set S of positive definite matrices because S is
an open set. Since there is only one positive definite root c£22 this
root is isolated. Thus (Tiii) is satisfied. (Tiv) is satisfied be-
cause of Lemmas 3.3.1, 3.3.2. In order to satisfy the condition (Tv)
of the theorem of Tihonov we must establish the existence and unique-
ness of the solution Ell(t) of the degenerate system of equations
(3.3.6)-(3.3.8). In order to do this we substitute Z12 from (3.3.16)
into (3.3.6) to obtain an equation for E l(t).
We can write (3.3.6) as follows:
1(t) = (Al - Z 2CV-C 1) l + 1 1(A1 1 - Z1 C'V-1C)'11 11 12 2 1 11 +1 - 12 2 1
12 21 21212 E11CV C1 Zll _ 12CV- 1C2 21 +- 
(3.3.18)
We can write (3.3.15) as
E12 E11 1 +2 (3.3.19)
where
M=l -(Al -(A- CV-1C2 lim 0+ 2 2~() ) Am2-CVC 2 lim £Cz22 (£ ) ) -
(3.3.20)
M -A lim (0 (E22( )) A2 - C'VlC2 lim 2)-iM12 -22 22 C2 im 22())
(3.3.21)
Substituting (3.3.19) into (3.3.18) we obtain
11= (A1 1 - C 2V-Cl)ll + Zll(All - M2CV- 1C) -
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- llMI1CV 1C1ll -2llClV-l CMZ ll + A12Mll11
+ A + 1 1 MA' +A' + -1 CtV CZ12 2 1 + M2A 2 + 1 - 11 1 1 11
-(l11 + M2 )C2V -C 2 (MZ 1ll + M2)
or
ll= (A11 M2C 2VC1 + A12M1 - M2 C2V 1 C2M )Zl
+ 1 1(A 1 1- 2CV C1 + A1 2M{ - M2C9V-1C 2M) '
- 11 (C;1 2M + MlCV-1 1 C 1 + MN1 C2V- 2M1 )Z 1 1
12 + 2 + 1 - M2C2V- C2M (3.3.22)
(3.3.22) is of the form
Zl= A Z +Z A' lZ C'V-C Z + W (3.3.23)
where
l = All - M 2C-1C1 + A12M + M2C2V C2M1
C1 is the solution of the equation
Cv-1 C - C1V C 2M + vM1C 1 C 1 + CV C + 2M
i.e. C1 = (C1 + C2M{) (3.3.24)
and
W A12M2 M2A12 M 2C VM + (3.3.25)
Now we have the following lemma which establishes the existence and
uniqueness of the solution Ell(t) for (3.3.23).11
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Lemma 3.3.3
When the conditions (3.3.12)-(3.3.13) are satisfied then W is
positive semidefinite and the solution Zll(t) of (3.3.23) exists and
is unique on a finite time interval [to, T].
Proof:
It is well known [32] that if W, 11(0O) are positive semidefinite
and V is symmetric positive definite then the solution Zll(t) of
(3.3.23) exists and is unique on finite time intervals of the form
[to, T]. Thus in this case it suffices to prove that W is symmetric
positive definite so that Lemma (3.3.3) holds. From (3.3.25), using
the shorthand notation lim 22 () = 22 we have
E- 22 2200- 
W = -A12 (CZ2 0 ) [A22(E22O) - (E22)C 2V C2 (EZ 2200)] (- 22)A
A12(E 22[( 22 200 2 ) (A22)C'2A2 (22C ) ]- (z22 )A12
- 12( 22) [( 22 )A2' - (Z22)CV C2(22 ]- (z22 ·A1  - 00 2  200 2  22 °2 )




A22(22 ) - (E2 2)CV1C2(22 ) = (£22 2)A2 2 (3.3.27)A  2 - ~ 2  2 2 2  200 22 +72 
(2200)A ( 220)CV-l C2( 22 0 ) = A2 2 ( 22 ) + 2 (3.3.28)
Substituting (3.3.27) and (3.3.28) into (3.3.26) and adding the term
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-A12(CE22 -)[A22(sZ22-) + 2] (A22(£ 22c) + ( 22-)A22 + 
(z22 2 2 2)C 2-1C2 22 2 (2 2 ) ]-22)A2 2 2
which is zero because of (3.3.8), we obtain
W = A(E ) (A (E + ) 1 7( (E )A'+A12( 22 22222) (A (-Z 2 + 2) 2 22
(22O)A2' + 1 (3.3.29)
W is obviously symmetric and since E1 > 0, E2 > O,W is a positive
definite matrix.
Thus all conditions of [32] are satisfied and the existence and
uniqueness of Ell(t) in (3.3.23) is established for any finite time
interval of the form [to, T]. Q.E.D.
With Lemma (3.3.3) the last condition (Tv ) of the theorem of
Tihonov is satisfied. Hence the theorem of Tihonov holds and the
following relations are true:
lim + Zll(t;C) = ll(t;0O) - t C [0, T] (3.3.30)
lim O+ 12(t;c ) = Z12(t;e ) ¥ t C (0, T] (3.3.31)
lim + C 22 (t;C) = lim cZ22 (t;O) V t C (0, T] (3.3.32)
where .ij(t;0) are the solutions of (3.3.3)-(3.3.5) and .ij(t;O) are
the solutions of (3.3.6)-(3.3.8) (i,j = 1,2).
We are more interested in the convergence of the solutions of
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(3.3.3)-(3.3.5) to the solutions of (3.3.6)-(3.3.8) on the infinite
time interval. In order to extend the results (3.3.30), (3.3.31),
(3.3.32) on the infinite time interval we must find conditions which
guarantee the existence of the solution Zll(t) of (3.3.23) on the
infinite interval. To do this we use the following result due to
Kokotovic and Haddad [29].
Lemma 3.3.4 (Kokotovic and Haddad) [29]
When (3.2.7)-(3.2.9) are satisfied then the solution of (3.3.23),
and the solution of the filter Riccati equation for the degenerate
system
-1 )x
= (All - A1 2A2 2A2 1)x1 +( A AI12 (3.2.2)
-1 -1
X2 = -A22A21x -A22 2
with observation equation
c -1
y = (C - C2A22A2 1)X1 - C2 2A2 2 2 + v (3.3.33)
are identical.
Proof:
To prove the lemma it suffices to show that the equation for
ll(t), which results when we apply a singular perturbation to the
Riccati equations (3.3.3)-(3.3.5), is the identical with the filter
Riccati equation corresponding to the system of (3.2.2), (3.3.33).
The filter Riccati equation for (3.2.2), (3.3.33) is:
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D= (A11 - A 2A22A2 1) D + ZD(All-A 1 2A2 2A2 1)' + D1
(3.3.34)
where
HD = (C - C2A2 A 1 ) +A (CA ') (3.3.35)HD (D (CD1 - C2A221A21 + A12A222(2 22
is the Kalman gain and
R = V + C2A-1 (C A-)' (3.3.36)2 22-2 2 22
When we apply a singular perturbation to the Riccati equations (3.3.3),
(3.3.4), (3.3.5), we get:
From (3.3.4)
12 = (H1 4V-2 - -1 - 11A21 - A!2 lim (£Z22(C))) (A21)'
(3.3.37)
where H1 = ( 11C + 12C2) (3.3.38)
H2 = lim (CZ22(s))Cl (3.3.39)
When we substitute (3.3.37) in (3.3.3) we get
11 = (All -A12A 2 2 A2 )l ' + 1 11 12A2 1 21(All - A12A22 A21) + 1
v-V1A' - A12A22 (A2 2 im 2 2 () + li (
E:+ 0 E0+0
+ lim (EZ2 2(6))CVV- 1C 2 lim (sZ2 2()))(A 12A )
(3.3.40)
Using (3.3.8) in (3.3.40) we obtain
11 (11 12 22A21 )11 + 1 1(A 11 - A12A221A21) +
- V-l A' (3.3.41)
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where
A=H -A A -HA = H1 12A22 2
or
A = ZllC! + 12C2 - A12A22 lim (E 2 2 (E)) (3.3.42)11 1 12C2' A12 22 E: -* 22(222
Substitution of (3.3.7) in (3.3.42) gives
A E ( -C A1 A ' HV (C A2 H 2 (C A
11 -C 2 22 1 + 2 222A H2)- (C2A21)'
- (A12A2 )(A2 2 lim 0+(Z22(E)) + lim (cZ22(S))A 2 )(C2A)'22
(3.3.43)
(3.3.43) combined with (3.3.8) gives
-1 -1 (0222)) + Av-l(o 2A2),·
= ( 11(C1-C 2A22A21) + A12A22 22+ AV C H2)
(3.3.44)
(3.3.44) with (3.3.35) give
A =HD + AV -(C-2A2)' (3.3.45)
(3.3.45) can be solved for A to give
A = H[I - l(c 2A 2) t-lA H (3.3.46)
Using (3.3.8) and (3.3.36) the expression for A can be transformed
as
-1 -1 lim
A -1 =[I - V C2 lim (CZ22(E))(A2)
-1 -2 2 ( lim Z2 2(S) - 2(AA1),)CI - V C2A  -E 2
o= V (V + C2A2 2H2(C2A32 ) ') + V C 2A H2(I - R (C2A2 H2 ) )
or A-1 = V'R + V 1C 2A21H2A 1 (3.3.47)2 22 2
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Therefore the matrix A must satisfy the equation
A = R V(I - V ,,2 2 A2 2 ) = RlA- 1) 'V (3.3.48)
(3.3.48) gives
ave-at = i-l (3.3.49)
(3.3.41) combined with (3.3.46) and (3.3.49) gives
-1 -1
= (All-A12A22A21)l + Zll(All-A12 22 21 1 Dr '
(3.3.50)
(3.3.50) is identical with (3.3.34), and since they have the same
initial condition they have solutions which are equal for all t. Thus
the proof of Lemma 3.3.4 is complete.
Since the solution of (3.3.23) is identical with the solution
of (3.3.34) we can extend the results (3.3.30), (3.3.31), (3.3.32) to
the infinite time interval by finding the conditions under which the
solution ED of (3.3.34) exists on the infinite interval (instead of
investigating the existence of a solution Ell(t) for (3.3.23) on the
infintie time interval). We impose three more conditions:
n -1
(i) Rank {B, A 1B ,......, A -) nl (3.3.51)
(controllability condition for the degenerate system)
(ii) Rank (C', K'C, .... A (A nll)'C')' = n1 (3.3.52)
(observability condition for the degenerate system)




A=A - A12A22A21 (3.3.54)
B = (I - A12A22) (3.3.55)
_- -- 1
C = (C1-C2A22A2 1) (3.3.56)
Under these three additional conditions we have the following lemma:
Lemma 3.3.5
There exists a unique positive definite solution ED(t) of
-1
(3.3.34) on the time interval [0,0) and the matrix [A1 1 -A12A2 2
-1 -1
- HDR (C1 - C2A2 2A2 1)] is stable.
Proof:
When (3.3.51),(3.3.52) hold, the system (3.2.2), (3.3.33) is
uniformly completely controllable and uniformly complete observable.
It is well known [ 8 , Ch. 7] that the filter Riccati equation
(3.3.34) for this controllable and observable system has a
unique positive definite solution on the time interval [0,0).
When (3.3.53) holds, the matrix A is stable. Hence under (3.3.51)-
(3.3.53) the statement of Lemma (3.3.5) is true. II
With Lemmas (3.3.1), (3.3.2) and (3.3.5) holding, all the condi-
tions of the theorem of Hoppensteadt are satisfied:
(Hi) and (Hvi) satisfied because of Lemma 3.3.5. (Hiii) and
(Hvii) are satisfied because of Lemmas 3.3.1, 3.3.2. (Hii),(Hiv), (Hv)
are automatically satisfied because the systems considered in this
thesis are time invariant.
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Hence the theorem of Hoppensteadt holds and the following
relations are true.
lim + Zll(t;s) = l(t;0) V t £ [0,o) (3.3.57)
lim E1 2(t;e) Z12(t;0)  t £ (0,o) (3.3.58)
lim e£22(t;s) = C 2 (t;0) ) t £ (0,0) (3.3.59)
where .ij(t;s), E1 2(t;0), E2 (t;0) are the same as in (3.3.30),
(3.3.31), (3.3.32) (i,j = 1,2) and Zll(t;O) is given by (3.3.34).
Thus we have established all the conditions under which the
solution of the full system of Riccati equations (3.3.3)-(3.3.5) con-
verges to the solution of the degenerate system of Riccati equations
(3.3.6)-(3.3.8). This step is omitted in [28],[29], where Kokotovic
and Haddad propose a reudced order Kalman filter for the low frequency
components of (3.2.1), (3.3.1). In the same works Kokotovic and
Haddad simply propose a reduced order filter for x2 without proving
that this is optimal, in the m.s.s., in the limit as £ + 0 . In the
next section we will use the results of Kokotovic and Haddad and the
results of Section 3.2 and we will design filters for the high and the
low frequency components of (3.2.1)-(3.3.1). We will prove that these
filters are optimal, in the m.s.s., in the limit as e + - .
3.3.2 Design of reduced order filters
In this section we will use the results of the previous section
and other results due to Kokotovic and Haddad [29] in order to design
reduced order filters for the high freq ency and the low frequency
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components of the system (3.2.1). The estimates of these filters
will converge (in the m.s.s.) to the estimates of the optimal Kalman
filter for the system (3.2.1), (3.3.1) as -+ 0+.
We propose the following reduced order filters for the low
frequency and the high frequency subsystems.
A. Low frequency filter
The low frequency filter will be described by the equation
lD-1 , ~--1 -1 
XED 1 (AllA12A22A21)XlD + ITDR [y-(C1-C 2A22 A21)lD] (3.3.60)
where HD is given by (3.3.5), R is given by (3.3.36).
B. High frequency filter
The high frequency filter will be described by the equation
6X2D = A21XlD + A 22 X2D + 'H2D(Y - C2X2D) (3.3.61)
where
SH2D = lim +(Ez 2 2 (e)) V- 1 (3.3.62)
g-+0
Y = Y Cl lD 3.3.63)
and XlD is the estimate of the low frequency filter.
We will prove that the estimates of the filters (3.3.60) and
(3.3.61) are optimal, in the m.s.s., in the limit as E + 0 . To prove
that the filters (3.3.60) and (3.3.61) are optimal in the limit we will
use a result due to Kokotovic and Haddad [29] and the results of
Section 3.2. At first we state the result of Kokotovic and Haddad [29].
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Lemma 3.3.6 (Kokotovic and Haddad [29])
The filter (3.3.60) is identical with the first of equations
(3.3.2) when £ = 0 in the second.
Proof:
When £ = 0 the second of equations (3.3.2) gives
X2 = -(A2 2 - H2V C2)-1 [H2V (Y - ClXl) + A21Xi]
-1 - -1 ^  -1 ^
= -22 [A2 1 + [(I - H2 V H (y-(Cl-C2A22A21)Xl)
-A22[A21x1 H2v 2 2A21 2) 1 2
(3.3.63)
where H2 is given by (3.3.39).
Substitution of (3.3.63) in the first of (3.3.2) yields
x =A -A - + (I HV 1 -1H-1 V- (Y 1 All - A12A22 A21 1 + (I H2V 2A2 ) 1H2 V(y
=1 --
1 2 22A2 1) 1] + H1V [y - ClX1 + C2A22[A2 1 x1
( 1 1 ,-1 Hv( -1 (C^-CA 1A'
2 C2 22 2 y -(C2A22A21l) ]
or
-1 + AAy-
= (A11 1- A 2A2 2A2 1) 1 + (Y (C1-C2 22 21)) (3.3.64)
where
H 1 is given by (3.3.38) and
II= -A 12 A2 1(I - H2V-1 C A1 )-lH V - 1
+ H V [I + C2A-l(I - H2V 1 C2 A2 1)- 2 V-1] (3.3.65)1 2 22 2 2 22 2
To prove the lemma it suffices now to prove that II = HDR1 where HD
and R are given by (3.3.35) and (3.3.36) respectively. Combination of
(3.3.65) with
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D 2D(3.3.46)A = H [I - V- 1(c A 22~ 2 ) '] -1 _ HD a(33.46)
a = R (A-l)'V (3.3.48)
AV 1 A' = R. (3.3.49)
gives
IIHV-1 [I -A 1 -1V -1C A2 V-1)-I1 2 22H2V (I - 2 2
- A1 2 A22H2 V (I - C2 A 2 2V 1) 1
-1 -1 --
H1V (I + (I - (A'))A'] A12A 2 2 H2R
I= (H1 - A12A 2H )V 1 A' = AVA' = H AV-1A' H' = D 1
(3.3.66)
(3.3.66) proves the lemma because when it is combined with (3.3.64) it
gives
; -1 -,,-1 -1
= (All - A12A2 2A2 1)Xl + HDR [Y - (C1 - C2 2221
(3.3.67)
which is identical with (3.3.60). t 
Now we will use Lemma (3.3.6) with Theorem 3.2.1 in order to
prove mean square convergence of the suboptimal estimates xlD X2D
to the optimal ones Xl, x2 (given by (3.3.2)), in the limit as s + 0+.
Combining (3.2.1) with (3.3.2) we get
1 AX -0 1 1 A1 2 0 X 1
xl = HHC1 Al1 -H1C1 H1C2 A12-H1C2 
2 21 A22 X2




+ 0II °I2 (3.3.68)
0 I 0
0 0 E 2
We want to prove that
lim + E {( -D)(l-)' } = 0 (3.3.69)
and lim + E{(x2-xD)(X2' = 0 (3.3.70)
To do this we use Theorem 3.2.1. We check the conditions of the
theorem. Because of Lemma (3.3.6) the degenerate filter associated
with (3.3.2) is (3.3.60). Thus the degenerate system associated with
(3.3.68) is
X1I Al1 -A12A22A21 0X1
)11 A -A A-1 - 1 -- 1 -
L1J LHD (C1-C2A2A21) All-A12A22A21-HDR (Cl-C2A22A2)1 R1
A0 0 HDR 0 (3.3.71)
The eigenvalues of the system matrix of (3.3.71) are the eigenvalues of
-1 -1 -A -1(A1 1 -A12A22A21) and the eigenvalues of All-A12A22A21-A R(Cl-C2A22A21
When the degenerate system (3.2.2) associated with (3.2.1) satisfies
-1(3.2.8) the eigenvalues of (A11-A 2A22A21 ) have negative real parts.
When (3.3.51) and (3.3.52) are satisfied then according to Lemma (3.3.5)
the matrix
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A* All - A12A22A21 - HDR (C1-C2A22A
is stable. Hence under these conditions the eigenvalues of the system
matrix of (3.3.71) have negative real parts.
The boundary layer system associated with (3.3.68) is
dx2/dTl A22 0 X
Ld2/dT 2C2 A22-sH2C2 l 2] 
+ F2 2 C1 A21- 2C1 [xli 0 0 H 2] 
(3.3.72)
The eigenvalues of the system matrix of (3.3.72) are the eigenvalues
of A22 and the eigenvalues of A22-EH2C2.
When the boundary layer system (3.2.3) associated with (3.2.1)
satisfies (3.2.9), the eigenvalues of A22 have negative real parts.
When (3.3.12) is satisfied then according to Lemma 3.3.1 the matrix
A22-CH2C2 is a stable matrix. Thus under these conditions the eigen-
values of the system matrix of (3.3.72) have negative real parts.
The whole system and optimal filter (3.3.68) is stable, i.e.
the eigenvalues of the system matrix of (3.3.68) have negative real
parts. Therefore all the conditions of Theorem (3.2.1) are satisfied,
hence according to this theorem,(3.3.69) and (3.3.70) are true. We
have proven the mean square convergence of the suboptimal estimates
XlD' X2D of (3.3.60), (3.3.61) to the optimal estimates xl, x2 of
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(3.3.2). Consequently (3.3.60), (3.3.61) describe the reduced order
suboptimal filters with the desired properties. Recapitulating the
results of singular perturbations on linear filtering we have the
following theorem.
Theorem 3.3.2:
Consider the system (3.2.1) with observations described by
(3.3.1). If
(i) the system matrices for the full system (3.2.1),
the degenerate system (3.2.2) and the boundary layer
system have eigenvalues with negative real parts for
all £ C [0, 0o],
(ii) the system (3.2.1) is completely controllable by the
noise and completely observable,
(iii) Rank [C', A22C '.(A2 )'C2]' = n2,




B=(I -A A 112 22)
nl-1
(v) Rank [C', A' t ,...,(A )'C']' = nl,
where
1 2A22
then the suboptimal reduced order Kalman filters (3.3.60), (3.3.61) give
estimates XlD' X2D which converge, in the m.s.s., to the estimates of
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the optimal Kalman filter (3.3.2) in the limit as C + 0+, i.e. the
following relations hold:
E 0+ 1 D) 1 D }
lim 0+ {( 2-2D0. I
We will discuss the results obtained in this section.
3.3.3. Discussion of the results of singular perturbations on linear
filtering
From the equations (3.3.60) and (3.3.61), which describe the
reduced order suboptimal filters for the low frequency and high fre-
quency components of (3.2.1), we observe that the high frequency filter
uses the low frequency estimates in order to make its own estimates.
The term ClXlD is used so that the high frequency filter forms its
own pseudoobservation. The term A21xlD expresses the coupling which
appears in the equations describing the high frequency components in
the original system (3.2.1) and the degenerate system (3.2.4). On
the contrary the low frequency filter does not use the estimates of the
high frequency filter in order to make its own estimates. This dif-
ference in the structure of the low frequency and the high frequency
filters is expected. When c = 0 the state x2 has a white noise com-
ponent with infinite variance. Thus the low frequency filter does
not have to use white noise to make its own estimate. On the other
hand when e + 0, x1 is not white noise and x1 also appears in the
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dynamics of x2 (both in the original system (3.2.1) and the degen-
erate system (3.2.4) and the observations y. Hence the high frequency
filter needs to use the estimate of the low frequency filter in order
to make its own estimate.
Since there is a unidirectional interface between the slow
and the fast filter there is an opportunity for considerable reduction
in on-line computational effort since the two sets of filter equations
can be numerically integrated in different time scales (i.e., with
different step sizes).
Apart from the reduction in on-line computations, the results
obtained in Section 3.3 provide a considerable reduction in off-line
computations. The Kalman gains for the slow and the fast filters can
be separately computed from reduced order Riccati equations. The
error covariance of the slow filter results from the solution of the
filter Riccati equation for the system of (3.2.2), (3.3.1), (3.3.60),
and the Kalman gain is given by (3.3.35). The error covariance of the
fast filter results from the solution of (3.3.8) and the Kalman gain
is given by (3.3.62).
We conclude the second step of the design procedure, i.e. the
application of singular perturbations on linear filtering with a
simple example.
Example 3.3.4
Consider the system of example 3.2.4.
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Ix(t;) A-1 l\ x(t;E)) (i(t) (3.2.82)
x2 (t;e) 0 -1 X2 (t; (t)
with observations described by the equation
y = X1 + X2 + e (3.3.73)
where again xl,x2 are scalars, E1' l 2' e are zero mean uncorrelated
white Gaussian noises with covariance
l(t) (i(t-s) 0
E (t) 6 0t(t-s)
In example 3.2.4 we proved that the solution of the full system
(3.2.82) and the degenerate system (3.2.85) are related by
l.i.m. x1D(t) (3.2.118)
CE -* 0+
lim + E{(X2-x2D)(x 2X 2D) = Vt (3.2.119)
The Kalman filter for (3.2.82), (3.3.73) is
(:)x (t __1 1 () ( + H y - (1 1) (33.74)
Tx2 R /c 2 eu (t ) fx2 
The Riccati equation for the filter (3.3.74) is
CY11 a 12\ 1- 1 11 CY 12\ .11 aal 12 / 1 OE
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(0 2) CT 21 a22 CT 21 G22/
(3.3.75)
or
-211 + 212 + 1 - al - 2a1l 12 a 712
~11 I '2"11 12 11 11 12 12(3.3.76)
2
a1 2 -12 + (Ea22) - a1 2 11 1 2 12 a1 1 2 2 a1 2 2 2
(3.3.77)
2 2 2 2 2s(Ea 2 2 ) = -2(Ec2 2 ) + 1 - 1 a 12 22 - CT22 (3.3.78)
The reduced order Kalman filters corresponding to the degenerate system
XlD = -XlD(t) + 62(t) + 1(t)
SX2D = -X2D(t) + 22(t)
are:
Low frequency filter
lD = -XlD(t) + hlD (y XD) (3.3.79)
where
y X1 + 2 + 0 (3.3.80)
hD =(a1D + 1) (3.3.81)
High frequency filter
ES2D(t) = -x2D(t) + £h2D(y - x2D) (3.3.82)
where
Y = y -XlD (3.3.83)
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Ch2 = lim + ( ) 2 2 (-)  (3.3.84)
E -+ e
and (ec22 ()) results from the solution of the perturbed Riccati
equation (3.3.75). The Riccati equation for the filter (3.3.79)
corresponding to the system (3.2.66) is
1 2
yD -2a1D + 2 - (1 + 1D )
or
3 1 2
C1D = -3 1 3D -2 2 D (3.3.85)
We will prove that (3.3.85) is identical with the equation for all(t)
which results when we singularly perturb (3.3.76)-(3.3.78). When we
set £ = 0 in (3.3.76)-(3.3.78) we get:
From (3.3.78)
lir + (£ 22()) (3.3.86)
From (3.3.77), using (3.3.86)
i
a1 2 = (1 - ) + a1 1 1) (3.3.87)
Substituting (3.3.87) into (3.3.76) we obtain
12 (t;0) + 3
all(t;O) = -3all(t;0) 2 aa(t;) + (3.3.88)
We check the conditions (3.3.12), (3.3.51), (3.3.52). We have
Rank (CG A22C2) = Rank (1 -1) = 1 (full rank)
Rank (B A B) = Rank ((1 1) (-1 -1)) = 1 (full rank)
Rank (C' A'C')= Rank (1 -1) = 1 (full rank)
Hence (3.3.12), (3.3.51), (3.3.52) are satisfied, according to
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the results of Section 3.3.1 the conditions of Hoppensteadt's theorem
are satisfied, and the relations
lim + ll(t;E) = r l(t;0) V t C [0,0) (3.3.89)
lim + a12 (t;e) = a1 2 (t;0) eV t C (0,0) (3.3.90)
lim + Fc2 2 (t;E) = E 2 2 (t;0) 2f t C (0,0) (3.3.91)
hold.
(3.3.88) is the degenerate equation associated with (3.3.75).
It is identical with (3.3.85) and they have the same initial condition
11(0;0) = D(0).
Consequently cll(t;0) = %D(t) for all t. (3.3.92)
Combination of (3.3.89) and (3.3.92) gives
lim + all(t;C) = =ll(t;0)  rD(t) v t C [0,0)
Next we will prove that the filter (3.3.79) results when we set c = 0 in
(3.3.74), i.e. when we singularly perturb the Kalman filter correspon-
ding to the original system.
When c = 0 (3.3.74) gives
l(t = -x(t) + x2(t) + (all + 12) ( - l - 2) (3.393)
2 ( 2 (Y - 1) (3.3.94)
Substituting (3.3.94) into (3.3.93) and using (3.3.87), to get an




x -x c (t;O)) (y - . (3.3.95)x1 x + 2(1 + (11 '' - 1)
Since all(t;0) = OD(t) v t, (3.3.95) gives
1 =x1 + + D(t))(y - l) (3.3.96)
(3.3.96) is the same with (3.3.79), thus (3.3.79) describes the
degenerate filter associated with (3.3.74).
It remains to show that the estimates of the suboptimal filter
tend, in the m.s.s., to the optimal ones as £ + 0+.
Combining (3.2.37) with (3.3.74) we have
xl -1 0 1 0
x.1 a 11 +a 12 -(1+ 2 11+o12) -(f11+12)
x0 0 -1 0
IX lim c22 lim (- 22) lim a22 lim -(1+Ea22)2 22 -*O0+ 22 + 2 22
xl 1 0 0
.xil + ° 71 a +012 (3.3.97)
X2 0 1 0 u
0 0 lim (Ea 2 2X2
__+O +
The eigenvalues of the system matrix of (3.3.97) are the eigenvalues of
the system matrix of (3.2.82) and the eigenvalues of the system matrix
of (3.3.74). Since the system matrices of (3.2.82) and (3.3.74) are
stable the system matrix of (3.3.97) is also stable.
The degenerate system associated with (3.3.97) is
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XlD -1 0 X1D
1 1 ii0 1
L xlD J L + D) 2(cD)J L1D 
+ 0 (1 lcD] [ 62 ] (3.3.98)
0 0 (1+o'D) 2
Since the filter (3.3.79) is completely controllable and observable,
because as was shown before (3.3.51), (3.3.52) hold, the eigenvalue
s = -i(2+aD) has negative real part, hence the system matrix for
(3.3.98) which has eigenvalues
s1 = -1 < 0 and sp = -1(2+oD ) < 0
is stable.
The boundary layer system associated with (3.3.97) is
dx2/dT -1 0 1
dx2/dTj L lim (Ef22 (6)) -(1 + lim +xc22(L)) LX2
lim EC 2 2 (C) lim C(-Ca2(C) XC -0- + 22 (£c)) >(£)) 2L J
1 +0 
e+ e (3.3.99)
0 lim (EcO2 2 (C))J vJ
Using lim (sC2 2()) -1 +v/2 from (3.3.86) we find that the
eigenvalues of the system matrix of (3.3.99) are
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s1 -1, 2 = ,
hence this matrix is stable.
Therefore all the conditions of Theorem 3.2.1 are satisfied and
according to this theorem
1.i.m. = ^ (3.3.100)
lim+ E[(X2 X22D)(2 x2D) = (3.3.101)
$ + 0+
i.e. the reduced order filters (3.3.79) and (3.3.82) are optimal in
the limit as £ + 0+.
In the next section we will briefly state the results of
Kokotovic and Yackel who studied the problem of singular perturbations
of linear regulators [25] and then we will combine all the results to
propose a design methodology for suboptimal control of large scale
systems of the form
Ex2t A 221 A22 x C 2 2 2
with observations y = CX1 + C2x2 + v.
3.4. Singular perturbations of linear regulators
The problem of singular perturbations of linear regulators has
been studied by Kokotovic and Yackel [25]. In this section we will
briefly summarize the results of [25]. Then the results of this sec-
tion and those of Sections 3.2 and 3.3 will be used in order to propose
a design methodology for suboptimal control systems of large scale
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systems of the form
x A= 11 121 1 E 11: IEX+ u+::1
LX2 j A 1 A221 2 2j L2 j
y = C1 X 1 + C2 x2 + v
3.4.1 Basic theorems and results on singular perturbations of linear
regulators
In their work [25] Kokotovic and Yackel consider systems of
the form
1 All A12 xt B 1
+X2 LA21 A22 X2J B. 1u (3.4.1)
where x C Rn, x2 C , u1 C Rp , A11(E), A 12(£), A21(E), A22(E) are
matrices of appropriate dimensions, continuous functions of £ C [O,£0].
The performance index to be minimized is




is positive semidefinite and R is positive definite.
It is well known [7, 19] that the control which minimizes the
cost (3.4.2) is given by
u = R- [B{ c B2] [21 EK22] (3.4.3)
- 2K,,1 22_o
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where [K1 2 2 K(E) is the solution of the Riccati equation
K2 1 £K2 2
11 K12All A12 1 E. 21
K21 K22 K 1 122 [ A21 222 
K11 :K12 V LQ K 11 EK12 [1 B 1[B 11
~ [K11~:~ £K~1(~22]| (3.4.4)
L 21 eK22
or
!K 1 -KlA - K1A - A' K - AK + K B R1 B'K11- 11 11 1221 A11K11- A21K21 Q1+K11B1 1;K11
+ K12B2R'1B2K11+ K11B1R B2K21+ 12B2R- 2 21 (3.4.5)
12 1112 12 A22 £A1K12- A21K22 + 11 112
+ eK1 2B2R B2K1 2 + KB 1R 1 BK 2 2 + K1 2B2R 2 22(3.4.6)
£22 2KA -12 K22A 2 - A 2K 1 2 2K 22 - Q2
21B 1 R112 + £K22B2R 1K12 + K21BR-1B 212
+ K22B2R 1BBK22 (3.4.7)22 2 2-22
The degenerate system associated with (3.4.5)-(3.4.7) is
0 ~= ~-K A -Al 22' R'1B'K (3.4.8)22 22 2 2 K2 2 - + K22B2 2 22 (3.4.8)
K1 2 = [K1 1 (B1 R1 BK 2 2 - A 12) - A21K2 2 ] [A 22- B2R 2 K221
(3.4.9)
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or K12 K1 1 1 -2 (3.4.10)
with
1 = (BR1BK 2 2 - A1 2)(A2 2 - B2R 1 BK 2 2) -1 (3.4.11)
2 A1K22(A22 -B2R K 1 (3.4.12)
K11= -Kll(All + 1 + + A B1R-1B2 + 1B2R-1B'2)
- (A 1 + A 2B2RB' + 2 2B2R-1B')K1
-Q1 + B2 2 + 2 A21 + A212
+ K11(B1 + P1B2)R 1 (B{ + B;P{)Kll (3.4.13)
where (3.4.13) results when we substitute (3.4.10) into (3.4.5).
The boundary layer system associated with (3.4.5)-(3.4.7) is
K11(T) = const. (3.4.14)
dK12
dT =-K 11 12 K 12A22 A21K22 KllB1R- 1B 222
+ K2B2R-1 BK22 (3.4.15)
d K A + K R BK (3.4.16)
=dT 22 22 A 2K 2 2 - Q2+ K 2 2 2 22 (3.4.16)
Kokotovic and Yackel establish the conditions under which the solutions
of the degenerate system (3.4.8), (3.4.9), (3.4.13) are the limit of
the solutions of (3.4.4) as £ + 0. Thus for small s, they obtain good
approximations of the solutions of (3.4.4) from reduced order compu-
tations.
They set the following condition:
(i) the boundary layer system associated with (3.4.1) is
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completely controllable and completely observable.
(3.4.17)
Under (3.4.17) they obtain the following lemmas:
Lemma 3.4.1
For each fixed t C [t0 T] there exists a unique positive
definite solution of (3.4.8); this solution is an asymptotically
stable equilibrium of (3.4.16) and the matrix (A22 - B2R-1 BK22)
is stable.
Lemma 3.4.2
The root (3.4.9) is an asymptotically stable equilibrium of
(3.4.15).
Lemma 3.4.3
The matrix Q = Q1 2- 2A21 ' in (3.4.13) is2
positive definite, therefore the solution of (3.4.13) exists and is
unique in the interval [0, T].
With Lemmas 3.4.1-3.4.3 the conditions (Ti)-(Tv) of the theorem
of Tihonov hold, thus the following relations are true:
lim Kll(t;£) = Kll(t;O) v t C [0, T] (3.4.18)
lim K12(t;C) = K12(t;0) *V t C (0, T] (3.4.19)
lim K22(t;s) = K22(t;0) ¥ t C (0, T] (3.4.20)
where K.ij(t;s) and Kij(t;0) are the solutions of the original system
(3.4.4) and the degenerate system (3.4.8), (3.4.9), (3.4.13) (i,j=1,2).
In order to extend the results to the infinite time interval Kokotovic
and Yackel set some additional conditions in terms of the matrices
A llA + AlA2 + iBB2R1B'' + BR-1 B2 2
B = B1 + ~1B2
and
C where C'C = Q
which appear in (3.4.13). Namely they set the conditions
Rank AB, ... A B} = n1 (3.4.21)
^n 1 -^
Rank {C' A'C' ... (A )'C' = n (3.4.22)
Moreover they assume that the original system (3.4.1) is completely
controllable and observable. With these assumptions they guarantee
the existence of solutions of (3.4.13) on the infinite interval. We
will substitute with similar conditions on the matrices of the degen-
erate system associated with (3.4.1)-(3.4.2) for (3.4.21) and (3.4.22).
We do this because the computation of the matrices of the degenerate
system is simpler than the computation of the A, B, C matrices of
(3.4.13). The degenerate system associated with (3.4.1),(3.4.2) is
described by
1 (All - A12A22A2 1)x1 + (B1 - A2 B2)U (3.4.23)= _ 12 1A 1 2A2 2 B2)u (3.4.23)
T ,' Q +(A (z-1 A -1 A-1A -1 ,J (X UT 1 +(A22A21) Q2 A22A21 2221)Q2A22B2




In order to substitute (3.4.21)-(3.4.22) with conditions in terms of
the matrices of (3.4.23)-(3.4.24) we prove the following lemma. Note
that this lemma is the dual of the result of Haddad and Kokotovic [29]
repeated in the previous section as Lemma 3.3.6.
Lemma 3.4.4
The control Riccati equation for (3.4.23) with performance
index (3.4.24) is identical with (3.4.13) which results when we sin-
gularly perturb the control Riccati equation (3.4.4) which corresponds
to the system (3.4.1) with performance index (3.4.2). The solutions
of the above equations are equal for all t.
Proof:
The control Riccati equation corresponding to (3.4.23) with
performance index (3.4.24) is
=- -1
KD -KD (All - A1 2A2 2A21) - (All - A12A2 2A2 1) KD
-Q+ tR G (3.4.25)
where
^1 )' -1
= Q1 + (A22A21) Q2A22A21 (3.4.26)
-- )IQ - -1
G = (B 1 - A12A22B2)K + (A22B2) 'Q2A22A21
-1 , -1
R= R + (A22 B2) Q2A2 2B2 (3.4.28)
The derivation of (3.4.25) is given in Appendix B.
When we singularly perturb the control Riccati equations (3.4.5)-
(3.4.7) then we obtain: From (3.4.7) the equation (3.4.8), i.e.
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0 = -KllA12 -K1222 A2 1K22 G-1G2 (3.4.30)
where
G1 = B.K11 + BK 2 1 (3.4.31)
If we solve (3.4.30) for K1 2 we get
K = (-KA - A' K + G,'R1 G )A-1 (3.4.32)12 1(-llA12 A2122 + G;R G2)A21 (3.4.32)
Substitution of (3.4.32) into (3.4.5) gives
(A ~-1 -1
K 11 -K1 1(A 11 A12A2 2A2 1) - (A1 1 A1 2A22 A21)'K 1 1
-i ,R-1 -1
+ (Gi G A-1A G2 2 A21A) 
+ (G1 2 ZA2221 (G 1 -G2A222A21) - Q1
22A21 )[-K22A22 A22222 + 2 R-1G2(A 22 2 1 (3.4.33)
Because of (3.4.8), (3.4.33) gives
-1 -1
Kl= -K(A l A - AA -A -A A-A )K11 1(11 A12A221 1 12 22 A21) - (Al 1
-(Q 1 + A -1A
- (Q1 + (A22A21) Q2A22A21)
I -1 -1
+ (G1 - G2A2 2 A2 1) R (G1 - G2 A22A (3.434)
We can write (3.4.34) as
-1 -1







1 - G222 21 B;K1 + B21 B22K222221 (3.4.36)
Using (3.4.32), (3.4.36) gives
B1Kll B 2 '(A2)' 'Kll '(A )'K= Bj'Kll - B'(A 1 A1K - B2 K2 A
"11 -2"22122 11 2 22 22 21
+ B 2 (A 2 2)'G 2 R G1 - B2K22 A 2 2A 21
(B1 -A 1 2 2 2 2) 1 1 (AB 2)'[K 22A 22+ A22K22]AA21
+ (A ' B )'G'-lfG
(B1 - A A-1 B A-1B + GR-GA 1)A21
+ (A22B2) 'GR-1 G1
[(B - A12A222 K A'K11+ (A2B- ) -G1R-lG1= [(B1 - A1 2 A 22 B 2 ) Kl+ Q2 A2 2 A2 1 ]
+(A~2B2),GR-1G B ) 'C,'- -1 -1
+ (A2B2)'G G-(A 1 B )'G2R GA22A  (3.437)
(3.4.37) gives because of (3.4.27), (3.4.36),
= +- (A' B )'o (3.4.38)
from which
o = [I - (A 1B ) GR ] A 1MG (3.4.39)22 2 2
We can simplify the expression for M, using (3.4.8) as follows:
x- 1 - -
- 2'22 -K22 2R + 
I- B-K22 - (A22)'Q2 + (A 122)'GR- G2 ]A21B2 R - 1
= [R + (A 22B2Q2(A22B2)]R + (I - B t(A2 1 )'G'R 1 )G 2A 1 B R 1
(3.4.40)22 2 22 2
(3.4.40)
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Using (3.4.28) we obtain
M1 = RR -1 + M G B R (3.4.41)
from which
M-1 = R R-1[I - G2A21B2 R - 1]
or
-1 -- 1
M = R(M )'R
or
M'R- M= R 1 (3.4.42)
Substituting (3.4.39) and (3.4.42) into (3.4.35) we obtain
-1 -1
Kll = -K(A AA 2 2 2 1 (A1 1- A12A 2 2A 1222 K 11
- Q + G'R G (3.4.43)
(3.4.43) is identical with (3.4.25) and since the initial condition is
the same for both equations the solutions are equal for all t. This
proves Lemma 3.4.4. 11
Using the result of Lemma (3.4.4) we can investigate the
existence of solutions, on the infinite interval, of equation (3.4.25)
instead of equation (3.4.13).
We set the following conditions
(i) Rank (B, A B, ...,A B) = nl (3.4.44)
n -1
(ii) Rank (C, .. ,(A )'C = (3.4.45)
where
11 2-1
= All - A12A22A21 (3.4.46)
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B = B1 - A12A 22B2 (3.4.47)
and C is a solution of the equation
-'C = Q (3.4.48)
Remark. There exists a C such that C' = ~ since 1 =  +
(A2A21)Q2A 22A21 is a positive semidefinite matrix.
Under (3.4.44), (3.4.45) we have the following lemma:
Lemma 3.4.5
The solution KD(t) of (3.4.25) exists on the infinite interval
[0,3) and the matrix (A1 1 - BiR 1B{%) is stable.
Proof:
When (3.4.44) and (3.4.45) hold, the system (3.4.23) with the
performance index (3.4.24) is controllable and observable. Then it
is well known [9 ] that there is a unique positive definite solution
of the associated Riccati equation (3.4.25) and that the matrix
All - B1R-1B'KD is stable. I 
With Lemmas (3.4.1), (3.4.2), and (3.4.5) the conditions (Hi)-
(H ii) of Hoppensteadt's theorem are satisfied:
(Hi) and (Hvi) are satisfied because of Lemma 3.4.5.
(Hiii) and (H ii) are satisfied because of Lemmas 3.4.1 andiii Vii
3.4.2. (Hii), (Hiv), (Hv) are automatically satisfied because the
systems considered in this thesis are time invariant.
Hence the theorem of Hoppensteadt holds and the following
relations are true:
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lim Kll(t;E) =Kll(t;0) = KD(t;O) iV t C[[Oo) (3.4.49)
E: O
limr K1 2(t;£) = K1 2(t;0) ¥ t C (0,0) V t C (0,0) (3.4.50)
lim K22(t;c) = K2 2(t;0) * t C (0,00) * t C (0,0) (3.4.51)
sc*0
with Kij(t;E), Kij(t;O) defined as in (3.4.18)-(3.4.20).
With (3.4.49), (3.4.50), (3.4.51) valid we are allowed to
obtain from (3.4.8), (3.4.9), and (3.4.25), which are reduced order
equations, good approximations for the solutions of (3.4.3).
Recapitulating the results of this section we have the
following theorem:
Theorem 3.4.1
Consider the system (3.4.1) with performance index (3.4.2).
The optimal control for (3.4.1)-(3.4.2) is given by
u = R '(Bv > 2) -11 c 12B (3.4.3)
where (11 12 is the solution of (3.4.4).
\:K21 K2 22
If (i) the original system (3.4.1) is completely controllable
and completely observable
(ii) the boundary layer system associated with (3.4.1)
is completely controllable and observable
(iii) the degenerate system associated with (3.4.1) is
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completely controllable and observable,
then the matrices Kll(t;O), K 21(t;0), K22(t;0), which result from
reduced order computations from (3.4.25), (3.4.9), (3.4.8), respec-
tively, are related with the solution K(t;s) of (3.4.4) by
lim Kll(t;c) Kl(t;) t C [0, °)
lim K12(t;c) = K1 2(t;0) V t C (0,)
lim K2 2(t;c) = K22 (t;0) V t C (0,oo)
and the control u = R-1(B' 1, ) (11(;) £K12(t;0) x
\2 K 21(t;0 ) EK22(t;0 ) X2
is optimal in the limit as E£ + + . | 
In the next section we will use the results of Sections 3.2,
3.3, 3.4 and we will propose a design methodology of a suboptimal
control for the system
( x)=l (:: Al2)(Xl) + ( )u + ( )
x2 A21 A22 x2 B2 2
y = CX1 + C2x 2 + v
3.5 Design of suboptimal control systems
Let us consider the system
w observatioX1 ns decrbe+ u + 1 (3.5.1)
E-x22 \A21 A22 x2 B 2 2
with observations described by
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y = C1X1 + C2x2 + v (3.5.2)
and with the performance index
J = E f (x'Qx + u'Ru)dt . (3.5.3)
E, xi, Aij, i', v, Ci, R, Q are defined in the same way as in Sections
3.2, 3.3, u C Rp, B1, B2 are constant matrices of appropriate dimen-
sion, x(O) is Gaussian with E(x(O)), E(x(O) x'(O)) given.
It is well known [7] that the control u which minimizes the perform-
ance index (3.5.3) is given by
Uopt(t; ) = -R-i(B' 1 211 (e) EK1 2(Eg) x (t; )
12 ) cK22(s) / 2 (t;e)
(3.5.4)
where xi(t;£) (i = 1,2) are the estimates of the Kalman filter
Xl(t;£) All A12 : Xl(t;E) BI 112= ~ 1 + u
exs2 (t;£) A2 1 A2 2 \x2(t;E) B2
+ H y - (C1 C2) l(t;) (3.5.5)(\x2(t;£ )
for the system (3.5.1)-(3.5.2) and Kij () are the solutions of the
Riccati equation (3.4.4).
In this section we will use the results of Sections 3.2, 3.3,
3.4 and the separation theorem for estimation and control [27], [33],
to develop a design methodology for a suboptimal control of
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(3.5.1). The suboptimal control will result from reduced order
computations and will be optimal in the limit as E - 0+. We will
restrict attention to the steady state LQG problem.
3.5.1 Design methodology
As has been stated above the optimal control uopt for (3.5.1)-
(3.5.2) which minimizes the performance index (3.5.3) is given by
u = -R 1lB'KSi = -Gx (3.5.6)
opt
The separation theorem states that
(i) the control gain matrix G is obtained by the solution
of the deterministic linear quadratic regulator problem
stated in Section 3.4 forgetting completely the stochastic
aspects.
(ii) the estimate X(t;£) is generated by the linear filtering
problem stated in Section 3.3, under the assumption that
u(t;E) is deterministic, forgetting completely the
control problem.
Using the statement of the separation theorem we propose the
following design methodology for suboptimal control of (3.5.1).
(A) Consider the reduced order filters resulting in Section
3.3, assuming that u(t) is deterministic and forgetting
completely the control problem.
(B) Consider the regulator resulting in Section 3.4, forgetting
completely the stochastic aspects.
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(C) Consider the feedback law
= -1 RiB ( K1 (O) =K 1 2(0) /2lD
_R-I({ 1 , 2 Kit(0) oK12(0) x
\S 21 22 X2D
(3.5.7)
where XlD', 2D are the suboptimal estimates of the reduced order filters
and Kij (0) are the solutions of the control Riccati equation resulting
from reduced order computations according to Section 3.4.
We will prove that the resulting suboptimal control is optimal
in the limit as £ + 0+ and we will find the suboptimal system which
should be implemented using the above results. To prove that the
suboptimal system is optimal in the limit it suffices to prove that
the resulting system with states XlD, X2D has the properties
l.i.m. XlD = 1 (3-5.8)
lim E[(x2 - X2D)(X2 - X2D)'] = 0 (3.5.9)
where x1, x2 are the states of the system which results when the optimal
control uopt, given by (3.5.4) is applied.
In order to prove (3.5.8) and (3.5.9) we will use the results
of Section 3.2, namely Theorem 3.2.1. In order to apply theorem 3.2.1
we combine (3.5.1) and (3.5.5) and have
All -B1G1 A12 -B1G2
xl = H 1C A11 1-H 1C-BG H1C2 A12-H1C2-B 1G2
£X~2 -BG A21 -B 2G2
R2[ csH2C 1 A2 1-£H2C1-B 2G1 £H2C 2 A2 2-sH2C 2-B 2G2
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x1 I 0 0
0 0 H
+ x 01 0 N l 1 [2] (3.5.10)
x2 0 I 0
0 0 CH2
where
H1 = ( + 1 2C2)V (3.5.11)
H2 = ( C21Ci +22 C)V-1 (3.5.12)
G1 R (BKll + BK21) (3.5.13)
G = R1(eBK 12 + BK 22 ) (3.5.14)
Gi Gi(s), Hi = Hi(E), Eij = Eij (), B i = Bi(), Aij = Aij(£ ) .
For our purposes we introduce an alternate state representation of
(3.5.10) using the state estimation error vectors
6x1 = x- (3.5.15)
62 X2 x2 (3.5.16)2 2 2
Combining (3.5.10) with (3.5.15), (3.5.16) we get
x A1-B1G1 -B -B1G1 A12-B1G2 -B 1G2 xl
6x ] = 0 A -HC1 0 A12-HC2 x +
Sx2 A21-B2G1 -B A-22B2G2 -B2G2 x2







We check the conditions of theorem 3.2.1 by examining the system
matrix of (3.5.17) and the system matrices of the degenerate and
boundary layer systems associated with (3.5.17).
The eigenvalues of the system matrix of (3.5.17) remain the same
if we interchange the second with the third state in (3.5.17). Then
the matrix A* is
A1 1-B1G 1 A1 2 B-B1G2 --B1G2
A21-B 2G1 A22-B2G2 I -B2G1 -B2G2
A,* - - - - -H - (3.5.18)
0 0 A111C1 A1 2 -H1C2
0 i A21-£H2C1 A22- H2C2




The eigenvalues of the matrix A* are the eigenvalues of A-BG
and the eigenvalues of A-HC. Since both matrices result from the
application of the optimal control law (3.5.4) to the system (3.5.1),
they both are strictly stable, hence the overall closed loop system
matrix is stable [7]. Thus the first condition ((3.2.8)) of Theorem 3.2.1
is satisfied. One stochastic degenerate system associated with (3.5.10)
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can be obtained by eliminating x2, x2 from the equations for xl, xl
using the algebraic relations that result when e is set equal to zero
in (3.5.10). Of course the resulting system can not be implemented
since the value of £ in the xl and x2 equations is not a design
parameter.
An implementable system that has a stochastic degenerate system
in common with (3.5.10) is obtained as follows. Set £ = 0 in the left
hand side of only the x2 equation of (3.5.10) to obtain
-l
X2 = -(A22(0) - B2 (0)G2(O) - H2(0)C 2) [(A21(0) - B1 (0)G2(0) -
- H2(0)C1)x1 + H2(0)Clxl1 + H2(0)C2x2 + H2(0)v] (3.5.20)
Substituting into the xl equation we obtain
XlD(t;£) = AllDxlD(t;c) + H1D y(t;E) (3.5.21)
where
AlD = A1 (0) - BiG1(0) - H1 (0)C 1 - (A1 2 - B1G2(0) - H1(0)C2).
(A22 - B2G2(0) - H2 (0)C 2 )- (A2 1-B1G2(0)-2 (0)C 1)
(3.5.22)
H1D = H1 (0) - (A12(0) - B1 (O)G2 (0) - H1( )C 2)(A 2 2 (0) -
- B2 (0)G2 (0) - H2(M)C2)1 1 2 (0) (3.5.23)
H2(0) = lim lH2 (() (3.5.24)
2 O







All () -B1 (C)G 1(0) A12(E) -B1(E)G 2 (0)
HG CA11D HCHiDC 1 Al D 1DC2 0
A21 ( ) -B2 ( 2() G2 ( 0 )
H2 ()C 1 A2 1 (E)-B 1 G2 (0)-H 2 () G H2 (0)C 2 A2 2 () -B 2 G2 (0)-H 2 () C2
XlD I 0 0
|+ 2 (3.5.25)
X2D 0 I 0
x2D 0 H2 (0)
The stochastic degenerate system associated with (3.5.10) and
(3.5.25) results when we set £ = 0 in the left hand side of the equa-
tions. Using x1, 6x1, x2, 6x2 as state variables we obtain
xl Alld A2ld 0 0
6XlD 0 A2 2 d 0 0
cx2D A21-B 2G1(0) -B A2 2 B2G2 (0) -B2G2(0)
6X 2 D 0 A2 1-H 2 (0)C 1 0 A22-H2()C 2
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x1D I A1 A2
xlD + CI (3.5.26)
X2D 0 I 02
x2D 0 I H2(0)
where 
ll~d =(A 11-B1G (0)) - (A12 - B1G2(0))(A 22 - B2G2(0)).
.(A2 1 - B2G1(0)) (3.5.27)
A21d -BiGl(0 ) + (A1 2 - B1 G2 (0))(A 2 2 - B2G2(0)) - 1 B2 G 1 (0) -
-[(A12 - BG 2 (0))(A 22 - B2 G2 (0))- B2 G2 (0) (A2 2 - 12(0)C2)-1
- BG2(0)(A22- 2(O)C2) ](A21 2()C1) (3.5.28)
A2 2d = (A1 1 - EC 1) - (A1 2 - H1(0)C2)(A 2 2 - H2(0)C2)
*(A21-H2 (0)C1l) (3.5.29)
A1 -(A1 2 B1G2(0))(A 22 - B2G2(0) - (A1 2 - BG2(0))
(A22 - B 2 G2 ())-B 2 G 2 (0)(A2 2 - H2 (0)C 2 )-1 + B 1G 2 (0).
.(A22 - H 2(O)C2)-1 (3.5.30)
B1G 2 2(0)(A 22 BHG2(0)C 2 2A2 = [(A12 - B1G2(0))(A22 - B2G2 (0))- B2G2 (°)(A 2  - H2 (°)C2)-
- B1 G2 (O)(A2 2 - H2 (0)C2 ) ]H2(0) (3.5.31)
3 -(A1 2 - H1(0)C2)(A22 - H2(0)C2) (3.5.32)
A4 =-H 1 + (A1 2 - H1 C2 (A2 2 - H2(0)C2)-l 2(0). (3.5.33)
(3.5.26) is the same with the system which results when we use the
reduced order filters of Section 3.3, the regulator of Section 3.4 and
the suboptimal feedback law (3.5.7). This is an immediate consequence
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of Lemma (3.3.6).
The eigenvalues of the system matrix of the XlD, 6XlD components
of (3.5.26) are the eigenvalues of A lld ad A22 d' Since the matrix A*
given by (3.5.18) is stable Alld and A22 d are also stable because they
result when we apply a similarity transformation to the matrix A*. Hence
the second condition (condition 3.2.9) of Theorem 3.2.1 is satisfied.
The boundary layer system associated with (3.5.17) is
dx/dT 1 A22 -B2G2 -B1G 1
d(6x2)d 0 A22-EH2C2 x2 
+ A2:B2G1 -2 J1 [l1 + iE2I
A21- H2C 1 ° 2
x1 = const. 6x1 = const. (3.5.34)
The eigenvalues of the system matrix of (3.5.34) are the eigenvalues
of A22-B2G2 and the eigenvalues of A22-EH2G2. Under the controllability
and observability condition (3.4.20) set in Section 3.4, the matrix
A22-B2G2 is stable according to Lemma 3.4.1. Under the observability
condition (3.3.12) set in Section 3.3, the matrix A22-sH2C2 is stable
according to Lemma 3.3.1. Hence the system matrix of the boundary
layer system (3.5.34) is stable. Thus the third condition (condition
3.2.10)of Theorem 3.2.1 is satisfied. Consequently Theorem 3.2.1 holds
and according to this theorem (3.5.8) and (3.5.9) are true, i.e.
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1.i.m. XD = x (3.5.8)
lim + E{(x2 D X2 )(2 - X2D) (3.5.9)
s + 0 +
Therefore the suboptimal control proposed in this section is optimal
in the limit as -+ 0+ . The implemented suboptimal system achieving
this property in the limit as -+ 0+ is described by (3.5.25).
Recapitulating the results of this section we have the following
theorem.
Theorem 3.5.1
Consider the system (3.5.1) with observations described by
(3.5.2) and having performance index (3.5.3). Consider that the
suboptimal feedback law described by (3.5.7) is applied to the system
(3.5.1). If
(i) the pair [A(c), B(s)] is controllable - c C [0, CO]
and 7 > 0 (3.5.28)
(ii) the pairs [A(£), C] and [A(c), / ] are observable
v s C [0, s0 ] (3.5.29)
n2-1
(iii) Rank [C' A'2C' ... (A22 )'C)' = n2 (3.5.30)
n2-1
(iv) Rank (B2 A2 2 B) = 2 (3.5.31)
n,-l
(v) Rank (B, A B ... A B)= n1 (3.5.32)
n - 1 -
(vi) Rank (C' A'C'... (A . )'C')' = n1 (3.5.33)
n 1-l
(vii) Rank (B A B ... A B) = n1 (3.5.34)
n -1
(viii) Rank (C' A 'C' (n 1 (2 3.5.35)
... 'C') = n 1 (3.5.35)
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are true, where
A( ) ~l A21( ) A2 2()J , B(2) ([) o 2
A = A = All(0) - A1 2(0)A2 ()A 2 1(0)
B= (I -A -1
-1
B = (B1 - A2A22B2)(0)
C Ci - C2A22(0)A21(O)
C is a solution of the equation
'C - Q1 + (A12 A;)Q 2(Al2A22 ) Q1 > ' Q2 > 0
then in the limit as £ + 0+ the suboptimal control (3.5.7) is optimal
in the sense that
l.i.m. XlD = x1 (3.5.8)
and
lim E{(x 2 - X2D)(x2 - X2D)'} 0 (3.5.9)
£+0
are true (where XlD, X2D are the suboptimal states resulting when
(3.5.7) is applied to (3.5.1) and xl, x2 are the optimal states,
resulting when the optimal control (3.5.4) is applied to (3.5.1)). |{
With this theorem we complete the development of the design
methodology of suboptimal controllers for linear stochastic systems
composed of fast and slow subsystems.
The proposed suboptimal controller is illustrated in Figure 1.
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Figure 1 Asymptotically Optimal Two Time Scale Controller
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In the next chapter we will apply the results of this chapter
to a system consisting of subsystems which have three different time
scales and we will generalize the results to systems including N
different time scales.
CHAPTER IV
SUBOPTIMAL DESIGN FOR A THREE TIME
SCALE SYSTEM
In the previous chapter we developed a design methodology for sub-
optimal control of a two time scale system, i.e. of a system consisting
of low and high frequency subsystems. In this section, based on the
methodology previously developed, we will extend the results to a three
time scale system, i.e. a system consisting of low frequency, mid-fre-
quency and high-frequency components. A three time scale system is
described by the equation
!Xl 1 A1 2 13 Xl 1
£2X2 = A21 22 A23 X2(4.0.1)
F i i A 2 0A X)
3 3 31 32 A33 3 3 
no n2 n
where xl C R , x2 C , 3 C R , Aij (i, j = 1, 2, 3) are matrices
of appropriate dimensions, = (g, 2' 53 ) ' is white Gaussian noise
with covariance
E M W((tS) i ( s() 6(3(t-s) 0 0
E 2(t ) = 0 _2 6(t-s) 0
_ - 0 0 3-6(t-s) ,
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£2, E3 are positive parameters, «2 << 1, £3 << 1, £2 << C3. Let us
consider that the observations are described by the equation
y = ClX1 + C2x2 + 3x 3 + v (4.0.2)
where y C RP, C1, C2, C3 are matrices of appropriate dimensions and
v is white Gaussian noise uncorrelated with and with covariance
E{ v(t) v'(s)} = V6(t-s).
Using a different time scale, T = t/C3, we can write equation
(4.0.1) as
P3 dxl/dT A11 A12 A13 Xl E1
I2 dx2/dT = A21 A22 A23 x2 2 (4.0.3)
dx3/ A31 A32 A33 x3 3
where p2' P3 are positive parameters, p3 >> 1, P2 >> 1 and P3 >> P2.
The time scale should be used which is appropriate to the particular
sub-system for which we design a suboptimal filter or controller. For
example, it is well known that the longitudinal dynamics of an aircraft
are comprised of two distinct oscillatory modes -- the phugoid and
short period -- of periods on the order of 100 sec and 1 sec. In such
a case a time transformation of the form t = ST (S<<1) emphasizes the
high frequencies (the fast states) and the behavior of the fast states
in a period of 5 seconds,when measurements are taken each 0.1 seconds,
is given in Figure 1.
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Figure 1
The value at which the fast states asymptotically approach is the value
of the slow states which remains almost constant during this time inter-
val.
On the other hand a time transformation of the form t = pT (P>>l)
emphasizes the low frequencies and the behavior of the slow states in a
period of 200 seconds,when measurements are taken every 5 seconds, is
given in Figure 2.
i4-
0
20 40 60 80 100 120 140 160 180 200
Figure 2 sec
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The initial damping blb2 is due to the fast states which reach steady
state very quickly. After that the damping is due to the slow states.
This simple example points out the importance of the time scales which
should be used in accordance with the subsystem for which the subopti-
mal controller is designed.
In order to extend the results of Chapter 3 to a three time scale
system we will follow the same procedure as in Chapter 3 and we will
find reduced order suboptimal filters and regulators such that the
resulting system will be optimal, in the m.s.s., in the limit as
1, ~ 2+ +. First we will examine the problem of singular perturbations
on the infinite interval for the system (4.0.1).
4.1 Singular Perturbations on the Infinite Interval
In this section we will establish the conditions under which the
solution of (4.0.1) tends, in the m.s.s., to the solution of the degen-
erate system associated with (4.0.1), in the limit as E2+0 and £ -t-+
We will proceed in ttwo steps. At first we will let £3 0 +, then we will
let E2+0, and in each case we will study the convergence of the solu-
tions of (4.0.1) to the solutions of the resulting degenerate systems.




Xldl (A- A13A33 31 ldl 12 3A33A32)2d- A1333 1 3 + 1
-1 -1 -1
2 2dl = (A21 A23A33A31)Xldl + (A22- A23A33A32)X2d1 - A23A3 3 + i2
-1 -1 -1
= A'-A X1 - A-1 A x A-1 E(4.1.1)3 - A33 31 A3 3A3 2X 2 3 3 3(




x = (A 1- A13A33A31)Xldl + (A12- 1333A2)x2dl - A13A33 3 + E1
( A -1i -1 -1
S2 x2dl (A21 A2 3A 3 3A3 1 )Xld.l + (A22 - A23A33A32)X2dl - A23A33  + 2
s3X 3d = A 3 1Xldl + A 3 2X2dl + A33X3d + 3 (4.1.2)
The boundary layer system associated with (4.0.1), when £-+0 is
xl = const x2 = const
(4.1.3)
dx3/dT = A33x3 + A3 2X2 + A31X + 1 3
In order to investigate the convergence, in the m.s.s, of the
solutions of (4.0.1) to the solutions (4.1.2) as *3+0+ we use the
results of section 3.2. The system matrix of the boundary layer system
is the matrix A33. The system matrix of the degenerate system (4.1.1)
is
11A - A13 A33 31 A12 - A13 A33 32
Aj  A1 A AAAA-1A-1
21 23 33 31 22 -23A33 32
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If the system matrices of (4.0.1), (4.1.1) and (4.1.3) are stable, i.e.
they have eigenvalues with negative real parts, then according to theo-
rem 3.2.1 the solutions of (4.0.1) will tend, in the m.s.s., to the
solutions of (4.1.2) in the limit as 3+0 + , i.e. the following relations
will be true.
lim + E {(xl - Xldl)(l - Xldl) (4.1.4)
lim + E {(x2 - X2dl)(X 2 - X2dl) 0} (4.1.5)
lim+ E (x3 - 3d)( 3 - 3d) (4.1.6)
z3
Next we singularly perturb the system (4.1.1) by letting 2+-0 . The
resulting degenerate system is
-1 -1 -1 -1A A A_1 A (A- A A A )(A -A A A)
*ld2 [ 11 A 13A33A31 (A12 - A13A33A32)( 22 23 33 32
[-1 -1 - 1-(21 2333 31 d13A33 (A A13A33A32)
(A2 2 - A2 3A3 A 3 2 ) A3)23 ]3 - (A1 2 - A1 3 A33A 3 1 )
-1 -1 -1(A2 2 _ AA A 2 A1
- 23 33A32)-l~2
2d2 = -(A22 2333 A 32) (A21 23 33 31 2
-1 - A1 -11
+ (A22 A23A3 3A32) A23A 33 3 - (A22 23 3332 2
(4.1.7)
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in analogy with (2.3.10) we introduce the degenerate system
· ld2 A [81A A AA )A - -1 -A-1
Xld2 All  A1 3A3 3A31 (A1 2 A1 3 A3 3 A32 ) (A22 - A2 3A33 32
(A2 1 - A23A33A31)] Xld2 [A13A33 1 2 1 3A3 32
-1 -1 -1 3-
(A2 2 233332) A233312 13 33 31
(A2 2 - A2 3A3 3A3 2) 2 + 1
-1 -1
E2X2d2 = (A2 1 - A23A3 3A31)xld2 + (A2 2 -23 3 32)2d2
-A A2 A A + X23 33 3 2 (4.1.8)
The boundary layer system associated with (4.1.1) is
Xld 2 = const
dxd2/d T = (A21 - A2 3A33A 3 1)Xld 2 22 23 33 32 2d2
- A 23A33 +3 2 (4.1.9)
In order to investigate the convergence (in the m.s.s.) of the solutions
of (4.1.1) to the solutions of (4.1.8) in the limit as c£2+0 + we use
again the results of section 3.2. If the system matrices of (4.1.1),
(4.1.7) and (4.1.9) are stable, then according to theorem 3.2.1 the
solutions of (4.1.1) will tend, in the m.s.s., to the solutions of (4.1.8)
in the limit as 2+0+, i.e. the following relations will hold:
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lim + E{ (ldl - Xld2)(Xldl - Xld2) 0 (4.1.10)
2+0
lim + E {(X2dl - X2d2)(X2dl - X2d2) (4.1.11)
When the system matrices of (4.0.1), (4.1.1), (4.1.3), (4.1.7) and
(4.1.9) are stable, then combining the relations (4.1.4), (4.1.5) with
(4.1.10), (4.1.11) we get the following results
lim + E {(xl -Xld2)( -X ld (4.1.12)
e2+O
£ 3+0+
lim+ E { (x2 - X2d2)(x 2 - X2d2)'} 0 (4.1.13)
' +0
z3+0
lim + E {(x3 - 3d) ( 3 - 3d) }0 (4.1.14)
Thus we have established the conditions under which the solutions of the
original system (4.0.1) tend, in the m.s.s., to the solutions of the
degenerate system associated with it as 2+0 +, £3+0+. It is clear from2 3
the above investigation that the problem of singular perturbations on
the infinite interval, for a three time scale system, is an application
of the results developed for the same problem for a two time scale
system.
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Following the method of this section we can extend the results to
a multi-time scale system. A multi-time scale system of the same form
as (4.0.1) will be described by the equations
x l A12 A12 A A14 An x · m |
2X2 21 A  2 A 23 A A24 .' A2n .2 2
3X3 = 31 A32 A33 A34 A34 3 + 3 (4.1.15)
E4X4 A41 A42 A43 A4 4 ... A4X 4 4
Xi An1 A 2 A 2 A 4 ... A 
i > 0, << Z- 1 << e. - 2 *-. << 2
y C1X 1 + C2X2 + C 3x3 + C4x4 + ... + Cx n + v(4.1.16)
Letting successively en -* 0 1- 0 ... -+ 0 and applying at each
step the results of section 3.2 we can establish conditions under which
the solutions of (4.1.15) tend, in the m.s.s., to the solutions of the
degenerate system,in the limit as en + 0 ° -1 . 2  0.
In the next section we will apply the results of singular perturba-
tions on linear filtering of section 3.3, to the filtering problem for
the system (4.0.1) with the observation equations (4.0.2).
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4.2 Reduced Order Suboptimal Filters
In this section we will use the methodology developed in section 3.3
to design reduced order suboptimal filters for the low frequency, mid-
frequency and high frequency components of system (4.0.1) with obser-
vation equations (4.0.2). We will successively design filters for the
low frequency, mid-frequency and high frequency components. The esti-
mates of these filters will tend to the optimal estimates in the limit
+0+ +0+as E:- E:3 -0
4.2.1 Low frequency and mid-frequency filter
In order to construct the reduced order low frequency and mid-
frequency filters we proceed in two steps:
Step 1 -- We singularly perturb (4.0.1) letting -3+0 . Then the system
(4.1.1), i.e.
-1 -1 -1
Xldl = (A1 1- A13A 33A31)Xldl + (A1 2- A13A33A32 )x2dl - A13A3 3 E3 + i1
-1 -1 -1
eX2dl = (A2 1-A 2 3A 33A3 1)Xldl + (A22- A2 3A3 3A3 2)X2dl - A2 3A33 3 + 
X3dl =32d-1A x -A x(4.1.1)
3d 33 31 ldl - A33A32X2dl -A33 13
with observation equation
-1 -1 -ly = (C - C3A 33A3) xl + (C2- CAA) x2 33 3
- 33331 1 2 C A 3A3 2(4.2.1)3A3 3
(4.2.1)
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result. We construct the Kalman filter for (4.1.1), (4.2.1). It is
given by
0I -1 
xldl = (A1 1- A13A3 3A 3 1)ldl + (A1 2- A13A33A 3 2)x2d1
1+ H Dj [y - (C1 - C3A33A31)Xldl - (C2 - C3A33A32 )X2d,1
-1 -1
2 2dl (A2 1 A23A3 3A31),ldl + (A22 A23A33A32)2d1
+2D D - (C C3 A33 31)Xldl - (C2 3 33322dl
HD1\ (4.2.2)
where H= is the Kalman gain
HD2
(A-1) c A A-1
D -AI1(A31) i C 3 A
21D 2D 2 32 33 3 ) 33
(4.2.3)
I1D 12D
Z = j1D Z12D is the solution of the Riccata equation for the filter
21D 2D /
(4.2.2) and
RD = V + (C3A33) E3 A33) (4.2.4)
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We denote by xl, x2' x3 the estimates of the Kalman filter for (4.0.1),
(4.0.2). Under the controllability and observability assumptions of
theorem 3.3.2 for the degenerate system (4.1.1) and the boundary layer
system (4.1.3),the following relations hold:
lim + E (Xl^ d - Xldl 0 (4.2.5)
3+0
lim + { (x 2 - 2dl)(X2 - X2dl (4.2.6)
With (4.2.5) and (4.2.6) which relate the estimates of the optimal
filter with the estimates of the suboptimal filter (4.2.2) we conclude
the first step.
Step 2 -- We singularly perturb (4.1.1) letting z2*O. The the degenerate
system (4.1.7) with observation equation
y = C- -1 -1 -1 -1
(C1 -3A33A31) - (C2 - C3A33A 3 2)(A2 2 2 3A3 3 3 2)
(A2 1- A2 3AA 31 )] A d 2 + (C2 - CA- -1 -(A1- AA3A331)] Xld2 + (C2 - C3A3 3A32) (A 22- A2 3 3 3 3 2
A A-1 (C - CA-1A -1 -1 -1
23 A33 3 (C2 - C3A33A32) (A 2 2- A 2 3A 3 3A3 2 2 - C3A3 3 3 + 
(4.2.7)
Following the ideas of section 3.2, we introduce the degenerate
system 4.1.8, i.e.
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x =1[-A 3A3A 31 - (A12- A13A3 3A32) 22 23 33 32)
(A2 1 A2 3A3 3A3 1 3 3 3 (A1 2- A1 3 A3 3 A3 1 )
(A2 A233A3 333 3 12 13A33A31
(A22- A23A33A32 2 + (4.1.8a)22 23A33A32 2 1
*-1 -1
2 2d2 21 233331 d2 22 A2333321 )Xld2 - A2333 + 
(4.1.8b)




-( A A -- 1 -
l [A A13A33A31 (A12 13 33 32 22 23A3 3A32)
(-A -1 +-1
(A21 A23A33A31] Xld2 1D21AD2 -Y [ 1 3 33 31
-(C2 A1 -1 -1 -1 1 1(C- C3A3 3 A32 ) (A2 2- A2 3A3 3A32) (A2 1- A23A 3 3 3 1 ] Xld2
(4.2.8)
where HlD2 is the Kalman gain of the filter
H (C C + B 2 3D) (4.2.9)
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E1D 2 is the solution of the Riccati equation for the filter
C( C - 1 -1A )(A- -1 -1 -1C (C 33331 2- (C 2- 2 3A 3 3A3 2 (A21- A2 33 3A 31
( 12 A13 A33A31)(A22 - A2 3 A 33A32)1 )
-13 33 (A1 2- A1 3A33A 31 )(A 2 2- A2 3A3 A3 2) -A2 ] 
2,3 =l )
-3 22 23 )33 1B' -
3 3A31)(A 22- A23A33 32) ] 
[ (C C33 A 3213A 3 1)(A22 A23A33A 32 ) A 23A33]
and
R1D2 = V + C 02 3 C (4.2.10)232,
We also design a reduced order filter for (4.1.8b) which is described
by £ - A-1A ) -1 )- E22d2 = (A21- A23 A3 3A31 2 + (A22 - A23 A 332 A 32)
+ 2H2D2 R2D 2 [Y (C2 - C3A3 A32) 2d2] (4.2.11)
£ H. =Flim+- (33332)(C22 C A3A3332) + -23 33 3 33
(4.2.12)
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lim + (E2Z2D) results from the solution of the Riccati equation
2
-1 -1
(A2 2- A23A 3 3A32 ) lim+ 2D) + lim+ ( 2 D) (A 2 2 A2 3 A3 3 A3 2
2 2
+~2 A 0 V 1+ 1-HH 0 (4.2.13)
23 33 -3 23 33 "2 2D2 2D2 2D2
-13 33+31 ldl(4.2.14)y-y-(C1 A (4.2.15)
Under the controllability and observability assumptions of theorem
(3.3.2) for the degenerate system (4.1.7) and the boundary layer system
(4.1.9) the estimates l1d2' x2d2 of the filters (4.2.8), (4.2.11) and
the estimates Xldl' X2dl of the filter (4.2.2) are related by
lim+ E { (Xldl - Xld2)(Xldl- Xld2) }= 0(4.2.16)
2
lim E x x x x (4.2.17)lim E { 2d (X 2d2 ) (X2dl- X2d2) } = (402.17)
2
Now we combine (4.2.5), (4.2.6) obtained by the first step and (4.2.16),
(4.2.17) obtained by the second step to prove the following fact:
Fact: lim E (i )(x Xid2 i = 1,2 (4.2.18)
+ i d2)(i - id2) d = 0
20
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Proof Let S = E{(i - xid 2 )(xi id2 E {[(i2i idl ) + (xidl
xid2)] [(i - idl) + idl - id2)]} E[(Xi- Xidl)(i idl) ']
[( idl id2 idl Xid2) ] E [(xi -id (idl - id2
+ Eidl Xid2)(xi - xidl) '] . Taking the limit as 2+0+ and £3+0
and using (4.2.5), (4.2.6), (4.2.16), (4.2.17) we get +lim S +
62s0 , 3+0
- £c li2mO+{E, [(^Xiil id2)(i Xid)] + [(i idl)(idl Xid2 )
Using the Schwarz inequality E(u v) < (E(u2 )E(v ))1 2 for the r.v.
u = i - Xidl' v = i - Xid2 the fact that S > 0 and (4.2.5), (4.2.6),
(4.2.16), (4.2.17), we get + lim S+= 0. QED. II
-2 £'30
(4.2.18) proves that under certain controllability and observa-
bility assumptions, the estimates of the filters (4.2.8), (4.2.11) tend,
in the m.s.s., to the optimal estimates in the limit as -2+0 54 0
Hence (4.2.8) (of dimension n1 ) and (4.2.11) (of dimension n2) describe
the low frequency and mid-frequency suboptimal filters which are optimal
in the limit. Next we will construct a suboptimal filter for the high
frequency components and then we will discuss the results.
4.2.2 High frequency filter
To construct the high frequency filter we singularly perturb (4.0.1)
by setting c3 = 0. Then (4.1.1) with observation equation (4.1.2) re-




Xld = (A 1 - A1 3A 3 3A31)xld + ( 12- 13A33A31)X2d A13A33 + 1
1 A-1 -1
2x = (A21 - A2 3A33A32)Xld + (A22 A23A 33A 32)X 2d - A23A33 3 2
3X3d = A31xld + A 3 2X 2d + A3 3X 3d+ 3 (4.2.20)
In analogy with section 3.3 we construct the filter
c3x3d = A31 ld + A3 2x2d + A3 3x3d + E3H3D(Y - C3X3d) (4.2.21)
where Xild', 2d are given by (4.2.8), (4.2.11) respectively, y is the
pseudo-observation
y Y 1ld2-2d ' -(4.2.22)
c3H3D is the Kalman gain of the filter,
£ lim (E ) C V (4.2.22a)3H3D 3 3D 3
and lim (E3Z3D) is the solution of the Riccati equation
z 33
lim (Z3D) A3' + A3 lim (z33D) + 3 - (3H 3D)V( 3H 3D)= 0
-0 3 33A33 3 30 3 (3H3D)3
3 3
(4.2.23)
Under the controllability and observability assumptions of theorem
(3.3.2) the following relation will be true:




Hence the filter (4.2.21) will be optimal in the limit as E2+,- 
Recapitulating the results found for the reduced order filters
which will be optimal in the limit as 2+0 , E3+0 + we have:
The low frequency filter will be of dimension l', described by
ArA A A 1 A (A- - A - -1 -A
=d2 [- A1333A31- (A12- A3A33A32)(A22 23A33 32)
(A2 1- A2 3 33 3 1)] ld2 + HlD2R1D2 [Y - [(C1 C3A331
-l -1 -1 i
(C2 -C3A3 3A 32)- (A2 2- 3A3 3A3 (A2 1- A23A3 3A3 1)] d2] (4.2.8)
The mid-frequency filter will be of dimension n2 described by
7, -i ^ -1 ^
2 Xd2 (A2 1- A23A 33A31)ld2 + (A22- A23A3 3A32 )x2 d2 + 62H2D2 R2D2
y - (C2 - C3A 33A32)X 2d2] (4.2.11)
The high frequency filter will be of dimension 13' described by
3 3d2 A31 1d2 + A3 2x2d2 + A33 3d2 + £ 3H3D(Y - C3X3d 2 ) (4.2.21)
Next we will discuss the structure of the filters (4.2.8), (4.2.11),




From (4.2.8), (4.2.11), (4.2.21) we observe that the high fre-
quency filter uses the low frequency and mid-frequency estimates in
order to make its own estimate. The term Cl ld2' C2x2d2 are used so
that the filter forms its own pseudo-observation. The terms A31xld2
and A32 2d2 express the coupling which appears in the equation des-
cribing the high frequency components in the original system (4.0.1)
and the degenerate system (4.2.20). The midfrequency filter uses only
the low frequency estimate in order to make its own estimate. The term
Cxld2 is used so that the filter form its pseudo-observation and the
term (A21 A2 3 3 A 3 )--ld2 is used because of the coupling that appearsterm (A21- A23A33A31)Xld2 is used because of the coupling that appears
in the dynamics of the midfrequency component in (4.1.8b). The low
frequency filters makes its own estimates without using any of the high
or midfrequency estimates. The difference in the structure of the low
frequency, midfrequency and high frequency filters can be explained as
follows: When £2 = 0, £3 = 0 the midfrequency and high frequency
components of (4.0.1) have each one a white noise component with infinite
variance. Hence the low frequency filter does not need to use white
noise to make its estimate. When c3 = 0 then the high frequency sub-
system of (4.0.1) has a white noise component with infinite variance.
Therefore, the midfrequency filter does not have to use white noise in
order to estimate the state x2. On the other hand the state xl is not
white noise and xl also appears in the dynamics of x2 and the observa-
tions y. That is the midfrequency filter needs to use the low frequency
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filter estimate Xld2 in order to make its own estimate. The low fre-
quency and midfrequency components enter in the dynamics of the high
frequency subsystem and they also appear in the observations y. Since
xl and x2 are not white noise, it is expected that the high frequency
filter must use the low and midfrequency estimates in order to make its
own estimate.
The results derived here for a three time scale system can be
extended to a multi time scale system. A multi time scale system will
be given by (4.1.15), (4.1.16). Setting at first S2 = 0,...e = 0, then
'3 = 0, .$ = 0, then e4 =0 ....E = 0, ..,e O 0and based on sec-
tion 3.3 we can design at each step a reduced order filter for the
states xl, x2,... l respectively.
It is expected, for the reasons explained previously in the dis-
cussion, that the reduced order filter i, (for the state xi), will use
the estimates of all the filters j, for j<i. Thus the filter 1, for
state xl, will update all the other filters, the filter for x2 will
update the filters for x3, X4,... x etc. This scheme gives the general
structure of decentralized reduced order filters which correspond to a
system of the form of (4.1.15), (4.1.16) and which are optimal in the
limit as cs2 -0 , E3+0,...c + 0.
In this section we applied the results of section 3.3 to a three
time scale system and we gave the general structure of reduced order
hierarchical filters for a multi time scale system. In the next section
we will apply the results of singular perturbations of linear regulators
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to a three time scale system.
4.3 Reduced Order Regulators
In this section we will use the results of singular perturbations
of linear regulators of section 3.4 in order to construct a regulator,
for a three time scale system, which will result from reduced order
computations and which will be optimal in the limit.
In analogy with section 3.4 we consider the system
x l All 12 13 x1 B
s2X2 = A21 A22 A23 X2 + B2 u (4.3.1)
3X3 A31 A32 A33 3 B3
where x1, x2, X3 Aij, 2 E3 are the same as in (4.0.1) u e RP and
B1, B2, B3 are matrices of appropriate dimensions. The performance
index to be minimized is
T
J 2 f (x'Q x + u'R u)dt (4.3.2)
0
/ Q1 °




It is well known that the control which minimizes the performance
index (4.3.2) is given by
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K11 22K12 E3K13 X1
u= R (B E B' B2K 2 l2K3 23 X 4.3 3)
23K31 c2 £3K33 / X3
where z E Ei2K22 2 2 21K11 6 2K12 £3K13
where 21 2 K21 2 2 3K231 is the solution of the Riccati
z3K31 c2E3K32 £3K33
equation
K 1 E2K12 £3K13 K 2K12 £3K13
\3K31 2E3K23 33K33 / 2 31 £2£3K32 £3K33
1 _
A A12 A13 A2 A 31
1--A 1A 1A A ,1 c2A' 1A
2 21 E222 - A12 E 22 3 32
2A 2A iA A -A -A
E3 31 3 32 E 33 13 E223 33
Kll C2K12 £3K13 Q ° °
2K2 1 e2K22 £2£3K23 ( Q2
\ 3K31 £2£c3K23 3K33 ( Q3 
(cont. next page)
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K11 E 2K12 £3K 13 \ B1 K11 £2K12 E3K13
E z2K2 1 2K22 23 2K21 222 2 323
£3K31 £2 3K32 £3 33/ 3 3 3K31 23K32 £3 33
(4.3.4)
or
11l = - AlK11 - A21K21 - A31Y31 - K1 1llA - K1 2 A2 1 - K1 3 A3 1 - Q
+ KllBR B1Kll + K12B2R B1Kll + K13B3R BKll + KllBR B2K21
+K2- 1 + K 13B3R-1 B2K2K + R B K BB1R- + K -1BK
+ K B R-1 BIK (4.3.5)
13 3 3 31
E2 12 2A1K112 - 2132 2 31K32 11 12 12A22 13A32
+eK BR B +S B B +SK B R 1 B Y
+ 2K111 112 + E2K12B2R - BK12 + R2K13B R- 1 12
+ K BR BK + K BRBK + K BR-1 BK +K BR-1 BK111 2 22 12 2 2B222 +13 3 2K22 + 2K11B1R 1332
+ -1B3K32
E2 K1 2 B 2R B3K32 + 2 K1 3 B 3R BK 3 2 (4.3.6)
E K3 3 AllK 1 3 - E3A2 1 K2 3 - A31K33 Kll 13 12 23 - K13A 33
3K111R- 113 +3K12B2R BK113 +3K13B3R 1BK 13
3K 1 1B 1R 1 K1 3 + 3 K1 2 B2 R B2 K2 3 + 3K13B3R1BK23
+ K B1R-1B3K33 + K12B2R-1B3K33 + K13 (4.3.7)3311 1 333 122 333 133 333(4.3.7)
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K =K Es AK -A K EAA K EK A -K eK A2 22 2 12K12 - 22K22 - 2A32K32 - 2 21 12 - 22A22 32332
2 212 + 2K22B 2R 1B K1 2 1+ 223B3 R-1BK12
+ E B BK +K BR7BK +K B BK
2K21B1R- 2 2 K22B2R2 2K22 + K23B3R-1BK22
2K211 332 2222 332 K2 B2R K3 2 23 R- 1 B K (4.3.8)
2 323 3A 1213 -3A 2K23 - A32K33 - s2K2 1A13 - K22A23
2 23A33 + 632K21B-1B 13 + £3K22B2 1 13
+2K BRBK + E: eK BR BK +eK BR BK2 3 23B3 1 13 +2 3K21B1 2RK23 + 3K22B2R 1K23
+ z2 K2 3B 3R- B3K (4.3.9)2 23 3 3 33
3 33 = 13 13 - 223K23 33 33 33 33 3 3 2 2 3 3 3113
-3Q +1E B 1 B1K +CK B 3 BK 3K32 2R B1 KA13
3 3 31 1 1 13 3 32 -1 13+ 3K3333 1 13
3 31 223 233 + 223 3332 R B23
+ K 31BR BK + 3K32B2R B3K33 + K 33B3R1 BK (4.3.10)3 31 1 1 33 3K32B2 3B33 33B3 3B33
In order to obtain good approximations of the solution of the
Riccati equation (4.3.4) we will use the results of section 3.4.
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We proceed in two steps:
Step 1 -- We singularly perturb the system of (4.3.1) and (4.3.4) by
setting £3 = 0. The degenerate system associated with (4.3.1) is
A-1 (-1 
XlDl = (A 1 1 - A13A3 3A31)XlD 1 + (A12 - A13A3 3A3 2)X2D 1
-1
+ (B1 - A13A3 3B3)u
A -1 (-1
£2X2D1 = (A2 1 - A23A3 3A3 1)xlDl + (A22 - A2 3A 3 3A 32)X2D1
-1
+ (B2 - A23A33B3)U
-i -1 -1X3Dl A x -A A x -A B u (4.3.11)X3D 1 = - A3331lD - A33A32X2D1 -3 33
The cost functional (4.3.2) becomes
Q1 (A3 3 3 1 33A31 A31 3332 (A 31A31 3A 33B3
J=(xx ) (A33A2Q A3 Q2+(A3 A32)Q3A3 A 32 (A33A3 2)Q3A3 3B3
-1 -1 -1(A B Q AA33B 3 ) (A- B )Q A3 R+(A- B ) A- 3 3) 3 133A 3 3 3332 R+(A33B3)Q 3A3 3B3
xi
x 2) dt (4.3.12)
The boundary layer system associated with (4.3.1) is
xl = const
x2 = const (4.3.13)
dx3/dT = A33X3 + A31X 1 + A32X 2 + B3u
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When we set £3 = 0 in (4.3.5) - (4.3.10) we get:
From (4.3.10)
33- 33 3333 2A2 3K 23- Q 3 + 2K 32B 3R 1K13
+ K R B K - = 0 (4.3.14)33B3 333
From (4.3.9)
0=-AK sK A: -K A -AKK KA+s B R 1 BK
32 33 2 21 13 2223 2K23A33 + 223B3R 332
+ 2K21R-1 B 3K33 + K22B2R B3K33 + E2K23B3 3R33 (4.3.15)
From (4.3.7)
3 1 K3 3 - KllA 13 - K1 2A 22 - K1 3A 33 + K1 1B 1R B3 K3 3
K12B2R B3K 33 + K13B3R B3K33 (4.3.16)
The control Riccati equation for (4.3.11) - (4.3.12) in analogy with
(3.4.25) gives
lDl 2 12D1 All - A1.3A33A31 A12 A13A33 32
i2 21D1 2 -22D2 A21 A23A3331 A22 23A33A32
| Dl 2 12D1 K1D E2K12D1
( 2K21 D1 2K2Dl 2K21 D1 s2K2 2D1 (cont next page)
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-1 -1
ll - A1333 31 A13 33 32
-1 -1
A21 A23A33A31 A22 - A23A33A32
+
-1 A -1 -1 -1
Q1 + (A3 3A 1) Q3A3 3A3 1 (A3 3A3 1) Q3A3 3A3 2
(A-1 -1 -1 -1
(A3 3 A3 2 Q 3A33A3 1 Q2 + (A 3 3A 32) Q3A33A32
+iC : Kz 1 2K2D1 -A 13A33B3 + (
K EK ~-1 -1 --
3 D3 2 12D 3 1 3 A13A33B31 (A33A31) Q3 33B3Ll 2 21D1 e2K2D1 /23 33 3 33A32) 3A33 3
~[R+(A-B )'Q3 ~ A2A3B3] A-1 Q3A33B3 KD K
|(A-1A )OQ A -1 \ B33 A33B3 1-13A 33 1D1+ B (4.3.17)
33(A 32) 3A33B3
When the degenerate system (4.3.11) and the coundary layer system
(4.3.13) are completely controllable and completely observable then
according to theorem (3.4.1) the following relations will hold:
lim K(t; 23) = K(t; ) = K1Dl(t; E 2),t C[0,o) (4.3.18)
3
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lim +K 2 (t; 2' E3) = K12 (t; £2' 0),tC[0,o) (4.3.19)
lim +K 2 2(t; 2, £3) =K 22 (t; £2' 0),tC[0,o) (4.3.20)
E3
lim +K 13(t; £2, £3) = K1 3(t; £2' O),tC(O,') (4.3.21)
F3 >-
lim +K 23 (t; £2, £3) = K 23(t; 2, 0),tO(,o) (4.3.22)
30
lim +K K3 (t; 2 3) = K3 3(t; 2 0),tC(O,) (4.3.23)
~3+0
where Kij(t; £2, £3) are given by (4.3.4) and Kij(t; 2', 0) are given
by (4.3.17), (4.3.16) (4.3.15), (4.3.14).
With relations (4.3.18) - (4.3.23) we conclude the first step.
(4.3.18) - (4.3.23) relate the solutions of the Riccati equation
(4.3.4) with the solutions which result when we singularly perturb
(4.3.4) setting £3 = 0.
Step 2 -- We singularly perturb the system (4.3.11) and the system
of equations (4.3.6), (4.3.8), (4.3.14), (4.3.15), (4.3.16) by setting
z2 = 0. The degenerate system associated with (4.3.11) is
D2 [(A A1 3A3 3A3 1) - (A12- A1 3A3 3A3 2)( 22- 2 3 33 32
-1 -1 -1
21 23 3331 [(B1- A1 3A3 3B3) - (A1 2- A13A33A 32)
(A2 2- A23A33A32) (B2- A 2 3A33A3 1) 
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X 2 D (A22 -1 -1 -1
2D2 - (A22- A23A3 3A32) (A2 1- A2 3A 3 3A3 1)X1D2
A -1 A -1 -1 (22 23A33A32) (B2- A2 3A3 3B3)u
XD 2 - A 31 2 -A A 3222 -AB (4.3.24)3331lD2 33A322D2 33B 3
or we can write (4.3.24) as
XlD2 = A XlD2 + B u (4.3.25)
with
X2D2 - JlXlD 2 -2 u, X2D2 X3D1
1A - 1 1 -1A A A A (A2 2  AA A 'A )[ 11 13 33 31) (A1 2 13 33 32)(A 2 2 2 3 A3 32)
(A A2 AA )] (4.3.26)(A21- A23A3
B = [(B1 - A1 3A 3)- (A1 2 A1 3 3 3A3 2)(A 22 -A 1 )-11 3 33 3 1A3 332 ) 2223A33A32
(B2- A 3A-1 ) (4.3.27)(2- -23 33
( AA-1 -1 -1
1 =(A 2 2 A23A 33A32) (A2 1- A23A 33A 3 1) (4.3.28)
2 (A22- A 23AA32 ) (B - 23A31B3) (4.3.29)
The cost functional (4.3.12) becomes
T




Q + (A-1 -1 -1 Q-1
Qx = Q1+ (A33A 31) Q3A3 + J1[Q 2 + (A33A3 2 Q3A33A 32] 1
- J(A33A32) Q3 (A33A31 ) - (A33A31) Q3 (A33A3 2 )J1 (4.3.31)
-1 - -1 -1
Qxu= (A33A31)'Q3A33B3 + Ji[Q2 + (A33A3 2) Q 3A3 3A32 ]J2
-(AA- Q AA J -J(A A 1 (4.3.32)3331 3 (A33322 1 2 3 (4.3.32)
R" + -1 -1) IQu = R + (AB3)Q3(A33B3 ) + J[Q + (A33 32)Q333]
T 1 
-1 -1 -1
J2(A33A32)Q3 A33B3 - (A33B3 3A3332J2 (
The boundary layer system associated with (4.3.11) is
xl = const
dx2D2 /dT=A 21 2 3 33 3 1X D2 A 2 2 23 33 A 3 2)X 2D 2
-1
+ (B2 - A23A33B3)u
dX3D2/dT = A31XlD2 + A32X2D2 + A33X3D2 + B3 u (4.3.34)
The control Riccati equation associated with the system (4.3.25)
and the cost functional (4.3.30) is
D2 K 1D2 K 1D2 x K1D Q +(B K1D2 xu) Qu
(B KlD2 + Qxu) (4.3.35)
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When we set £2 = 0 at the system of equations (4.3.6), (4.3.8),
(4.3.14), (4.3.15), 4.3.16) we obtain:
From (4.3.14)
0 = -A" K -K A - Q + K B R-1 B"K (4.3.36)33 -A 33 K33A33- Q3 + K33B3R- B3K33
From (4.3.8)
0 = -A' K - K A - 0 + K B2R B AK (4.3.37)22K22 K22A22 - Q2 + K2 2B2R B2K22
From (4.3.6)
11 -KllA12  12A22 K13A32 + KllB 1R B2K22 + K12B2R B2K2 2
+ K13B3R B2K22 (4.3.38)
When the controllability and observability assumptions for the degen-
erate system (4.3.25) and the boundary layae system (4.3.34) hold,
then according to theorem (3.4.1) the following relations will hold:
lim +Kll(t; 2' 0) = lim K t; = KD2 = K (t 0 0)£ +K1DI+(t 2') 2t) ( + lDl; ,2 1D2 110)
2+0 20
t £ [0,o) (4.3.39)
lim +K (t; £2' 0) = K12(t; 0, 0),tC[0,-) (4.3.40)
lim +K 13 (t; £2, 0) = K1 3 (t; 0, 0),tC[0,O ) (4.3.41)
£2 
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li K 22(t; '2' 0) = K22(t; 0, 0) ,t C(0 ,) (4.3.42)
lim +K33(t; 2, 0) = K33(t; 0, 0),t C(0,) (4.3.43)
£2
Here Kij(t; E2, 0) are the solutions of (4.3.14) - (4.3.17) which
result when we singularly perturb (4.3.4) setting E3 = 0 and Kij(t; 0,0)
are the solutionsof (4.3.35)-(4.3.38) which result when we singularly
perturb (4.3.4) setting £2 = 0, £3 = 0. With these relations we con-
clude the second step.
Combining the results of the first and second step, i.e. (4.3.18)-
(4.3.23) with (4.3.40) - (4.3.43) we obtain
lim + Kll(t; 2 3) = (t; 0, 0),tJO,-o) (4.3.44)
£2 
£ 3+0-
3+0lim K 2(t = 0(t; 0, 3),tC(0,o) (4.3.45)
lim + 22 t; 2' 3) K22(t; , ),(, (4.3.47)
£2O+3+0
lim+ K22 (t; £2, £3) = K22 (t; 0, 0),tC(0,oo) (4.3.47)
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lim+ K33(t; £2 3) = K3 3(t; 0, 0) t(0,oo) (4.3.48)
£ 3+0
(4.3.44) - (4.3.48) prove that under the controllability and
observability assumptions of theorem (4.3.1),the solutions of the per-
turbed Riccati equation (4.3.4) are the limit of the solutions of the
same equation as £2+0+ , 3+0+ The solutions Kij (t; 0, 0) result from
reduced order computations as follows: K2 2(t; 0, 0) and K3 3(t; 0, 0)
result directly from the solution of (4.3.37), (4.3.36) which are of
dimension n2Xn2 and n3 xq3 respectively. Kll(t; 0, 0) results from the
solution of (4.3.35) which according to lemma 3.4.4 is identical to the
differential equation which results for Kll when we set c2 = 0, £3 = 0
in (4.3.4). Substitution of K11, K2 2, K3 3 into (4.3.16) and (4.3.38)
gives two matrix equations, with unknowns K1 2, K1 3, which are coupled.
The solution of these equations gives K12, K13. The matrix K23 needs
not to be computed because in the limit as £2+0+, £3+0+ it has no con-
tribution to the control. In fact
sub lim+ pt R B K(2, ) x gives
2+0 opt
3 0+3
U = lim+ R-1 [BKll(£2 £3) + B2K21(£2, 3)+ B3K31(£2 £3)] x1
£ +0
E3,(o
+ B2 1K12 (E1 £2) + B2K22 (£ 2 £3) + £2 B3 K2 3 (£ 2 £3) ] X2
(cont. next page)
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+ 3 1 13 ( 2, £c3) + 3BK 23 (£2, 3) + BK 33 (£ 2, £3)] X3 or
U = R-1[ K11(0O) + BK 21(, 0) + B-K3 (00)] x1
+ R1BK 22(O,O)x2 + R- BK33(0,0)x3
From this last expression of u it is obvious that in the limit as
£2+0+ , z3+O+,K23 has no contribution to the suboptimal control, hence
K23 does not have to be computed.
The results of this section can be generalized to a multi time
scale system of the form
/ 1\ 11 12 ... Aln X1 1
Xl~ AA A A X B
£2x2 A21 A22 ·.. A2 X2 2
£3X3 I= A31 A. 3 X3 B (4.3.49)
E~k A A3 2E:nn /k ATrl An2 ... An Xn BA x 3 l
with a cost function of the form
T
J = (xQx + uRu)dt, where (4.3.50)
o
Q 0 ... 0
Q = 0 Q2 ' ° , q> O R > 0.
0 0 ... Q
Qrl
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In such a case, following the procedure previously developed, we
successively perturb the control Riccati equation for (4.3.49), (4.3.50)
setting at first Ce = 0, then E_1 = 0, etc. At each step, using
theorem 3.4.1 we find a relation between the solutions of the original
Riccati equation and the solutions of the perturbed equation and finally
combining the results of all steps we find the equations from which
the matrix K(t; 0, 0, ..., 0) will result from reduced order computa-
tions.
In the next section we will combine the results of sections 4.1,
4.2, 4.3 and based on the methodology of section 3.5, we will design
a suboptimal control, a three time scale system of the form
x1 A11 A12 13
2x~2 =A21 A22 A23 X2 + B)2u + E2
63X3 A31 A32 3 X3 3 3
y = Cl X 1 + C2X2 + C3X 3 + v
4.4 Suboptimal Control for a Three Time Scale System
Let us consider the system
A21 22 23 x
3. X1 3 31 32 133 3 X1c3X3 A31 A32 A3 x3 B 3 3
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with observation equations described by
y = ClxL + C2X2 + C3x3 + v (4.4.2)
and with performance index
£ T
J = E 2T (x Qx + uRu) dt (4.4.3)
2' E3', Aij(E), Hi, v, Ci, R, Q, u, Bi, y are defined in the same way
as in sections 4.1, 4.2, 4.3, E(x(O)), E(x(O)x'(O)) are given initial
conditions.
In this section using the results of section 3.5 we will design
a suboptimal control for (4.4.1). This control will result from
reduced order computations and will be optimal in the limit as c£20+,
£~+0+63-* 
4.4.1 Design methodology
We propose the following design methodology for the suboptimal
control of (4.4.1)
(A) Design reduced order Kalman filters which have the same
structure with those described by (4.2.8), (4.2.11), (4.2.21).
(B) Compute the solution K of the control Riccati equation for
the regulator problem from (4.3.35), (4.3.36), (4.3.37),
(4.3.38), (4.3.16).
(C) Use the feedback law
-1 (4.4
Us = - R B K(O)xD (4.4.4)
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where %' are the estimates of the suboptimal filters and
K(O) is the matrix resulting from the solution of (4.3.35) -
(4.3.38) and (4.3.16).
The degenerate and the boundary layer systems associated with
(4.4.1) when we first let e3+O and then 2+0O are the following:




ld = 11- A13A33A31 A12 13A3 3A32) (A22 A 2 3A 3 3A32)
21 23A33A31)]Xld + [(B1- A13A33A 31) - (A12- A 13A3A3 2)
(A - - 1A -1B)]u-1 - A -1
(A22- A23 33 3 A 1 3 3 3 - (A1 2-[A13 A33 31
-1 -1 -1 -1 -1
(A2 2 - A2 3 A3 3A3 2 ) A2 3 A3 3 3 + - (A1 2 - A1 3 A3 3 A3 1 ) (A2 2 - A2 3 3 3 3 2 2
(4.4.5a)
2d = -(A2 2- A2 3A3 3A3 2 ) (A 2 1- 31 + 22 23 332
A-1 -1 -1 -1
A1 3A3 3 3 - (A22- A23A3 3A32) E2 - (A2 2- A23A 3 3A 3 2)
(B2 - A B23A B )u (4.4.5b)
-1 -1 -1Xd = -1 A x -A A x A- (4.4.5c)
X3d = - A33A31Xld A33A32X2d 33 3 (4.4.5c)
The boundary layer system is
xl = const (4.4.6a)
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-1 -1
dx2/dT = (A2 1- A23A33A31)Xl + (A22- A23A33A32)X
= 21A23A333 22 2 33322
-1 -1
+ (B2- A2 3A3 3B3)u + 52 - A13A3 313 (4.4.6b)
dx3/dT = A3 1x1 + A3 2x2 + A3 3x3 + B3U + E3 (4.4.6c)
(4.4.6c) is the coundary layer equation which results when we set
£3 = 0 in the original system (4.4.1). (4.4.6b) is the boundary layer
equation which results when, after £3 = 0 we also set £2 = 0. When
£3 = 0 the observations are given by
-l -i -iy=(C-CA A x + (C C - +v
= (C1 - C33A31)X + (C2 - C3A33A32)x2 C3A 3 3 3 + v
(4.4.7)
When £2 is also set equal to zero the observations are given by
y = [C- GAA -A )(A -A AA1- 3A33A31 - (C2- C3A3332 )(A22- A23A33A32
(A A -1 A 33 ('A - 1 A A-A-1 -i
( 2 1-A 23 A31 ) 1 + (C2 C3AA 33 2) (A2 2 2 3 33 32
A - -1 C3A3-1 -1 -123 33 - C3 3 3 3 v -(C 2 -- C3AA331) (A2 2 - A23A33A32) 
(4.4.8)
When the degenerate system (4.4.5) with observation equation
(4.4.8), the boundary layer system (4.4.6b) with observation equation
(4.4.7) and the boundary layer system (4.4.6c) with observation equa-
tion (4.4.2) are completely controllable and observable, then according
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to theorem (3.5.1) the suboptimal system of (4.4.1), (4.4.4) will be
optimal in the limit, i.e.
lim + E {(x1 - Xld)(X 1 - Xld) }= (4.4.9)
£2+0
a3+O+
lim + E {(x2 - X2d)(X2 - X2d) } (4.4.10)
£: +0+
3
lim + E (x3 x 3d)(x3 - 3d)(3 } (4.4.11)
£ 3+
where xid are the states of the suboptimal systems and xi those of
the optimal.
Thus, we have completed the extension of the results developed in
Chapter 3 for a two time scale system, to a three time scale system.
Now we can easily extend the results to a multi time scale system. A
multi time scale system of the same form with (4.4.1) will be given by
1 X1 /All A12 A13 .. A1 \ X 1 B 1
2 2 A21 A22 A2 3 . A 2 2 B2 2
3x3 A31 32 33A . 3 3 3 . 3
\£x/ \ A Aql A A x B /
nno 2 3 r q (4.4.12)
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y = ClX1 + + +C2x + v (4.4.13)
The reduced order filters for this system are designed according
to the methodology proposed at the end of section 4.2 where the results
on filtering were generalized from a three time scale to a multi time
scale system. The matrix K of the regulator is computed according to
the methodology proposed at the end of section 4.3 where the results
of regulators were extended to a multi time scale system. The sub-
optimal control
u = -R B1K(O)"D (4.4.14)
is again applied to (4.4.12), (4.4.13). When
(i) the original system (4.4.12) - (4.4.13) is completely
controllable and completely observable,
(ii) the degenerate system associated with (4.4.12) - (4.4.13)
when c2 = , e3 = 0 ... sn = 0 is completely controllable
and completely observable,
(iii) the boundary layersystems with the respective observation
equations, resulting successively when es = 0, then qj1 = 0
etc, is completely controllable and completely observable,
then according to theorem 3.5.1 the suboptimal system (4.4.12),
(4.4.13), (4.4.14) is optimal in the limit as s2+0+, 3+ 0 + ... En+0 .

















Gn(0) r Filter 
Figure 1 Asymptotically-Optimal Multi Time Scale Controller
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In this section we applied the results of Chapter 3 to a three
time scale system and then we generalized them for a multi time scale
system. We found the general structure of reduced order filters. We
also found a general way to obtain the gain matrix of the regulator,
for a multi time scale system, from reduced order computations. Using
the suboptimal filters and regulators we proposed a suboptimal control
u which is optimal in the limit as the small positive parameters,
z2, E3,... £ tend to zero.
CHAPTER V
SUMMARY, CONCLUSIONS AND SUGGESTIONS FOR FURTHER RESEARCH
This chapter summarizes the results of the thesis with a brief
discussion of the conclusions that can be drawn from the research. A
list of topics for further investigation is included.
5.1 Summary
The thesis consisted of two parts. In the first part we considered
a stochastic system consisting of two weakly coupled subsystems. We
proposed a suboptimal control system which ignored the weak coupling of
the subsystems and we studied some characteristic of the performance of
this system. Following the ideas of Bailey and Rampariyan who studied
the deterministic problem, we found bounds on the optimal error covariance
in terms of the suboptimal error covariance resulting from the proposed
control system.
In the second part we considered a stochastic system consisting of
two strongly coupled subsystems. In chapter 3, using singular pertur-
bation theory we developed, in an axiomatic way, a design methodology for
a suboptimal control of a system which consisted of one slow and one fast
subsystem. The suboptimal control resulted from reduced order
computations and we proved that it was optimal in the limit as the fast
states approached white noise. In chapter 4 we used the results of chapter
3 and we designed a suboptimal control, which resulted from reduced order
computations, for a three time scale system. We generalized the results
and proposed a design methodology of a suboptimal control, resulting from




Using the suboptimal control systems we significantly reduce the
computations involved in both the weak and the strong coupling cases.
Consider first the weak coupling case. In this case the Kalman
gain for the filter and the gain matrix for the regulator are computed
separately for each subsystem ignoring completely the coupling between
the two subsystems. If n1 is the dimension of the first susbsystem and
n2 is the dimension of the second, then for each of the control and the
filter Riccati equations we have to solve (1/2)nl(nl + 1) coupled
equations for the first subsystem and (1/2)n2(n2 + 1) coupled equations
for the second subsystem. If we did not ignore the coupling, we would
have to solve (1/2)(n1 + n2)(n 1 + n2 + 1) coupled equations for each one
of the control and filter Riccati equations for the whole system. If
n = n1 = n2 , then ignoring the coupling we would have to solve twice
a number of (1/2)n (n + 1) of equations which is almost one fourth of
n (2n + 1), the number of equations we would have to solve if we had
taken the coupling into account. Thus, in the case of weak coupling
the off line computations are significantly reduced using the proposed
suboptimal control. The on line computations are also reduced because
the Kalman filters ignore the coupling between the subsystems.
Consequently, in this case the state estimates of the two subsystems
are separately computed by two equations of order n1 and n2. If the
coupling were not ignored in the filters, then the estimates would
result from one equation of order n1 + n2.
In the strong coupling case, using singular perturbation theory we
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also reduce the on line and off line computations which are required for
the evaluation of the suboptimal control. If the different time scale
subsystems of the system are of dimensions nl, n2 ,....nk, then the
suboptimal filters are of dimension nl, n2, n3,.... nk, respectively.
In such case in order to compute the state estimates the computer has
to solve separately k equations of order nl, n2,... nk, while in the
optimal case it has to solve one equation of dimension nl+ n2+ ....nk,
which sometimes is not feasible because of its limited memory. When
singular perturbations are applied to the Riccati equation for the
optimal filter, then the Kalman gains for suboptimal filters result
separately from the solution of (1/2)nl(n1+ 1), (1/2)n 2(n2+ 1),
(1/2)n3(n3+ 1) ......(1/2)nk(nk+ 1), coupled equations respectively.
In the optimal case the gain would result from the solution of a system
k
of (1/2)Zn.(Zn.+ 1) coupled equations. When k is large enough, the
i=l'i=li
solution of such a system cannot be achieved because of the limited
memory and computational speed and accuracy of the computers. When
singular perturbations are applied to the Riccati equation for the
optimal regulator the gain matrix of the suboptimal regulator results
from reduced order computations. The matrices Kii result separately
from the solution of (1/2)nl(nl+ 1), (1/2)n2 (n2+ 1), (1/2)n3(n3+ 1),
...(1/2)nk(nk+ 1), coupled equations respectively. The matrices
K..i(i # j i,j = 1, 2, ...k) result from the solution of algebraic
1J
systems of equations at which the values of K.. (found separately)
are substituted. In the optimal case the gain matrix results from the
k k
solution of a system of (1/2)Zn.(Zn.+ 1) coupled differential equations.
i=l i=l
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It is clear that when the proposed suboptimal control systems are
used, the order of on and off line computations is significantly reduced
in both the weak coupling and the strong coupling cases. Of course the
disadvantage of the proposed design is the loss of optimality. However,
since the suboptimal control systems are optimal in the limit (in both
the weak coupling and the strong coupling cases) the suboptimal solutions
should be very close to the optimal ones when the coupling matrices
(in the weak coupling) and the positive parameters si (in the strong
coupling) are very small.
5.3 Suggestions for Further Research
The development of decentralized control methods for large scale
systems is still at an early stage. Therefore, there are many possibi-
lities for further investigation. Some of these are listed below.
Further investigation in weakly coupled systems:
(i) Study of the performance of a suboptimal control which
ignores the coupling, for nonlinear systems.
Further investigation in strongly coupled systems:
(i) Evaluation of the performance of the suboptimal control
by determining bounds for the suboptimal filters and
regulators.
(ii) Study of the discrete time version of the problem.
(iii) Development of a design methodology of a suboptimal control
for linear continuous time systems with discrete
observations.
(iv) Study of the same problem for nonlinear systems.
APPENDIX A
A TUTORIAL PRESENTATION OF SINGULAR PERTURBATION THEORY
The role of this appendix is to present in a tutorial way the most
important concepts of singular perturbation theory which are used in
this thesis.
Singular perturbation theory is concerned with systems of the form
x = f(t,x,y,C) x = n-dimensional (A.1)
Ey = g(t,x,y,g) y = m-dimensional (A.2)
where c is a small positive parameter.
In studying the behavior of solutions of (A.1)-(A.2) for small
positive £ it is convenient to make use of two systems which are associ-
ated with (A.1)-(A.2). The first associated system called the degener-
ate system is obtained by formally setting E=O in (A.2). This gives
x = f(t,x,y,O) (A.3)
O = g(t,x,y,O) (A.4)
The second associated system is obtained by making the stretching
transformation T = t/c in (A.1-(A.2) and then setting s=O. This gives
dx/dT = 0 (A.5)
dy/dT = g(T,x,y,0) (A.6)
Since the only solution of dx/dT = 0 is x=k=constant, the system
(A.5)-(A.6) can be written in the more convenient form
dy/dT = g(T,k,y,O) , y(O) = yo (A.7)
The system (A.7) is called the boundary layer system. This system des-
cribes the behavior of the high frequency components of (A.1)-(A.2),
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because the stretching transformation t=cT changes the time scale and
since £ is a small parameter the small time constants, i.e. the high
frequency components, are emphasized.
The basic problem in singular perturbation theory is the behavior
of the solutions of the system (A.1)-(A.2) as c - 0+. In this appendix
the works dealing with this problem are presented.
The basic results on singular perturbation theory which are related
to the above problem and which are used in this thesis are those pre-
sented by Tihonov [12] and Hoppensteadt [21].
A.1 The Results of Tihonov and HoDpensteadt
In their works, Tihonov and Hoppensteadt find conditions on f
and g under which the solution of (A.1)-(A.2) for small £ approximates
the solution of (A.3)-(A.4).
Tihonov studies conditions under which the solution of (A.1)-(A.2)
approximates the solution of the degenerate system as E + 0+ and when
t is restricted to compact intervals. He makes the following assump-
tions:
(Ti) The functions f and g in (A.1)-(A.2) are continuous in an
open region 2 of the (x,y) space.
(Tii) There is a function p(t,x) continuous in E1 < x < 2
such that the points (x,¢(x)), 1 < x < &2 ' are in Q and
g(t,x,p(t,x)) = 0.
The function P(t,x) is referred to as a root of the equation
g(t,x,y) = 0. It is not excluded that g(t,x,y) = 0 may have other
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roots besides ~(x).
(Tiii) There exists a number n > 0, independent of x, such that
the relations
Ily - p(t,x)jJ<n , y 0 b(t,x) in 51 < x < 2
imply
g(t,x,y) 0 0 in i1 < X < 2
A root that satisfies this condition is called isolated in
(Tiv) The singular point y = ~(t,x) of the boundary layer
system (A.7) is asymptotically stable for all x in <1 < x < 52.
(Tv) The full as well as tie degenerate systems have a unique
solution in an interval 0 < t < T.
Under these assumptions Tihonov proves the following theorem.
Theorem I. (Tihonov)
Suppose assumptions (Ti)-(Tiv) are satisfied. For any U > 0
define a 'p tube' to be the set of points in the (x,y) space for which
the inequalities Ily - O(t,x)Ii < P, X1 < x < 2' hold. Let U > 0
be arbitrary but so small that the closure of the p-tube lies in Q.
Then there exist two numbers y(p) and £c(p) such that for E < E(p)
the following is true: Any solution of (A.1)-(A.2) that is in the
interior of the y(p)-tube for some value t' of t, 0 < t' < T and in
the closure of the p-tube for all t in t' < t < T does not meet the
lateral surface of the p-tube for t' < t < T.
In plainer but less precise language this theorem states that for
small £, any solution that comes close to the curve y = ¢(x) in
51 _< x < 2 remains close to it, as long as _1 < x < _ 2 .
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Hoppensteadt [21] studies the same problem as Tihonov but he
allows t to range over the entire positive real axis. In his work he
makes the following assumptions:
(Hi) The degenerate system has a solution x = x(t), y = y(t)
which exists for all 0 < t < -.
When (Hi) holds, there is a transformation which takes the degen-
erate system (A.3)-(A.4) into an equivalent system which has x=O, y=O
as a solution. That is why it can be assumed that the degenerate system
has x=O, y=O as a solution for all 0 < t < a.
(liii) f, g, af/ax, ag/ax, af/ay, ag/yl, ag/at CC(I x Sp x [0,0])
where I = 0,-), Sp = {(x,y) C R m : X + YI < P
(Hiii) The same as (Tii), (Tiii).
The following four assumptions are tile crucial ones.
(Hiv) The function f is continuous at y=O e=0 uniformly in
(t,x) CI x S and f(t x,OO), af(t,x,0,O)(t,x) C I x Sp/x and f(t,x,0'), ' x , are bounded on
I x So/x.
Here Sp/x, S denote the restriction of S to Rn and Rm
p/x p/y p
respectively.
(Hv) The function g is continuous at E£0 uniformly in
(t,x,y) CI x Sp and g(t,x,y,O) and its derivatives with respect to
t and the components of x and y are bounded on I x S .
Assumptions (Hvi) and (Hvii) are the stability properties required
of the two associated systems.
(Hvi) The zero solution of the degenerate system is uniformly
asymptotically stable with respect to t 0o
(Hvii) The zero solution of the boundary layer system is uniformly
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asymptotically stable uniformly in the parameters (T, x = const = k)
C I x Sp/x. Under these assumptions, Hoppensteadt proves the following
theorem:
Theorem II (Hoppens teadt)
Let the conditions (Hi)-(lIvii) be satisfied. Then for sufficiently
small I x o01 + |IYO[{ and E the solution x(t;e), y(t;E) of the
system (A.1)-(A.2) exists for 0 < t < o and it is connected with the
solution x(t;0), y(t O) of the degenerate system (A.3)-(A.4) by
the limit relations
lim x(t;c) = x(t;0) Vt£[,Oo) (A.8)
lin y(t;E) = y(t;O) V-te(0,oo) (A.9)
C+0+
The convergence above is uniform on all closed subsets of 0 < t < oo.
The essential difference between the theorem of Hoppensteadt and
the theorem of Tilhonov is that in Theorem II the t sets on which the
uniform convergence occurs are closed but not necessarily bounded as
they are in Theorem I.
The significance of the hypotheses (Hiv)-(Hvii) can be better
understood by considering the examples of systems of the form (A.1)-
(A.2) proposed by Iloppensteadt. In these examples one of the conditions
(Hiv)-(Hvii) is weakened and a system of the form (A.3)-(A.4) is pre-
sented which satisfies the altered hypotheses. In each case there are
solutions which begin arbitrarily near x=0, y=O for which the con-
vergence in the theorem is not uniform on sets of the form
tO < tl < t < c.
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Example I.
Let the condition (Hiv) be replaced by: (Hiv)'. The function f
is continuous and bounded on I x Spx[O,E0]. The system
x (-l + sin£t)x x(O) = x0 (A.10)
3Y = -Y y(O) = YO (A.11)
satisfies the hypotheses of the theorem of Hoppensteadt with condition
(Hiv) replaced by (Hiv)'. Here f(t,x,y,e) = (-1 + sinct)x is clearly
not continuous, at E-O, uniformly in t 0 < t < o. The solution of
(A.10)-(A.1l) is
x(t) = x0 exp{-t + (1 - coset)/e} (A.12)
y(t) =- y exp(-t/c) (A.13)
The degenerate system associated with (A.10)--(A.ll) is
x -x x(O) = x0 (A.14)
y 0 (A.15)
This system has a solution
x(t) = X0 exp(-t) (A.16)
y = 0 (A.17)
Since (1 - coset)/c does not converge to zero as E-O+ uniformly
on any bounded t-interval, the solution of (A.10)-(A.11) does not converge
to the solution of (A.14)-(A.15) as c+O+ uniformly on any set of the form
0 < tl < t < oo
Example II.
Let condition (Hv) be replaced by (Hv)'. g and the partial deri-
vatives of g with respect to t and the components of x and y are bounded
on I x S x[O,o]. The system
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x = -x x(0) = x0 (A.18)
Zy = -cos(ot)y, y(O) = y0 (A.19)
satisfies tile hypotheses of the theorem of Hoppensteadt with condition
(Hv) replaced by (Hv)'. The solution of the system is
x = x0 exp(-t) (A.20)
Y = YO exp(-sinEt/E 2) (A.21)
The degenerate system associated with (A.18)-(A.19) is
x = -x, x(0) = x0 (A.22)
y = 0 (A.23)
This system has a solution
x = x0 exp(-t) (A.24)
y = 0 (A.25)
Although lim exp(-sinct/E2) = 0 for each t > 0, this limit
C+() J+
is not uniform in t on any set of the form 0 < t1 < t < oo. Hence
the solution of (A.18)-(A.19) does not converge to the solution of
(A.22)-(A.23) as £-0+ uniformly on sets of the form 0 < t1 < t < a.
Example III.
Let the condition (Hvi) be replaced by (Hvi)'. The zero solution
of the degenerate system is asymptotically stable.
Consider the system
x = -x/(t+E) + y, x(t0) = x0 (A.26)(to > 1)
sy = -y3/2, y(t 0) = Y( (A.27)
At first we observe that the zero solution of
x = -x/t x(t)) = xo t > 1
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is asymptotically stable but not uniform-asymptotically stable. The
solutions are of the form x = x0t0/t, therefore they do not tend to
zero as t-oouniformly in to.
On the other hand the zero solution of y = -y3/2 is uniform-
asymptotically stable. Thus the system (A.26)-(A.27) satisfies the
hypotheses of the theorem of Hoppensteadt with (Hvi) replaced by
(Hvi) . The solution of (A.26)-(A.27) is
x(t) = x0to/t + (el/2y0 /t)t [S/(e+y(S(-t0) ds (A.28)
y(t) = l/2yo/(E+yO(t-tO)) 1/2 (A.29)
The degenerate system associated with (A.26)-(A.27) is
x = (-x/t) + y; x(to) = x0 (A.30)
= O0 (A.31)
which has a solution
x(t) = x0t0/t (A.32)
v = 0 (A.33)
For yo0 0 the x-component of the solution of (A.26)-(A.27) is not
bounded on any set of the form 1 < tl < t < -. Because of this the
solution of (A.26)-(A.27) does not converge to the solution of
(A.30)-(A.31) as S+O+ uniformly on any t-interval of the form
tO < t1 < t < .
Example IV.
Let condition (Hvii) be replaced by (Hvii)'. The solution of the
boundary layer system is uniform asymptotically stable for each
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x - k = const. C Sp/x.
Consider the system
x = -x x(t0) = x0 (A.34)
cy = (E-l/(l+t 2 ))y , Y(t0) = YO (A.35)
This system satisfies condition (Hvii)' but not (Hvii). The
boundary layer system associated with (A.34)-(A.35) is
dy/dT = -y/(l+a2) y(0) = y0 (A.36)
and has as a solution
y - Y0 exp(-T/(l+a2)). Obviously exp(-T/(l+a 2)) does not
tend to zero as T-r uniformly in a for 0 < a < A. However, for each
a, 0 < a < - the zero solution of (A.36) is uniform asymptotically
stable.
System (A.34)-(A.35) satisfies conditions (Hi)-(Hvi) and (Hvii)'
and has a solution
x x= x exp(t0-t) (A.37)
y = y0 exp{(tan t - t a n - lt)/E} exp(t-t0) (A.38)
The degenerate system associated with (A.34)-(A.35) is
x = -x x(t0) =x 0 (A.39)
y= 0 (A.40)
and has a solution
x x0 exp(t0-t)
y= 0
The y-component of the solution of (A.34)-(A.35) is unbounded and there-
fore does not tend to zero as S+0+ uniformly on any interval of the form
to < tl < t < °°.
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The above examples show the significance of the hypotheses (Hiv)-
(Hvii).
A.2 Discussion of the Results of Tihonov and Hoppensteadt
In their works Tihonov and Hoppensteadt prove that the convergence
of x(t;£) to x(t;O) is uniform for all tC[0O,o) as E-+0+. However the
convergence of y(t;£) to y(t;O) is uniform (as -O + ) only in an interval
of the form [t, °) where t > 0. This difference in convergence occurs
because when £=0 the dimension of the system is reduced and some
constants of integration (initial conditions) are missing. At this
point in order to be more clear we will study the following example.
Example:
Consider the system described by the d.e.
ax + bx + kx = 0 (A.41)
where a > 0 and a << 1.
The degenerate system is described by the d.e.
bx + kx = 0 (A.42)
Using the fact that a is very small the solution of the original system
(A.41) is
(t) = (e-kt/b (ak)e -bt/a ) + a -kt/b -bta (A.43)
x(t) =- xb 2 b(e -e)(A.43)
The solution for the degenerate system is
xD(t) =xe -kt/bxD(t) = xee (A.44)
In this form the dependence on the constant of integration
(inital conditions) is obvious.
In (A.43) the solution depends on two constants, whereas in (A.44)
the solution depends on only one constant.
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If we form the difference
d(t) = x(t) - xD(t) we get
d(t) = -x0 -ak e- bt/a + x0 a (e-kt/b ebt/a (A.45)
lie observe that the difference d(t) approaches zero uniformly for all
values of t > 0 when a-O.
As to d(t), the matter is different. For d(t) we have
d(t) = x(t) - XD(t) =
k -bt/a - ak -kt/b + -bt/a (A.46)
= - e +x e- (A.46)
For sufficiently large t, d(t) approaches zero uniformly as does
d(t) but if t is small enough one has
kx 0
d(t) - b + xO (A.47)
and this expression (which is independent of a) is finite, except
possibly for a very special choice of initial conditions, which is of
no interest for the general case.
This circumstance is of great importance for the following reason:
In any physical system of the second order there are two arbitrary con-
stants which appear as two initial conditions. If however we adoDt a
degenerate d.e. for the description of the system, then there is only
one constant. The problem is: What happens to the second constant when
the state of rest is suddenly distrubed by an impulse on the right side
of the d.e.?
The answer is that the variable x, whose convergence is not uniform
will suddenly jump to its final value beginning with which the process
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is determined in terms of one single constant of integration as it
should be. Thus the conflict between the constants of integration is
removed owing to the discontinuity of x.
As an application of Equation (A.41) we consider the following RLC
circuit
di 1
L dt + R c j i dt = O L << 1 (A.48)
which is originally "dead" and to which a constant e.m.f. is suddenly
applied. We will investigate the conditions that exist immediately
before and after the application of this e.m.f.
We can write (A.48) as
LCx + RCx + x = EC
Before the application of E, when the circuit is dead, the condi-
tions are
x(O) = x(O) = O
The degenerate circuit is described by the first order differential
equation
RCx + x = EC (A.49)
There is only one constant of integration here and it is determined
by the initial condition. For t=O, A = -EC (where A is the constant of
integration). The solution is then
x(t) = EC(1 - et/RC)
If we differentiate this expression we have x(t) =(E/R)e-t/RC
and for t=O we get x(O) = E/R, whereas immediately before the appli-
cation of E the initial condition was x(O) = O. This means that the
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variable x(0) has to change discontinuously if the degenerate d.e. is
to be used to represent a phenomenon whose state of rest is specified
by two initial conditions.
Another interesting point in this example is the ratio x/x. In
the case of the degerate system this ratio is
x/x = RC(et/RC-1) (A.50)
(A.50) is a definite function of t and is not arbitrary as it is in the
corresponding degenerescent equation (A.48). In other words, instead
of the two dimensional representation (phase plane) in the degener-
escent case, we now have a unidimensional representation, the phase line,
because there is only one arbitrary constant of integration instead
of two.
This discussion completes the presentation of the results in singu-
lar perturbation theory that are used in this thesis. The systems
considered in this thesis are stochastic. However since convergence
in the mean square of the solutions of the degenerescent system and
filter to the solutions of the degenerate system and filter is investi-
gated by deterministic Lyapunov and Riccate equations, the results on
singular perturbation theory, presented in this appendix, apply directly.
APPENDIX B
A LINEAR jUADRATIC REGULATOR PROBLEM
Consider the following problem.
Minimize the cost functional
T
J = 1 () R S u (ut(t) x (B.1)
2 S Q X (t)
subject to
x = Ax + Bu (B.2)
where xCRn ,uCRP, A, B are matrices of appropriate dimensions and
(R S') is a symmetric positive definite matrix.
The Hamiltonian of the problem is
H =(l/2)[x (t)Qx(t) + x'(t)Su(t) + u'(t)S'xH) + u'(t)Ru(t)] +
+ p (Ax(t) + Bu(t)) (B.3)
where p is the costate vector.
The canonical equations are
p(t) = -aH/3x - -Qx(t) - Su(t) - A p(t) (B.4 )
x(t) = aH/3p = Ax(t) + Bu(t) (B.5)
aH/Iu = 0 - Ru(t) + S'x(t) + B'p(t) = 0 (B.6)
or u(t) = -R-1S 'x(t) - R-B p(t) (B.7)
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Suppose that the state and costate variables are related by
p(t) = K(t) x(t) (B.8)
Differentiate (B.8) to get
p(t) = i(t) x(t) + K(t) x(t) or
p(t) = TK(t) x(t) + K(t) Ax(t) + K(t) Bu(t) (B.9)
Substituting (B.7) and (B.8) in (B.9) we have
p(t) = [i(t) + K(t)A - K(t)BR - Kt)B 1 BK(t)]x(t) (B.10)
Combination of (B.4), (B.7), (B.8) yields
p(t) = [-Q + SR-1S- + SR 1B'K(t) - AK(t)]x(t) (B.11)
Because of (B.10) and (B.11) we have the following equation for K(t)
K(t) = - K(t)A - AK(t) + SR S + SR B K(t) +
+ K(t)BR-lS ' + K(t)BR lB'K(t) - Q (B.12)
(B.12) is the matrix equation which K(t) must satisfy. The initial
condition is K(T)=O. In order to find the expression for the optimal
control u, we use the following lemma [ 9].
Lemma B.1
For the matrices A, B, K given above and the vectors x, u related
by (B.2) the following relation holds.
T
1/2 (u'(t) x'(t) 0 dt -0 BK(t) \Iu(t)\
O (t)B K(t)+AK(t)+K(t)A x(t)
- 1/2 x'(t)K(t) x(t) =0 (B.13)
0
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Proof. For any differentiable trajectory x and any differentiable
matrix K
T
1/2 (x'(t)K(t)x(t) + x'(t)K(t)x(t) + x'(t)K(t)x(t)dt -
T
- 1/2x'(t)K(t)x(t) = 0
0
Substitution of Ax(t) + Bu(t) for x(t) proves the lemma.
Adding (B.13) and (B.1) we get
T
R S+E 'K(t)
1/2 S+K(t)xB Q+K(t)) K(t) (t)+AK(t)+K(t)A
dt - 1/2 x'(t)K(t)x(t) ,or,
\x(t)/ j 
J = 1/2 [u(t)+R- (S+B'K(t))x(t)]` R[u(t)+R-(S'+B'K(t))x(t)]dt
0
+ 1/2 x'(O)K(O)x(O) (B.14)
(B.14 gives the expression for the optimal control which is
u*(t) = -R- [S'+B'K(t)]x(t)
where K(t) obeys (B.12) with K(T) = 0.
Remark
When S=O we get the well known expression
u*(t) = -R-1B'K(t)x(t)
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The d.e. for K(t) reduces to
i(t) = -K(t)A - A'K(t) - Q + K(t)BR-1 BK(t)
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